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The five Roses described below have been
selected from the catalogue of the largest Rose
growers In the United States. The plants arc
all strong and healthy and will live, grow and
bloom if properly treated. They will be de¬
livered prepaid to any post-office in the United
States or Canada.
Gruss an Teplitz (Virginia R. Cox or Crimson
Hermosa).
A hardy, ever-blooming rose of a dark rich
crimson. The flowers are large, full and
sweet. Very showy and handsome. A healthy,
vigorous grower.
New White Soupert (Schneckopf).

Duchess de Brabant.
An exceedingly beautiful rose of a clear
pink color. Makes splendid buds and large
double flowers. Never out of bloom during
the growing season.
Uncle John.
A very pleasing, \__„
with beautiful buff yellow flowers shadi ..
white and pink; large, full and fragrant,
strong, bushy grower.
Mrs. B. R. Cant.
This rose bears
:ra large full flowers of
a bright,
___ clear,
_, _pink ; perfectly double
and deligRightfully sweet. Blooms all the time.
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The above Five Rose Bushes and a Year’s
Subscription to THE ETUDE for only $1.65.
For Canadian Subscriptions, add 25c forpostage.
The subscription may be new or renewal and
the Roses may be sent to a different address.
This collection of Roses will be sent as a
Premium for two yearly subscriptions to The
Etude, new or renewal, at full price.
No other Cash Commission or Premiums
allowed on the above offer.
The Special Offers of Seeds and Bulbs in
connection with a subscription to The Etude,
listed on page 145 of the March numb:r, will
be continued during April. Full particulars
will be sent on request to any who failed to
take advantage of these offers.
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We will duplicate any magazine clubbing
offer, made by any reputable publisher, sub¬
scription agency or firm, in which a subscrip¬
tion to The Etude is included. The following
are. only a few of the special clubs which we
offer at bargain prices. A circular, entitled,
“Magazine Bargains,” containing a complete
list of our- offers will be sent to any address
on request
Combined Our Club
THE ETUDE with
Retail Price. Price.
American Magazine . $2.50
$2.00
Designer . 2.00
1.70
2.10
Garden Magazine . 3.50
Good Housekeeping. 2.50
Harper’s Bazar . 2.50
Housekeeper . 2.10
McClure’s Magazine .... 3.00
Pictorial Review .
2.50
Review of Reviews . 4.50
Success Magazine . 2.50
Woman’s Home CompanWorld To-Day. 3.01
The magazines will be sent for one full year
each upon receipt of price. They may be sent
to different addresses and the subscriptions
may be new or renewal.
Postage is charged additional on all Cana¬
dian and foreign subscriptions.

THE EDITOR’S COLUMN
HOW WE HELP TEACHERS.
TnE Etude not only provides teachers with
new ideas and new methods of study, but it
affords them the best possible means of promoting
their business from a practical and financial
standpoint. Unfortunately, many teachers have
not realized this, and through procrastination
neglect an opportunity to aid both themselves and
their pupils. We want to tell you how hundreds
of teachers have done this and how you may do
it. One teacher writes to us, “Will you kindly
have the enclosed idea embodied in an article if
practicable? I have been trying to hammer this
into my pupils for years, and I would like to see
this in print, as it is so much more convincing in
that way.” That's just the point, and hundreds
and hundreds of teachers write us in just this
way,’“We would like to see it in print.” Print
carries conviction and when supported by a paper
with the authority of The Etude and The
Etude’s staff of noted contributors, little ideas
carry weight that might otherwise be lost. The
teacher makes some necessary observation to a
pupil and then the pupil finds the teacher’s idea
endorsed in print in The Etude. Teachers con¬
stantly write us that they find their paths much
easier in homes where The Etude is taken. It
not only acts as endorsement of the teacher’s
views, but it encourages and stimulates the pupil
as nothing else can. The Etude contains what
we feel is one of the most practical Children’s
Departments ever devised, and in the Music Sec¬
tion you will always find some piece of use in
teaching young folks. We look out for this, and
see that an Etude never leaves our office without
this feature. Years of experience, together with
the largest stock devoted to the immediate uses
of teachers, enable us to select these pieces with
great care and appropriateness.
HOW TEACHERS HELP US.
We know that teachers appreciate what we are
doing for them as expressed in the above para¬
graph, but we feel that teachers should have some
recompense when sending in subscriptions from
their pupils, although the teacher’s greatest recom¬
pense lies in the aid received directly from the
columns of The Etude. Nevertheless, we have
made it a business policy to pay all those who
take the trouble to send us subscriptions, a com¬
mission in money or in articles of real value to
the teacher. We do not believe that we should
take the teacher’s time without making some suit¬
able return. We, therefore, call your especial at¬
tention to the business propositions on this page
whereby thousands of teachers have added mate¬
rially to their incomes. A little enterprise and
progressiveness along thoroughly legitimate and
ethical lines will not only aid you financially, but
will, at the same time, assist your pupils in their
teal educational work aS nothing else can.
STUDENT LAMPS.
This style of lamp is very useful, both in
the home and studio. The two described be¬
low are of the highest quality of manufacture
and are certain to give satisfaction in every
particular.
The Berlin Student Lamp—substantially
made of nickel throughout. Has a 7-inch Opal
Shade and an extra large Reservoir. It will
be sent for only 6 subscriptions at full price.
The Imperial Student Lamp is considerably
larger than the “Berlin” Lamp described above,
and is made entirely of dull finish brass with
a 10-inch green shade. It gives a very bril¬
liant light and can be regulated without smok¬
ing. This lamp will be sent as a premium for
only 9 subscriptions at full price.
The lamps will be securely packed and
shipped by express, charges to be paid by
consignee.
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SIDNEY

HOMER

VOCALIZZI

IN CHIAVE DI SOL

SEVENTEEN LYRICS FROM “SING SONG”

DI VINCENZO VANNINI

Words by CHRISTINA ROSSETTI

Translations by DR. TH. BAKER. *1.00 Net

Price, $1.25 net

This set of eight vocalises by a prominent Italian vocal teacher
offers a practical, concise, and melodiously attractive medium for
the acquisition of facility, ease and accuracy in tone production.
A preparatory familiarity with tlje principles of the proper produc¬
tion of tone taken for granted, these vocalises, really an elaboration
of the well-known exercises in two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight
and nine tones, will prove of the greatest value to the student. The
logical arrangement of these vocalises, the simplicity of their accom¬
paniments, the providing of alternative passages adapted to the vary¬
ing ability of pupils, the abbreviations indicated where convenience
precludes the use of the entire exercise, all these features add to the
practical value of this work.

Eight o’clock: the posti
knock!
Baby cry—Oh He!
Dead in the cold.
thrust
Love me—I love you
Kookoorookoo! kookoorookoo!
Boats sail on the rivers
In the meadow—what in the

The dog lies in his kennel
Lie abed, sleepy head
Mix a pancake, stir a pancake
Who has seen the wind ?
Dancing on the hilltops
A pocket handkerchief to hem
A motherless soft lambkin
Lullaby. Oh lullaby!
Hurt no living thing
Minnie and Mattie and fat little I

Christina Rossetti’s verses illumine the little daily incidents in
a child's life with an artless and tender poesy. It is this key-note
of home truth that Mr. Homer has so successfully caught in his
music,
and that he maintains throughout the seventeen lyrics he has
TEN OCTAVE-STUDIES FOR PIANOFORTE
elected to set. The cycle shows great contrast and variety of mood
By J. H. ROGERS.
$1.50
One number in particular that has all the charm of an old folk-song
These studies are calculated to do more than supply mere tech¬
is “Love Me—I Love You.” The little descriptive touches, as the
nical material for the acquisition of fluency and ease in octave work.
"Postman’s Knock” in the first number, the rooster’s ctow in
They are written with musical taste and insight, and are altogether
“Kookoorookoo,” are introduced with natural and unobtrusive
beyond reproach in an artistic sense. They are of medium difficulty.
effect.
WILL BE SENT FOR EXAMINATION

Root's Technic and Art of Singing'
A

Series of Educational Works in Singing on Scientific

Methods, for Use in Private Instruction and in Classes
By FREDERIC W. ROOT
A work resulting from the author’s exceptionally wide experience in Voice
Culture in Europe and America during a period of more than thirty years.
form of a graded course.
These works by Mr. Root constitute the only system i, print covering this
ground.
I. Methodical Sight Singing. Op. 21
Grade 1. The Beginning.50
Grade 2. Through the keys.50
Grade 3. Progressive Musicianship .50
Music Reading, so arranged that pupils can
practice alone; to be usea in connection with
Voice Culture.0
6 ** ™
**°IU *“
II. Introductory Lessons in
Voice Culture. Op. 22 - $1.00
The book is intended to prepare the pupil for
any line of vocalization by giving control item
by item, of all actions and concepts upon which
vocalization is based.
III. Sixty-eight Exercises in
the Synthetic Method.
Op. 28
.
75c
(The General Principle of Vocalization)
Designed to supplement analytical work io
voice training and style of singing, keeping be¬
fore the singer’s mind those fundamental con¬
siderations which are the safeguard of a voice
in its varying phases of development.

■ Op. 24.50
<ass. Op. 25.SO
. Op. 26.50
,
is set to a neat poetic
Ymg the uses of style and expression as well as
of exercises. They are designed to carry on in
more compact form the voice-building and
execution work of Introductory Lessons.
V. Twelve Analytical Studies.
Op. 20
$1.00
A set of easy, melodious and specific studies
in middle compass (adapted to all female
interesti ngdail l° VC comPact’ systematic,
sounds, the pitch and percussion oFronsonants
VI. Scales and Various Exercises for
the Voice. Op. 27
60c
For High and Low Voice.
Designed to aid in mastering Modes, I„,er.
val*t and Musical Phrase; in developing- the
Voice and acquiring control of it for finished
execution.

PROPOSITION. —The publisher and the author invite all vocal teachers and
fingers to examine this series of works, and therefore make these two propositions:
1. To send the complete course ON INSPECTION (that is, returnable) to
S^ablenlere‘ted’ C°*tin9 °”ly the P°,ta9e >" case any or all the work, are un.t?’, 3°c 8end the, comPlet<= senes of seven works in any one voice, (when
order! "or
^ intr°duct°ry purpose5’ if
accompanies the

THEODORE PRESSER, Publisher
1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

SWALLOWS

RETURN

The latest and best piano solo written by the
celebrated composer of Robin’s Return,
Leander Fisher. Beautiful and original]
Postpaid to you for 15 two cent stamps, from
THE EBERLE MUSIC CO.
86 West Ave.,
.
Buffalo. N. Y

The Young Duet Players
A New Easy Four-Hand Album Compiled
By DR. HANS HARTHAN
Price 50c.
This collection of easy duets, all of
which were either specially arranged or
composed, is particularly adapted for
sight reading and for elementary drill
in ensemble playing. This volume may
therefore be used to follow Harthan’s
Childhood Days,” Koelling’s “Teacher
and Pupli” or Low’s “Teacher and
Pupil.
!n these duets the pupil may
play either primo or secondo, a very de¬
cided advantage. The various numbers
are carefully graded, varied as to style,
tractive*5 rhythm’ and generally atThe pieces are all melodious and the
parts well balanced. The use of this
work will prove a source of mutual en¬
joyment to teacher and pupil.
Theo. Presser

"gOSSSSS"

Gurlitt Album
FOR THE PIANO
Carefully .elected, edited and annotated
from vanou. works of this
favonte author by
W. S. B. MATHEWS
Price, 75 cents
This is a volume of __ 3 educational
value and su lerlor attractiveness,
^ The^numbi rs, all interesting and usefnl,
oleef.s .....i, greatest care
f«Si?4o,"“8
?op~.ar
prolific
composer.
"The editorial’work lias
been most thorough, each piece is accom¬
panied by explanatory and analytical text.
The pieces are largely of the second and
third degree of difficulty.
This book can be used to good advant?g» “ . conjunction with Mathews’
Standard Graded Course” or to accom¬
pany any second or third grade studies.
THEO. PRESSER,
1712 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia. Pa.
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A Newly Discovered Sketch by ^Mozart
With its Musical Explanation
By CARL REINECKE

[Recently many previously unknown manuscripts
of the great masters have come to light in different
parts of Europe. It would seem that during the
one hundred and sixteen years that have elapsed
since Mozart’s death every possible scrap of paper
upon which the famous composer had put his pen
should have been discovered. Now, Carl Reinecke
has unearthed a sketch of a few bars which, like the
hieroglyphics on Egyptian obelisks, possesses a sig¬
nificance of its own. It reveals the means through
which Mozart no doubt planned his compositions.
Its interest to the antiquarian is therefore very great
and leads to an interesting question. Is it not pos¬
sible, even probable, that there may be many, many
undiscovered works by the great masters that still
remain unpublished and unknown? Volumes have
been published relating to^ compositions attributed

for instance, that he wrote out the overture of the
opera, without having previously put down a single
note of it. The copyists barely finished transcrib¬
ing the parts in time for the performance; many of
the sheets were still wet when placed on the desks
for the orchestra to play at sight. It is also gen¬
erally known that while dining with a gay company
he wrote a three-voiced canon to the Latin text,
Difficile lectu mihi mars, and one for four voices to
the words, 0 du eselhafter Martin (O thou donkey¬
like Martini). Both were composed on the spur of
the moment; he did not even write a score with the
voices together, but jotted down one voice after the
other so that the music could be sung at once. This
was done no doubt with the greatest glee, for the
manuscript bears the traces of a champagne glass
which have blotted out several notes.

RECITALS
is easily selected from our
THEMATIC CATALOGUE OF PIANO
AND VOCAL MUSIC

Send us your name and address,
tell ini? what branch of music you
teach, and we will send interesting
and valuable advertising matter for

Proprietors of Edition Wood
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NEW VORI
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LONDON
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Franz, Albert. Edelweis. (Reverio.) Grade 3 50

Lerman, J. W. A Dainty Morsel. Grade 2-S 50
splendid arpeggios and fourth and^fth'flncur*excrcL
Out This Out and send with five cents to cover cc
“a”“s- H. B. STEVENS MUSIC CO.,
Box 58, Madison s,. Sta.,
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however, inspired me with confidence. This man,
who died in 1853, was a musical amateur of high
attainments and an indefatigable collector of auto¬
graphs. His unique collection was unfortunately
dispersed after his death.
The Priests’ March.
Though personally I felt sure that Mozart’s own
hand had rested on this leaf, a more convincing
proof than my assurance was necessary. I there¬
fore sought to find this in the music itself. Above
it was written “Atto II, Marcia.” After making sure
that no march with these initial measures was to
be found in any of Mozart’s youthful operas—a sup¬
position which was contradicted in advance by the
fully-formed character of the handwriting—the sol¬
emn march of the priests in the second act of the
Magic Flute occurred to me; and, sure enough. I
found the key (one flat) and the measure (Alla
Breve) of the manuscript to agree with those of the
celebrated “Friests’ March” in the Magic Flute,
though the first measures are minor while the march
is major. By close examination, however, I discov¬
ered many rhythmic and melodic turns in the latter
that appear in the sketch. By means of a facsimile
I shall try to make clear where and how—at least
in my opinion—the greater part of the “Priests’
March” in its present form was certainly sketched
by Mozart in this fragment of only eleven measures.
Therefore I believe it is not too much to take it
lor granted that the manuscript is a preliminary
draught for this march by the hand of Mozart him¬
self, who may have cast it aside without realizing
how much it contains of what is found in the fol¬
lowing excerpt from the complete little masterpiece.
It is as though a stately tree had sprung from the
tiny germ that lay hidden in the unpretentious
sketch.
Motives from the Priests’ March in “The Magic
Flute.”

Mozart’s manuscript.
(.From a Photograph.)

THE B. F. WOOD MJSIC
COMPANY

No. 4.

to well-known composers which are now apocryphaL
Precisely as many parts of the Shakespeare plays
show traces of the work of some other contem¬
porary author, many works attributed to Beethoven,
Mozart, Haydn and other masters are undoubtedly
spurious. It is, therefore, with much pleasure that
we receive the following sketch from Carl Reinecke,
unquestionably the greatest living authority upon
Mozart and his works.—Editor.]
It is well known that Beethoven composed his
works, even short songs, by means of preliminary
sketches, which he elaborated one after the other.
Since most of his sketch books have been preserved
we can note how these sketches all show in their
working out a steady progression in finish and mas¬
tery of effect, and thus have the inestimable privilege
of looking into the master's workshop long after
his death.
Mozart, on the contrary, had the rare gift of being
able to give complete form and shape in his mind
to all that he created without having recourse to
paper. It was not until early on the morning of the
very day of the first performance of Don Giovanni,

It can therefore be readly understood that since
Mozart’s death comparatively few sketches in his
own hand have been found.
A short time ago a lady brought me a small, dis¬
colored page of manuscript music hearing the in¬
scription “By Mozart and in his hand,” but without
name or other signs of authenticity. Since the pos¬
sessor of the leaflet, which she had inherited, knew
that many' of Mozart’s manuscripts had passed
through, my hands she hoped to secure from me
some proof that it was genuine. Although at the
first glance I believed it to be in Mozart’s hand,
I hardly dared take my belief as indubitable evi¬
dence, on account of the strong resemblance that
exists between the handwriting of different persons.
It is known, for instance, that the writing of Sussmayer, Mozart’s pupil, can be distinguished only
with great difficulty from that of his master. Joa¬
chim, too, in his youthful days, when he was an ard¬
ent admirer of Mendelssohn, wrote a hand that was
strikingly like Mendelssohn’s. The fact that the
little manuscript had come from the collection of
autographs once owned by Aloys Fuchs, of Vienna,
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SUSTAINED FINGER EXERCISESBY CAP"' shf.rva:-.
In many modern technical systems sustained
finger exercises form an important part.
The
principle of permitting some of the fingers to rest
upon the keys while the others are actively en¬
gaged in playing seems to have met with the ap¬
proval of many of the greatest piano pedagogues.
It was originalH given to promote “independence.”
By independence was meant the cultivation of the
ability of one finge- to play a ceitain series of
notes, while the other fingers of the. hand either
remained unmoved or were permitted to play
mother somewhat different and slightly contrasted
series of notes. The origin of these exercises is
undoubtedly very remote. Just who it was first em¬
ployed them is of no immediate importance. Aioys
Schmitt in his Opus sixteen gives many excellent
examples. In the new edition revised and enlarged
by Karl Klauser, the latter gives the following,
among other rules, for their correct performance
and which may yet be regarded as valuable. “Raise
the fingers rather high from the knuckle joints, re¬
taining their curved position; strike the keys verti¬
cally and exactly in the middle with a quick, precise
touch. Avoid especially the following faults, com¬
mon to beginners: The bending inward of the first
finger joint; the hanging of the thumb off the key¬
board; a stiff or a dropping wrist, and a too feeble
touch.”
In the “Scales and Exercises” of Henri Herz the
sustained finger exercises are the first encountered.
The first form of these exercises is in principle:
54
32

11X1

513333

524444

512222
3

4325555

It is not unlikely that these exercises were used
prior to the time of Herz. Herz has left behind
him a somewhat empty reputation. He was known
as a brilliant performer of the exaggerated and
highly-ornamented concert pieces, which were so
much admired in his day. His compositions brought
three and four times the amount that the best com¬
posers could secure for their works. While Moscheles and Cramer played duets with him in public,
Schumann continually held him up to ridicule.
Nevertheless, contemporary criticisms reveal to us
that he was a technicalist of a high order, notwith¬
standing the emptiness of the compositions he chose
to play. He is said to have attributed much of his
technical facility to the sustained finger exercises.
These he modified and adapted to the various
mechanical exigencies of the keyboard. Since his
time there have been very few works devoted to the
acquisition of technic which have not made the
sustained finger principle an important element.
In the so-called “Stuttgart Method” of Lebert and
Stark we find these exercises prominently repre¬
sented. Many of the exercises used in the prepara¬
tory work for the “Leschetizky” method are noth¬
ing more or less than a development of some of the
simpler exercises of Herz. In their development,
however, many advantageous features are brought
forth. Particularly noticeable are the exercises in
which the thumb is sustained in a position under
the second, third, or fourth fingers, thus:

This is one of many preparatory exercises leading
to scale playing employed by the teachers who pre¬
pare pupils for Leschetizky’s personal class. When
correctly played, exercises of this order make excel¬
lent drill for the crossing of the thumb under the
fingers and passing the fingers or the thumb as re¬
quired in arpeggio and scale passages. Although
much additional work is required to make these
crossings absolutely smooth and “unnoticeable,”
'these exercises are probably quite as valuable as
any exercises that can be devised leading to this
end.
Those familiar with the first book of Theo. Kullak’s “Octavo. Studies” will remember how cleverly
Kullak employed the sustained finger principle in

his exercises designed to stretch the hand and at the
same time develop the fourth and fifth fingers and
the thumb.
Possible Dangers.
Valuable as these exercises are, they must be
administered with the utmost care or results di¬
rectly opposite to those for which the exercises
are designed will ensue. As previously stated, the
exercises are primarily intended to promote ‘inde¬
pendence” and “strength” as well as facility. They
have been used for this purpose from the times of
Herz and Plaidy to this day. It is safe to say, how¬
ever, that more stiff, mechanical playing has re¬
sulted from the maladministration of exercises of
this class *'.an from any other technical aids ever
devised v ingenious teachers. It is because of this
danger that this article has been thought necessary
and timely by the writer. Much of the opprobrium
that at. one time rested upon the technical systems
of Plaidy and of the “Stuttgart Conservatory” came
from the careless teaching of these exercises. The
pupil was permitted to let the hand rest upon the
keys in a hard, cramped position and was then in¬
structed. to press the playing fingers down “by main
force.”
What was the result?
Stiffened joints,
tired muscles and sometimes weeping sinews. The
teacher must first of all insist upon absolute freedom
of wrist and arm during the performance of these
exercises. There should be no stiffness from the
shoulder to the finger tips on the keyboard. The
exercise advocated by Leschetizky in which the
finger tips are permitted to rest upon the keys while
the wrist is gently lowered and raised to its normal
position, to promote relaxation, is a valuable techni¬
cal aid in the development of these exercises.
Dr. Mason’s Advice.
Dr. Mason in the first book of “Touch and
Technic” says: “In all forms of touch the muscular
apparatuses from the. shoulder to the finger tips co¬
operate to such a degree that without any one of
them it is impossible for the others to elicit the tone
quality desired.” Playing technical exercises of the
sustained finger order with a stiff arm or wrist is
disastrous and every earnest student should be¬
come acquainted with the excellent “devitalized
arm” exercise as well as the clinging legato exer¬
cise mentioned in the aforesaid volume, even though
the remainder of this excellent work be neglected.
The “clinging legato exercise” of Dr. Mason forms
the best introduction to the exercises of the sus¬
tained finger principle. The stiff, hard touch that
ordinarily results from the practice of sustained
finger exercises is impossible with the “clinging
legato exercise.” Teachers will then find it advisable
to adopt exercises such as those given in Bernhard
Wolffs “The Little Pischna.” These are especially
valuable, as they apply the sustained finger principle
to transpositions of exercises in all the keys and in
both hands alike. Moreover, starting with one sus¬
tained finger they develop until exercises with two
or more fingers are employed.
Taussig used sustained finger exercises but spar¬
ingly, and Czerny does not seem to have given
very much attention to them.
Any student of
Chopin, however, will recollect at once how con¬
tinuous is the employment of this principle through¬
out his entire works. The Etudes are filled with
examples of this principle applied to practical com¬
position. The exquisite Etude, Opus io. No. 6, of
Chopin, is one of the best exercises for sustained
finger playing extant.
In mastering the Fugues of Bach, perfect finger
independence in connection with sustaining one
finger or pair of fingers, while another finger or pair
of fingers is playing, is imperative A contemporary
said of Chopin: “When playing he seems to have
ten hands, and each hand seems to play a different
part precisely as though that part was being played
by a separate individual.” It is a well-known
that Chopin played Bach incessantly for weeks prior
to his public appearances. Although he played little
at his concerts but his own compositions, he is said
to have devoted his practice time to reading the
works of the old Eisenach master to gain finger
independence.
Organ Playing.
Students who aspire to become organists, and who
are studying piano with this object in view, should
remember that from the nature of the instrument
perfect sustained finger playing is compulsory in
good organ playing. It may be safely said that if
the tables were turned and the majority of piano
students were obliged to study the organ first, piano
playing would be vastly improved. Students would

THE ETUDE
then at least learn of the necessity for sustaining
each voice for the full length denoted by a given 3*
note and would be introduced to the beauties to be
attained by contrasting two or more melodies contrapuntaliy treated.

THE ROMANTIC IN MUSIC.
BY I. V. FLAGLER.

HOW BUSINESS METHODS AID MUSICAL
DEVELOPMENT.
W. FRANCIS CATES.
It. is possible to reproach the musicians and music
teachers of the day with having too much commer¬
cial spirit. Be this as it may, too little credit is
given to this very commercialism for the many ex¬
cellent educational results engendered by this spirit.
Let lis, for instance, consider the production of the
grand operas. They are now given in America
with a completeness and lavishness that would have
astonished their composers. The great vocalists of
the world form a veritable vocal congress in our
country each season. Why are these great artists
here and why are the operas produced upon such
a scale of magnificence? That art may be glorified?
No. Simply because they provide the far-seeing im¬
presario with an opportunity to make money.
Why does the teacher make his annual “puppet
parade,” as one writer called it, his exhibition of
musical fledglings? To bring art works to a pub¬
lic heating? Hardly. It is advertising, pure and
simple, but a worthy plan. Out of the commercial
purposes of the teacher there may sprout a musical
i
seed that will bear fruit in pupil and listener, and
for this his ulterior motive is overlooked and his
‘
best results applauded.
How is it that a great pianist is heralded so loud]
ly in advance of his coming, accompanied by the
J
remark that he will of course play Steinering's
j
piano? Do you think it is to scatter the seeds of
j
musical love over the earth? If so, it might be well
I
to examine his charges to the local managers and
a'so his contract to play only Steinering’s piano—
9
at perhaps $50 or $100 a performance. In fact, it is
such contracts with piano houses that make artistic
]
pilgrimages possible to many pianists.
Let us say that Steinering realizes this is the
best possible advertisement for his goods. He must^
get his pianos before the people, and what better
plan can be conceived? Who can better demonstrate the artistic qualities of his instruments than
Paderbauer or Rosenowsky? And the great artist
knows his value to the maker and “holds him up"
accordingly. Many a piano tour in this country has
been made possible by the piano contracts. Com;
mercialism? Yes, but look at the result, the great
artistic educational force of the tournees in question.
As a matter of course there is to follow the usual
certificate that “I regard the Steinering piano as the
most perfect instrument made. I prefer it to all
others, and for this reason have used it before the
critical American public.” No one is hoodwinked, for
that is part of the agreement and the public expects
j
it, even though the instrument may not have been
-1
desirable to the performer. They go on pounding
1
what they are paid to play, whether they like it or
j
not, and collect the $5,000 or so at the end of the
3
trip with the utmost equanimity. Commercial? Yes,
*
but this is a pleasant little fiction that the public jfl
has come to understand and one that it unfortunate3
ly forgives.
Perhaps it is commerciality that leads the musi■
cian to play in the parks or in the theatre music ’3
he caes not like.
But that commercial spirit results in his being
able to play in ^ symphony orchestra the next day,
giving his very best for the cause of art, for he
may receive little or nothing for this service, and in /.
it is putting before the people the greatest music/
thoughts that have been written.
And so one may look over the whole range of
musical activities and find that while there may be
an ulterior motive of financial gain, the immediate
».
results touch the musical life of the people. Some¬
one profits in money, but while he is doing so,
many are profiting in hearing the player and the
singer expound the works of the masters. There
is an old saying that is concise and to the point:
“Bread goes before Art.” One may add that man
cannot live by art alone, to paraphrase, and even
offer another to the effect that “The laborer is
worthy of his hire.” In these may be found the
root of the spirit that is characterized as comnterciality in art—a feature which the above points prove
to be an essential in the dispensation of modern ar^^
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The classic school of music gave the greatest pos¬
sible pleasure to our grandfathers. The Romantic
school gives the greatest possible pleasure to the
present generation—classical works charm us with
certain qualities of measure, purity of form and the
intelligence of their style, but Romanticism creates
a new language. The free introduction of unpre¬
pared dissonances, the bold harmonic combinations
and successions of distantly related keys; the inter¬
twining passing notes, the delicious tracery of orna¬
mentation at first threw into consternation the clas¬
sical orthodox. These audacious innovations did not
fit in any system then in vogue. Romanticism is
a revival of Art. It cannot be exclusive. Whatever
is noble and beautiful belongs to its domain.
Weber’s Romanticism.
Carl Maria von Weber has the reputation of being
the first of the Romantic school of musical compos‘ ers. He was the first to idealize the dance meas¬
ures. The romantic turn of his mind, inspired by his
early studies, rendered the wild legend of “Der Freichutz,” the most suitable subject on which he could
have employed his talents. He delineated the wild
and savage aspects of nature and depicted with
weird harmonies and strange melodies the horrors
of the wolf’s glen, with its fearful omens and un¬
earthly sights and sounds. Yet “Oberon” may be con¬
sidered the greatest of his works, written when his
body, wasted by disease, was sinking into the grave.
“Oberon” is full of the most tender, romantic and
impassioned strains and magnificent choral harmo¬
nies and novel and beautiful orchestral effects.
The Romantic school has given us many great
composers in the realm of song. The most clearly
defined types are Schubert, Schumann and Robert
Franz. The exceeding beauty of Schubert’s melo¬
dies and harmonies reveals him to us as the very
soul of the tonal art. What a devotional feeling is
aroused in his “Ave Maria,” with its prayer-like ac¬
companiment. What longing, desolate sadness in
the song of “Gretchen” in Faust, and what exquis¬
ite, fairy-like and heavenly breathings of love in the
Serenade—Schubert's music is the genuine poetry
of song. The amount of work he did was some¬
thing incredible. When Beethoven, during his last
illness, desired something to read, a selection of
about sixty of Schubert’s songs was put into his
hands. When told that there existed about 500 of
the same kind, he exclaimed, “Truly, Schubert has
the divine fire within him!”
When Robert Franz, in 1843, published a/set of
twelve songs, both Schumann and Liszt declared
that they never had been surpassed in symmetry of
form or depth of feeling. The art of Franz is_essentially modern—a true exponent of Romanticism.
Schumann was deeply in earnest in his writings,
foreshadowing the intellectual and austere style of
Brahms. He was the first to make use of farstretched chords, especially in his piano works. The
dreamy yearning, the infinite longing, the pure sensousness find expression in these full extended
chords and frequent syncopations.
What a mysterious alliance of genius and madness
we find in Schumann. His peculiar mental charac¬
teristics are mirrored in his style. His songs begin
with sighs and end with tears.
Mendelssohn’s Romantic Tendencies.
Mendelssohn entered the domain of the Romantic
with his overture, “Midsummer Night’s Dream.” We
find many bold innovations in his works—direct vio¬
lations of pre-existing rules of harmony. His orig¬
inality is shown in his poetical overtures and espe¬
cially in his “Songs Without Words” for the piano.
In his organ works Mendelssohn emancipated this
grand instrument from the unemotional pedantic
school then in vogue. But in the oratorio of “Elijah”
is exhibited the profound skill and brilliant im¬
agination of the enlightened poet and all the ear¬
nest solemnity of one imbued with the dignity of
the subject. This oratorio was the greatest, the
crowning work of Mendelssohn’s life.
One of the great master minds who have worked
to free music from the mere- formal and enable it
to express every emotion was Frederic Chopin. He
not only invented new technical forms, but re¬
vealed the most exquisitely poetical ideas that have
ever emanated from a composer for the piano. His
melodies and harmonies are as new, fresh, vigorous
and striking as they are utterly unexpected. His

nocturnes are a revelation of the author’s inner life.
His polonaises are the war songs of his down¬
trodden country. Schumann said he makes of every
polonaise “a cannon buried in flowers.” No matter
how great Bach, Beethoven, Schumann, Liszt and
others may be in their respective fields, Chopin was
and is the greatest tone-poet of the piano. Will he
ever have a successor?
Another great composer of the Romantic school
was Edward Grieg, who has recently died. He was
born in Norway, and lived in Christiania. He stud¬
ied in Leipzig, but his compositions are clearly
marked with the stamp of his nationality.

CO-OPERATION OF TEACHER AND STU¬
DENT.
BY ALICE V. LINCOLN.
It has been said that “it is a self-evident fact that
for the thoroughly successful teacher there is but
one standard: He must be an angel for temper, a
demon for discipline, a chameleon for adaptation,
a diplomatist for tact, an optimist for hope, and a
hero for courage. To these common and easily de¬
veloped qualities of mind and heart he should add
india rubber nerves and a cheerful willingness to
trust a large portion of his reward to some other
world than this.”
Notwithstanding this rather astounding statement,
the teacher is, after all, a human being, with a mind,
heart, and nerves as sensibly touched by exterior
influences as those of other mortals. He is often
placed amid the most discouraging environments,
but he is expected, nevertheless, to exhibit invincible
courage and fortitude, and to be, in short, a veritable
embodiment of perfection.
The conscientious teacher makes the interest and
welfare of his pupils his chief concern, and he en¬
deavors strenuously to hold above them an ideal
toward which they must approach steadily and sure¬
ly, and in the pursuit of which he regards obstacles
and difficulties as aids rather than hindrances toward
the attainment of this great end. He endeavors to
be himself a source of inspiration and strength, and
to create an atmosphere of enthusiasm for his art
which his pupils will unconsciously, but assuredly,
imbibe.
There is a tendency, however, among modern
teachers, being themselves endowed with an extra¬
ordinary keenness of perception, and intellects al¬
ways active and bright, to place themselves on a
pinnacle, and to view the student from that stand¬
point. This is most discouraging to the ordinary
student, who, after having labored in vain for a
time, begins to see an immense gulf, as it were, be¬
tween the great teacher and himself; e.g., he may
have practiced faithfully on a sonata by Beethoven,
the grandeur of which he appreciates, and the true
thought and emotion of which he tries earnestly to
interpret. At the end of a week he goes to his
lesson with somewhat of a feeling of satisfaction
that his work will prove, at least, that he has tried.
But, alas! The teacher greets him without even the
vestige of a smile, and with a peremptory wave of
the hand bids him “sit down and begin at once.”
With a sinking heart he “begins,” but the page
which he played at home, without a single error,
now assumes a different aspect; the notes look un¬
familiar; his fingers are clumsy and awkward; and
he is utterly unable to interpret it satisfactorily. He
dares not look up to meet the lowering glance of
his master, as he roars out, “Fearful, horrible! Take
that home, and do not come to me again until you
can play it.” Naturally, the poor student feels as
if he never cared to go to him again. He loses con¬
fidence in himself, and thinks that perhaps he had
better give up altogether.
A Better Plan.
There are other teachers, however who are just
as brilliant; just as well qualified to instruct the
young and uninitiated, and yet who are so thorough¬
ly in sympathy with their pupils that they work with
them, helping them, encouraging them, and above
all, inspiring them with a love for their art so in¬
tense that they become gradually more comprehen¬
sive of its beauty and worth and are impelled with
a desire to labor for it with a portion of their mas¬
ter’s zeal and vigor.
. They do not place themselves above or beyond
their pupils, but rather by dint of much careful
thought and investigation they simplify the subjectmatter so successfully as to make it thoroughly in¬
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telligible to the mind of the student. They do not
avoid criticism, but they criticise in so tactful a
manner as never to offend or humiliate the pupil.
The ordinary student needs encouragement. He
is told of his failures and shortcomings so often that
a few words of generous praise now and then stim¬
ulate him to renewed energy and enthusiasm. The
teacher should possess the power of intuition; that
power of divining the inmost thoughts, aspirations,
and capabilities of the student. “To know how to
suggest is the great art of teaching. To attain it
we must be able to guess what will interest; we
must learn to read the childish soul as we might a
piece of music. Then, by simply changing the'key,
we keep up the attraction and vary the song.’’
Cultivating Natural Talent.
He should ascertain in what particular line of
work the student excels and endeavor to guide’ his
talents in that direction. “A true teacher should
penetrate to whatever is vital id his pupil, and de¬
velop that by the light and heat of his own intel¬
ligence.” By thus cooperating with his pupil the re¬
sults become extremely satisfactory to both. The
teacher sees his ideas take definite form and shape,
and the pupil grows perceptibly in, his ability to com¬
prehend and appreciate the great and the beautiful
in Art and in his power to transmit this beauty to
others.
The truly great teacher, like the truly great man,
is not he who vaunts of his brilliant intellect, his
excellent discrimination or his superior talents. On
• the contrary, he is one who can be tolerant of in¬
ferior abilities in his pupils, who can see beyond
and behind these qualities of mind .and heart worthy
of cultivation, and who, withal, can become a per¬
fect servant. For “the humble men of heart alone
can believe in the high, they alone can perceive,
they alone can embrace grandeur. Humility is es¬
sential to greatness, '
inside of grandeur.’’
STIMULATING THE PUPIL’S AMBITION.
BY MADAME A. PUPIN.

I.
The observant teacher has discovered that she can
secure more certain results by stimulating the
ambitious desires of the pupil than by appealing to
the parents. What the child of to-day desires is
accomplished.
But neither arguments, coaxings,
pleadings nor threats on the part of the parent are
effectual with a child that has not been brought up
to obey any other law than “I want to” or “I don’t
want to.”
So the wise teacher concentrates her attention on
the child.
It has been observed that what people do easily
and well they love to do, especially if they do some
one thing better than anyone else. Therefore, the
wide-awake teacher will aim to make her pupil do
something very well in a short time, something
that will show her how the right kind of practice will
bring out her hidden powers and produce pleasing
and surprising results.
I once made a new pupil, in the sixth lesson,
play a difficult cadenza from forty notes a minute
up to four hundred notes a minute. This was ac¬
complished in sixty-fow repetitio.
When the young lady had reached this highest
rate of speed, she gave a gasp of. astonishment.
She did not know it was in her to do such work.
The teacher should work to bring out the student's
higher powers, which the student herself is un¬
conscious of possessing.
Why not reach a certain result in one, two or
three lessons, instead of plodding along for months
hoping to secure that result? Give less reading of
notes, and concentrate the attention on a short pas¬
sage until it is worked up to a finish.
Many pupils would find it tiresome to play a short
passage sixty or even thirty consecutive times. But
let them begin with a metronome, at a slow rate
of speed, and work up to as high a speed as possible,
and they will begin to feel enthusiastic.
Suppose the teacher could say to the pupil: “Bessie,
you are perfectly wonderful; you began this passage
at forty notes a minute and now you play it at two
hundred notes a minute. It would not surprise me
now to hear you play it three hundred notes a
minute, in a week or two.” Would not that child's
enthusiasm be aroused to get that passage up to
three or even four hundred notes a minute? Wieck’s
Studies (Peters’ Edition), 8 measure studies, are the
best and most pleasing for this method of study.
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Great Masters

CHOPIN

VV it have seen m the previous paper* of this series
he studied as a preparation for his concern of his
how composers of essentially second rank can never¬
own pieces, and upon which he drew liberally for bis
theless prepare the way for and even definitely in¬
pupils, chiefly the suite*, partitas and the prclBoci
fluence men of real greatness. Accordingly it is
and fugues of the “Well Tempered Clavichord.” He
impossible to forego a mention of such names as
was sympathetically inclined towards Hummel,
Johann Nepomuk Hummel (1778-1837), John Field
(178-1-1837), and Carl Maria von Weber (1786-18.16).
Field and Motchele*. Of Hummel’s works he played
Hummel was a typical pianist of the brilliant Vien¬
and taught the "Fantasia, ’ the “Septet.” and the coonese school, and his chief characteristics were ele¬
ccrtos. He dcLghted in the nocturnes and the con¬
gance of interpretation, perfection and precision in
certos of Field. He used Motchele*' studies and
technique. At one time he was actually regarded
duets
He was also remarkably partial to certain
** a rival of Beethoven in improvisation, and his
piece* by Schubert, especially the "Hungarian Diver¬
compositions were even thought to be equal to those
tissement,'’ the "Landter,” and waltzes, the marches
of his great contemporary Time has shown them
and polonaises for four band*. Of Weber it is said
to be fluent but superficial in technical skill, but
that "his approval outweighed bis censure." and he
devoid of depth. Yet Schumann in his early days
taught the sonatas in C, A flat, and E minor, ami
the concert stuck.
spoke of the "Titanic grandeur" of the F sharp
minor sonata, and also admired the concertos.
Beethoven he admired with reserve, for he could
Hummel s influence on Chopin, however, was con¬
not like the brusqueness and violence, the traces of
fined to the suggestions which his treatment of
physical robustness to be found in his work* The
piano style offered In this respect Chopin is' actu¬
C sharp minor sonata. Op. 27. So a-*nd that ...
ally indebted to Hummel, although he eventually
A flat (with the funeral march. Op. afc>, and the
,5*.!,htrr
♦’** *«d vlwayx easy)
of Ike Land not by Jerk*. fo* ooimnouuly «nd
evolved a far more individual and revolutionary tech¬
sonata Appassinata were his favorite*. He did not
reenly flowing, which be tried i„ tllwstraie by the
nical medium of expression. John Field, a pupil of
care much for Mendelssohn, although be included
Clement, was remarkable as a pianist chiefly for fm
gtksando over the keyboard
Of .lodws, be ga.«
the concerto in E minor and the "Songs Wttb-ut
lovely touch and singing style of performance. A*
alter this a selection of Cramer'* etwde*. Oemenii't
Words in his teaching repertory, but the D minor
a composer he is best remembered by his Nocturnes
grndnr. Maarhclc*’ style etmlies foe the higher dr
tno he posit,vely disliked Schumann found still Ins
and one or two concertos The former undoubtedly
, °.r
hl* eyes, and he is reported to ha«c said
i &
MM,r* *"*»
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supplied the type of lyric which Chopin developed to
the Well Tempered Clavichord
no -u5*r1MiTa,f °P ’• ,ful '* "*•»• •><*« music at
such distinction. It is undeniable that both the musi¬
all.
these limitations and prejudices may seem
Chopin’s Original Fingering
cal sentiment of Field's works and h>s piano style
■nexplicible and ill-founded, but Liszt has expressed
. Contributed to furnish the early elements of Chopin’s
his attitude very felieitiously when he said: “In the
*
from tradition, both *'**"'
a* a punist
and at a***"•"
teacher,
own compositions. The force of his originality was
great models and the masterworkt of art. Chopin
waa hiaadoption of an or ignis I system in fingering
such as inevitably to surpass the sources from which
sough, only what corresponded with h.s nature
•t sprang.
Upon this rests the secret o( the proper technical
What resembled it pleased him; what differed from
performance of many of hi. piece*. It., attitude
As an opera composer, Weber is entitled to a virit barely received justice.”
Inal first rank, but in his piano music he has, on the
then a novel one. wa« that the main pswpaan of
Chopin was a zealous and conscientious teacher
Angering was to assist ,« ter how*I perfection, not
whole remained an important influence rather than
He was ever fond of teaching, and applied himself
an irreplaceable contributor to its literature. A re¬
to carry out conventions of the fir*,. Thst this was
to the furtherance of h.s pupils' musical develop¬
markable pianist ("He was certainly one of the
really a revolutionary vtep i. ,h...n by the fact that
ment to the best of his ability. It is perhaps sinuT.
greatest pianists who ever lived,” says Sir Julius
*
P*'»Wl*e Ibv first I.. u»r the thumb freely on
lar that be formed no pianists of commanding
Benedict), he had arrived at a strikingly individual
the black krys wbenrvrr a useful pori-^c was
powers, but he was unfortunate in having no I*.*
piano style in which wide stretches, leaps, passages
served therrby
He abotivbed the prrfcrcncr for
than three of the most talented die young Among
of thirds, sixths and octaves constitute some of the
•we finger over another, thus gresity enlarging the
•W.1
Fi,Uch’ of whoro
said
technical resources which assuredly contributed
scope ol the fonrtb and fifth fingerIn this latter
When this l.ttle one begin* to travel (on concert
markedly to Chopin's unique explorations in the
respect
be
went
|o
an extreme hitherto regarded
tours) I .h.U abut up .hop" Me left some
same direction
Furthermore, Weber exercised a
ax nnperml.xlble
Thtx system of fingering per
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master and pupil. There were for me also such
blessed lesson* Many a Sunday I began at one
o clock to play at Chopin's, and only at (our or five
o'clock in the afternoon did he dismiss us. Then
nlxo hc played and how splendidly; but not only
bis own compositions, also those of other masters,
in order to teach the pupil how they should tic per¬
formed. One morning hc played from memory four¬
teen prelude# and figures of Bach s, and when I
expressed my joyful admiration at this unparalleled
performance, he replied: *Thoxe cannot be forgot¬
ten' . . . Ilia playing waa always noble and beauti¬
ful, his tones always sang, whether in full forte or
in tlx softest fulmo.
“He look infinite pain* to teach his pupil thia
lega’o, cantabile way of playing. ‘He (or ahe) can¬
not connect two notes’ was his severest censure.
He also required adherence to the strictest rhythm,
hated all lingering and dragging, misplaced rubatos
a* well a* exaggerated r-tardandos. T beg you to
•it down.' he »aid on such an occasion with gentle
mockery. And it is just in this respect that people
make such terrible mistakes in the execution of his
works. In the use of the pedal be had likewise at¬
tained the greatest mastery, was uncommonly strict
regarding the misuse of it. and said repeatedly to
the pupil, ’the correct employment of it remains a
•tudy for life.'**
While there are many to bear wilnexa to the tech¬
nical problem* he tried to solve, we have little rec¬
ord in his own xmrd* regarding the interpretation
of his own work*. N’evcrthclc**, a passage from
Liszt's “Life of Chopin" may help to serve a* a
hint in this direction by way of conclusion: “All bis
compositions have to be played with this sort of
accentuated and irvtrieal swing (balancement acerntite et prosodic), this morbidity (morbidezza), of
which it was difficult to seize the secret when one
had not heard him often
lie seemed desirous to
teach this manner to hia numerous pupils, espe¬
cially to hia compatriots, to whom he wished, more
than to other*, to communicate the breath o( hi*
inspiration The»e seized it with that aptitude which
they luic for all mailer* of sentiment and poesy.
An innate comprehension of hi* thought permitted
them to follow all the fluctuations of hi* azure
wave.”

on the piano. Finally, by dint of much poking and
pulling and with the assistance of a book called
“Self-Help,” taken at random from the parlor table,
I was straightened out and the man began.
Upon my word, I did not know that any one man
had so much strength, and especially that man I I
never suspected hc had such a muscle. The room
positively resounded with notes!
I will past over about two months of my history
in which the girl “learned me” and pulled 111c about
and tore off my cover and darned me with black
thread. Everybody said she was a wonderful player
—the batcher, the baker, the postman, her "gentle¬
men friends." and a good many others. She played
me at her father * Lodge and at her "churn's" house,
who was “so stuck up." and finally it was decided
that talent like hers was not to live and blush and
die alone in uninterrupted, modest, unobtrusive
oblivion. She would not "waste her sweetness on
the desert air” of America; she would go to Europe!
She stopped on her way at a friend's house in
New York City and brought me out. This friend
had studied in one of the New York Conservatories
and when she heard the “genius" play she thought
it all a joke, and my poor mistress and ahe nearly
had a serious quarrel. However, it was decided that

BY ALBERT W. BORST.
What a very different complexion the practice of
scales and arpeggios take, when a great variety of
rhymic patterns, added to dynamics, are employed.
Every student has to rely on some kind of stilts
in order to make any kind of musical progress.
Those supplied by Bach and Beethoven arc, for an
advanced player, the very best
It is not a bad criterion for a teacher to use such
music as he himself really enjoys.
Try to criticise the performance of stranger*
for thus you will be adding to your own knowledge.
Criticism must on no account be confounded with
mere fault-finding.

Young students should not allow the scarecrow
of an unusual number of sharps or flats in a piece
to demoralize him. Such music is often, in reality,
technically easier to execute. In transposed editions
one misses the finer change of color; in addition,
also, one's self-respect suffers.

SY PHILUr PAVIMOK.

"I could not practice two days this week. Profes¬
sor.' said she. She then sat down and played a piece
called the “A'.olian Harp,” by Smith, also “The
Fifth Nocturne.” Of course, being only a piece of
printed paper, I did not know the way that she
played, whether it was "good, bad or Indifferent ”
”1 have brought you a new piece,” said the man.
•'Shall I play it for you?”
“Please.” said the girl.
The man took me out of his pocket, but I was
•o badly rolled that I could hardly stand straight

MUSINGS FROM A STUDIO.

Beethoven used to compose whilst out walking.
If we cannot create, we can at least follow his ex¬
ample partially by mentally digesting the composi¬
tions we have been studying.

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OP A RHAPSODY
OP LISZT.

I was published by a certain publishing house that
waa famous for the number of cheap “standard edi¬
tions" of “favorite old classics" such a* “The Flower
Song,” “The Malden's Prayer,” and was hurried
thence off by express to a department store, where
I lay some time unsold, “unwept, unhonored and
unsung ”
One day there was a "Red Letter Sale" and I
was placed on a counter with some other compan¬
ion* at “ac per. or three for sc!" A man wearing
a slouch hat. old-fashioned Prince Albert coat and
gold-rimmed spectacle* came up to the counter and
began to thumb u* all over in an unmcrc.fii! nianwrr.
Finally myself, a copy of the "Maiden's
Prayer." "The Citizens' Galop,” “The Good Evening
Scholtischc” and "The Spring Song" by Mendels¬
sohn were handed to the saleslady without cither
pomp or ceremony, and the msn dived deep into his
pocket and brought out a few coppers, which hc
dropped into the lady's hand He then hurried away
as though he (eared he would be late for a train.
1 was rolled up by the lady into a package of
crushing dimensions, and now as the man boarded
a car and stood in a crowd I thought I would be
annihilated. However, I arrived aafely at a house
and the door was opened by a young g'rl of about
fiftrsn. who showed the man into the parlor.
“Well, Hattie,” said he, “how do you know your
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But here the biography ends. We were inter¬
rupted at that moment by the maid telling os that
the kitchen window had been broken and that as
it was Saturday evening she could get no glazier.
What was she to do? ‘’Here,’’ said Miss H-,
taking up our “Rhapsody of Liszt,” “take that and
stop up the hole till Monday.”

LISZT MKMOSIAL IN WK1MAK.
Miss H-should take ten lessons “off her friend’s
teacher” (an American)).
She went down to Mr. M-’s studio. I was with
her and this dialogue ensued:
Mr M-. “Play me something. Miss H-*
Miss II- sat down at the piano and unrolled
Bang! Crash! Tinkle! Mr. M-!ooked as though
hc were going up in the air. He took one of his
hands out of his pocket, then the other. Hc put
them to his cars. What! at me. the beautiful rhap¬
sody? Why did he stop his ears? But I am afraid
to tell yon what hc said, a* I do not want to dwell
on Miss H-'s humiliation. You know she sewed
me up wilh black thread. I will only say that hc
ended by playing me himself. Ah, but I never knew
I was *0 beautiful! Although he said that I wa; a
wretched edition, but you must never judge a book
by ha cover.
Well, the girl took me home and laid me on the
top of the piano, but by degrees I fell to the bottom
of a heap of Czerny, Clemcnti, Bertini, Heller and
countless others, and here I have been left out on
top once more because the young lady wanted to
hunt up her "Schmidt's Five-Finger Exercises.”

OVERSENSITIVENESS.
Musicians especially teachers, are often victims
of oversensitiveness.
No more unreasonable and
undesirable condition can afflict one than that of
harboring imaginary wrongs. The cause is prima¬
rily physical Musicians who lay their good health
upon the altar of devotion to their art are making
a sarritice that is not only uncalled for, but one
which nullifies their usefulness in this great world
of ours. Attend to your health, read books upon
health culture, enjoy life as life was intended to be
enjoyed, discard morose thoughts and ideas. Re¬
member that your pupils arc only too anxious 10
deal fairly with you if you give them a chance. One
of the meanest and most selfish pupils I ever had
wa* not without appreciation of my efforts when she
found that she was being benefited and that I was
not attempting to take advantage of her. At 'her first
lessons her conduct was so exasperating that my pa¬
tience was sorely tried. Had I been oversensitive
this condition would only have been aggravated, and
good results would have been made impossible. By
keeping my temper I gained the pupil's good will
and turned what appeared to be a certain failure
into a success. That excellent journal of inspira¬
tion and aclf help, Success, says of ovcrscnsitlveness:
“Oversensitive people are usually very fine¬
grained. highly organized, and intelligent, and, if
they could overcome this weakness, would become
capable, conscientious workers. This failing—for it
is a failing, and a very serious one, too—i« an exag¬
gerated form of self-consciousness, which, while en¬
tirely different from egotism or conceit, causes self
to loom up in such large proportions on the mental
retina as to overshadow everything else. The victim
of it feels that, wherever hc goes, whatever he docs,
hc is the center of observation, and that at! eyes, all
thoughts are focused upon him. He imagines that
people are criticising his movements and his person,
and making fun at his expense; when. In reality, they
are not thinking of him, and perhaps did not sec
him.”
Oversensitiveness is really a serious matter. It
lead# to hallucinations and in some cases eventually
to lunacy Have a little talk with yourself and find
out whether you are harboring any unwarrantable
grudges that must stand like barricades in your path
to higher musical and professional success. Our
lives arc so short and there is so much to be done
that we cannot afford to take time hating otrr stu¬
dents or professional brothers, nor In imagining
that they bate us.

THE
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MR. JOHN PHILIP SOUSA DENIES A
POPULAR FICTION.
We recently received a very pretty little story
about Mr. John Philip Sousa, which had been go¬
ing the rounds of the foreign musical magazines.
Suspecting the influence
of that interesting
romancer, the “press agent,” we sent the story to
Mr. John Philip Sousa himself for verification be¬
fore foisting it upon our readers in our “Staccato
and Legato” column, which is devoted to wit, humor
and anecdote. Mr. Sousa’s reply is characteristic
and interesting. We have known him as a con¬
ductor, a novelist, and a composer, but now he re¬
veals himself as a humorist of no mean pretensions.
Editor of The Etude:
If there is one thing I dislike more than another
it is to spoil a good story. I vividly remember my
infantile contempt for the punk-headed pirate who
told me that Jack the Giant Killer never existed,
and I clearly recall my undying hatred for the icono¬
clast who calmly informed me that Robinson Crusoe
was a myth and his man Friday a black shadow,
without life and substance. I also despised the man
who said that Nero was never a fiddler, hence you
can understand my position when you call on me in
all seriousness to verify the story that my name is
not Sousa but Philipso. When I received your letter
my first impulse was to allow you to hang on the
tender-hook of doubt for some moons and then in
the interest of truth to gradually set you right. '
The story of the supposed origin of my name is
a rattling good one, and, like all ingenious fables,
permits of international variation. The German ver¬
sion is that my name is Sigismund Ochs, a great
musician, born on the Rhine, emigrated to America,
trunk marked S. O., U. S. A., therefore the name.
The English version is that I am one Sam. Ogden,
a great musician, Yorkshire man, emigrated to
America, luggage marked S. O., U. S. A., hence the
cognomen. The domestic brand of the story is that
I am a Greek named Philipso, emigrated to America,
a great musician; carried my worldly possessions in
a box marked S. O., U. S. A., therefore the patro¬
nymic.
This more or less polite fiction, common to
society, has been one of the best bits of advertising
I have had in my long career. As a rule, items about
musical people find their way only into columns of
the daily press, a few of the magazines, and in papers
devoted to music, but this item has appeared in the
religious, rural, political, sectarian, trade, and labor
journals from one end of the world to the other,
and it is believed that it makes its pilgrimage around
the globe once every three years. Its basilar source
emanated about ten years ago from the always youth¬
ful and ingenious brain of the publicity promoter,
Col. Geo. Frederick Hinton. At that time Colonel
Hinton was exploiti-g Sousa and his Band, and out
of the inner recesses of his gray matter he involved
this perennial fiction. Since it first appeared I have
been called on to deny it in Afghanistan, Beloochistan; Carniola, Denmark, Ethiopia, France, Germany,
Hungary, Ireland, Japan, Kamtchatka, Lapland,
Madagascar, Nova Scotia, Oporto, Philadelphia,
Quebec, Russia, Senegambia, Turkestan. Uruguay,
Venezuela, Wallachia, Xenia, Yucatan, and Zanzibar,
but, even with this alphabetical-geographic denial
on my part, the story—like Tennyson’s brook—goes
on forever.
Were it not for the reproving finger of pride,
pointed at me by the illustrious line of ancestral
Sousas, I would let it go at that; were it not for
the decrying bunch of sisters and brothers ready to
prove that my name is Sousa, and I cannot shake
them, I might let your question go unheeded.
My parents were absolutely opposed to race sui¬
cide and were the authors of a family of ten children,
six of whom are now living, all married and doing
well in the family line; so well, indeedj that I should
say about 1992 the name of Sousa will supplant that
of Smith as our national name.
Now for the historical record: I was born on
the sixth of November, 1854, on G Street, S. E., near
Old Christ Church, Washington, D. C. My parents
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were Antonio and Elizabeth Sousa.
I drank in
lacteal fluid and patriotism simultaneously within
the shadow of the Great White Dome.
I was christened John Philip at Dr. Fink el’s
Church on Twenty-second Street, Northwest, Wash¬
ington, D. C., and would say. had I an opportunity
to be born again', I would select the same parents,
the same city, and the same time, in other words, I
“have no kick coming.”
Very sincerely,
John Philip Sousa.
MUSICIANS’ CHANCES IN THE WEST AND
SOUTHWEST.
To the Editor of The Etude:
I find everywhere in the West and Southwest an
amazing responsiveness to musical art and an in¬
tense, sincere, and honest desire for instruction and
improvement. Needless to say that I find The
Etude everywhere; you certainly cover the field
most thoroughly and admirably.
The West, and especially the Southwest, is at
present offering many opportunities to young and
competent music teachers who are willing to wait
a little while for success, and grow up with new
communities; but the trouble nowadays is that they
all want to start in at the top and dispense with the
apprenticeship, which we all served so long and
faithfully.
Cordially yours,
_
E. Liebling.
NATURAL TECHNIC.
Editor Etude:
Your article on “Natural Technic” reminded me
of a visit I had from a young man who wanted to
learn and play music at sight. H6 told me he could
play but could not read at all. So I expressed a
desire to hear him play, and he started in with a
blow I thought would destroy the piano. After he
had finished, I said to him: “Well, you will have to
give up all that sort of thing and begin from the
beginning, just as if you had not seen a piano be¬
fore.” Much to my surprise, he said he could not
do that, as he made his living by playing at dances
and clubs. I reiterated that he would have to begin
all over again.
Then he wanted to know how long it would take
him to learn to read. I replied that he might learn
to read the kind of music he required in two or
three years. He said he did not want, to be that
long over it, but he arranged to begin with me. At
the appointed time he did not appear, so I concluded
that he wanted a teacher who would do what he
wanted done in two or three months. I was in¬
formed afterward, by the person who sent him to me,
that when he was a boy his parents bought him a
piano, and as he could go to it and pick out any of
the popular tunes that he heard it was not thought
necessary for him to have a teacher. Here was an
instance of a young man having undoubted musical
talent who might have amounted to something if
he had been properly trained.
Frank Berry.
ONE COMPOSITION AT A TIME.
To the Editor of The Etude:
By experience I have learned that it is a serious
mistake to undertake to master more than one com¬
position at a time. As a resident of a small vil¬
lage, where the academic teaching is good, but the
opportunity for advanced study is lacking, I have
been forced to make periodic visits to a musical
center for lessons. These have been seasons of
“cramming,” even gorging, and I have always come
home with a lot of work in the development stage.
Some two years ago I found myself with a half
dozen difficult compositions all fairly under way,
but none mastered. I had been working on them
all each day, but little improvement seemed to come.
I did not memorize any one completely—and this
part of music study is easy for me—and I did not
surmount the difficult passages in any one. There
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was always stumbling and halting, though I had
tried going slow and concentrating on these particu¬
lar places.
Finally it dawned on me that I was too ambi¬
tious, and, like most Americans, I was trying to do
too much at once. I had planned on learning these
six pieces in the year following my summer’s les¬
sons, and I was disappointed in the slow results.
I called a halt, and said to myself, “be systematic;
go slow.” I found by laying all the pieces aside
excepting one, and practicing it alone for one month
I had it well learned. During this time I practiced
scales and technic every day, and played over quite
regularly the pieces already in my repertoire. After
a month of concentration on the one piece, it was
mine, I had it memorized and the technical diffi¬
culties overcome. I then took up another new one
for practice the second month, and continued playing
over once a day the one previously learned. By
following this method systematically with each piece,
I had mastered them all in six months, so far as
technical difficulties were concerned.
With six
months more practice on them I added them to my
repertoire, and the desired year’s work was accom¬
plished. I learned this, however, after I had spent
several months in the discouraging process of scat¬
tered forces, and I pass it on for the benefit of the
large army of music students who live in villages,
and must get their musical fare, as I get mine, in
“feast and famine” periods.
.
Maggie Wheeler Ross.
INSPIRING CONCERTS.
Dear Editor:
Why is it that so many young musicians go to
concerts to get inspired and then come away dis¬
couraged?
I fear that there are many who have become dis¬
heartened and driven almost to despair, instead of
being inspired by this very contact with the best
in music; many who really have suffered because
they could not sing or play like the great artists
they have heard. If this be the case, the reason for
such unhappiness lies within themselves. Was it
not Ruskin who said: “I pray you very solemnly
to put that idea of know all things in Heavea
and earth out of your heads.”
Now, these great artists cannot know “all things,”
even in music. With their wide knowledge, they
constantly strive to reach a goal shining far ahead,
while we are apt to see them only on the heights
they have reached.
At a recent recital given by a great musician,
I was struck by the looks of despair on the faces,
of many students as they left the hall, and these
looks equalled in number those of the happy, in¬
spired enthusiasts. These students paid a high price
to hear perfect work, and then became discouraged
because they heard it! To be discouraged because
one falls short of one’s ideals is natural, but to be¬
come disheartened is wrong and unnatural. What
a joy it should be to us all to be able to comprehend
why another’s work is wonderful, even if we cannot
perform the wonder ourselves! Think of how much
we all gain when we come away from a concert
intellectually stirred, as well as emotionally moved!
What progress would the world make if we were
able to comprehend only as far as we could demon¬
strate our own talents, or, when we did comprehend,
to become miserable and thus injure our efforts? I,
' for one, “do not ask for a place among great men;
I only would not lose the power to comprehend.”
Artists once flocked from all over the world to see
Raphael, to study his pictures, and to “learn of him."
They longed to possess greater power, and so they
worked and compared their achievements with his,
in order that their own art might grow through the
enlightenment that came from comparisons. And
then these artists returned from the spell of his
genius encouraged, and not disheartened, giving to
their work and to their pupils enthusiasm’, knowl¬
edge and inspiration.
Finally, among their own
followers, there grew up artists greater than they
themselves, fostered and inspired by their own
teachings.
Contrast and contact with the highest and best in
any art are absolutely necessary in order to reveal
our limitations and powers. A knowledge of our
true worth will enable us to use our learning and
exert our magnetism to draw others on to heights
we cannot reach. If we allow ourselves to become
discouraged, many opportunities will slip by 11s while
we search for them, and we thereby put a brake on
our own wheels.
Fay Simmons Davis.

# SUGGESTIONS FOR COUNTRY TEACHERS.
I am going to cull from recent letters some val¬
uable experience of young teachers who are striv¬
ing to work out ideals in small communities. Miss
D. is a graduate of a large Southern college. She
is a pianist of much talent and is enthusiastic in her
work. Like many Southern girls, her first offer of
a position came from the Principal of a High School.
In most Southern towns, at 'the present time, a
piano teacher is engaged by the School Board. Her
studio is in the school building and free to her.
The piano is also furnished by the school authori¬
ties. While her salary is not fixed, she is generally
q,uite satisfied with her income. Her students pay
from $4 to $8 a month, according to the number of
lessons per week, and her class numbers pupils of all
ages. She is under no obligation to superintend mu¬
sic in the High School, nor does she usually teach
sight-singing, for that branch is as yet rarely in¬
cluded in a necessary course of study in the public
schools, although steps are being taken to increase
the requirements in this respect.
In towns of 4,000 to 8,000 inhabitants it is often
possible for the music teacher to realize an income
of $1,200 a year while teaching in connection with
the public schools.
Recitals.
Recitals occur once in two weeks, and generally
include pupils from various grades. At these re¬
citals Miss D., for example, generally concludes the
exercises with a game. I recall a recent one. She
had placed a large sheet on the wall. Upon the
sheet were marks of this kind, which the class read¬
ily understood, having studied the orchestra to some
extent:

Each member of the class was then given a pic¬
ture of an orchestral instrument, taken from a music
catalogue, and a pin. When the signal was given,
each pupil went forward and placed the instrument
upon its exact place on the wall. The orchestra then
looked like this, only the names and not the pictures
of the instrument are given:
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Most of the instruments were in their proper
places. Miss D. then asked several questions of this
kind, which led me to believe that the class knew
considerable about the orchestra:
1. How many instruments were used in the first
orchestra?
2. How many are now required in some of the
works of Wagner and Berlioz?
3. How many instruments in the Boston Sym¬
phony Orchestra?
4. How many in each section?
5. What instrument gives the pitch to the or6. Tell some of the kinds of effects produced by
the violins.
7. Who wrote what is generally considered the
greatest symphony? Its name?
8. Who was the father of the orchestra?
9. Explain how the conductor leads his orchestra.
10. Name some great composers of symphonies.
Name some great composers of operas.
11. What operas do you know?
Here two students played some airs from “Car¬
men,” and Miss D. explained the use of the casta¬
nets in this work. Two other students played the
overture from “William Tell,” and the teacher ex¬
plained that the French horn has a certain special
place in this opera. After this we had a game of“Find:”
I. Find five conductors.
II. Find five great composers.
III. Find three violinists.
IV. Find a woman pianist.
V. Find a man pianist.
Each pupil was given a pencil and a slip of paper
upon which to write answers. The composers, pian¬
ists, etc., were placed on the mantel and pinned to
the curtains. They were,, of course, excellent pict¬
ure postal cards. The entire class, with their guests,
participated.
The conductors were Walter Damrosch, Arthur
Nikisch, Felix Weingartner, Carl Muck, Wilhelm
Gericke.
The composers were Wagner, Berlioz, Haydn,
Handel and Mozart.
The woman pianist was Madame Carreno.
The man pianist was Paderewski.
The two giving the greatest number of correct
answers received the postals as rewards.
One can readily see that this young teacher is
striving to awaken ideals, as well as to give her
pupils a knowledge of the great world of music with¬
out. Occasionally she secures some musical people
from a distance, who come to the school and give
the pupils new life. The best musical magazines are
on her desk, and the photos of musicians, as well
as some beautiful little etchings and beautif l Senti¬
ments from present-day writers, like Van D ke and
Mabie, adorn the walls of the studio. Over t a door
one reads:
Come in if your heart is right,
Come and a blessing seek—
For music is God’s daylight,
Making strong the eyes of the weak.
QUERIES FOR MUSIC STUDENTS.
BY LEO OEHMLER.
Does it ever occur to you that the remuneration
consider the actual pain and suffering, both mental
and physical, that you often occasion your teacher?
Do you ever stop to think of the years of toil and
preparation he has spent in equipping himself for a
noble work, which is embittered through your in¬
difference and negligence in study; of the necessary
outlay of money he has made in order to acquire his
musical knowledge and his power to instruct others?
I fear that few of you realize the great nervous
strain he labors under by reason of the lack of
sincerity and application on the part of his pupils,
a strain which tends to produce an uncontrollable
irritability, and that still fewer realize the honor
of studying under a superior musician and thinker.
Does it ever occur to you that the remuneration
he usually receives for his instruction is seldom in
proportion to his expenditure of learning enthu¬
siasm, and emotional energy in your behalf? Bear
in mind that it is not always the teacher who ad¬
vertises the most, or the one who is constantly
bringing himself or his pupils before the eyes of
the public, who does the most for those under his
care.
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Have you ever stopped to consider that nothing
is more disastrous to musical welfare than instruc¬
tion from the cheap teacher at the beginning—or,
indeed, at any time—or that erroneous ideas con¬
cerning musical development work even greater in¬
jury than faulty positions of fingers and hands,
or of bow arm and wrist?
Has it ever occurred to you that to fall into the
hands of an inferior vocal teacher may mean the
destruction of all future possibilities of success as
a singer?
Do you realize that no matter how much of his
soul your teacher may infuse into his playing or
put into his explanations that it is all lost unless you
really love music, admire him for his ability, and are
willing to practice with a corresponding degree of
energy and perseverance? You must not forget that
your parents are, as a rule, very anxious to see you
succeed in mastering the art, and that they are ex¬
pending money to that end, money that is often
hardly earned in the battle of life; nor that the time
you lose by failing to practice sincerely and con¬
scientiously is time forever lost. Remember that
the best years for development are from six to six¬
teen or eighteen.
Do you ever stop to think that music is the great¬
est of all the arts, and that it is, in feality, the
highest of human achievements? It illustrates in
the most exquisite manner possible the art of de¬
velopment; in mastering it as a science and an art
the student becomes able to comprehend and to fol¬
low almost every other branch of human research
with ease. Its influence is as humanizing, as refining
and elevating as that of religion—it is, in fact, a re¬
ligion in itself.
Has it ever occurred to you that after you have
acquired a certain proficiency in music, esthetic and
theoretic, as well as the technical facility to perform
a composition eloquently and expressively on the
keyboard, or otherwise, that you have at your com¬
mand one of the most delightful and beautiful arts
known to man, and that its possibilities for giving
pleasure and instruction are unlimited? You know
it is said that to acquire a new language is to acquire
a new soul; in mastering music you master the
highest, the most intricate, the most beautiful and
soul-satisfying of all languages.
Have you ever thought of the fact that musicians,
especially great musicians, nowadays occupy the
highest attainable rank in the social scale, and that
to be a superior musician is to be one of the very
elect of mankind? There is a -compensation, more¬
over, that goes with musical ability—an inner satis¬
faction which so far transcends the compensation
from money alone that want of wealth is seldom
keenly felt by any good musician.
Do you know that the study of music on the
proper plane increases the power of every individual
faculty of the brain and adds vastly to physical
vitality? Music is the most admired of the arts
because its appeal to the soul is the most direct of
all; it is, in fact, concentrated movement, energy
and eloquence. Those who have neglected music
and have failed to incorporate it into their daily
thought do not stand fully upon the height of cul¬
ture now demanded from the thinxing classes.
Do you ever stop to think that in studying music
you are fitting yourself to give unlimited pleasure
and educational privileges to your many friends,
and that you will always stand higher in their esti¬
mation for your knowledge of the art? Music, in
spite of its wonderful development thus far, is but
in its infancy. It is destined to occupy a position
in the realm of human endeavor that will eclipse the
majority of man’s achievements in other fields
simply because of its astonishing power to enrich
the entire understanding.
Is it not criminal, therefore, on the part of any
music student not to realize the treasure he pos¬
sesses in the opportunity of studying this noble art
in early youth, and thus be in a position to profit
to the utmost from its many advantages? When
one is no longer, young one looks back with inde¬
scribable regret on golden hours idly frittered away
that might so readily have been utilized in laying
up stores of musical knowledge.
For the sake of evolution and progress in general,
for the sake of refinement and culture, for the sake
of being able to give pleasure to yourselves and
others—I beg the music student to stop and think
a little over the questions here addressed to him.
I can assure him that if he ponders them deeply he
will be rewarded by a feeling of indescribable delight
at the thought of the prospects they open to him.
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THE
INEFFICIENT EARLY TRAINING.
BY KARLTON HACKETT.

_ The great lack in the young American student of
singing is thorough musicianship. This is a matter
that goes back to the primary instruction and means
in the first place that every child should begin his
musical education by the time he is ten. In all our
cities now there is a strong and ever-growing appre¬
ciation of this vital fact, but not enough is yet done.
Too many people do not see the necessity for be¬
ginning music study so early, unless the child shows
special aptitude. It is one of the commonest experi¬
ences to find that parents neglect the child’s lessons
and permit them finally to stop merely because the
child does not like to practice; they feel that if the
child were really musical he would like to practice;
consequently, if he does not wish to practice and
tries every plan he can think of to avoid the drudg¬
ery, it is because he has no natural taste for music
and consequently time so spent is thrown away.
Now, what normal child does wish to practice at
anything where the progress is slow and the goal so
far away? Was there ever a grown-up parent who
did not once in a while shirk some irksome toil? Is
the child in this respect different or worse than his
parent? Grown-up people practice, and practice
hard and faithfully, because they are grown up, have
had some practical rubs with the world, and found
out that they must dig, or they will be lost in the
battle. Do we all of us know people of real capacity
who have lost because they had not application, be¬
cause they would not stick at a thing until they got
it, and so make of themselves successes? We some¬
times act and talk as though we expected children to
realize and live up to a serious understanding of life
such as many grown-ups never reach. Naturally,
the child should not be tormented about his music
study, but he should be kept at it in a practical way
until he has mastered the main essentials.
Now there is a great mass of voice students who
have not had the advantage of systematic study dur¬
ing the receptive and formative years between eight
and sixteen. Here in this country we have an
abundance of good voices and natural feeling for
music, with little or no practical training in music.
What is to be done with this great mass? This is
the serious problem of the American teacher. For
one thing, a change must be wrought in the attitude
of mind of the average American parent. He is apt
to feel that there is no use in his children studying
music unless they are to make a profession of it.
Music should be a part of the general education of
our race. People at large should know something
of music so that they might add to their mental hori¬
zon and increase theif rational enjoyment of music,
just as they learn something of literature as a part
of the education of every thinking man. Not every
man who learns to read and write expects to be a
novelist or poet, so not every one who studies music
should expect to turn his knowledge into money;
it should be part of his preparation for intelligent
living.
Everybody understands that the great in literature
cannot be grasped without thought and study; music
has its language and laws as definite as literature,
and if one is to arrive at their true meaning he must
learn the language in which they are expressed.
This attitude toward general education in music
should be fought for by every musician as far as
his personal influence extends, until it becomes a
rarity, if not quite an impossibility, for a girl of
eighteen to come to a singing teacher, sing for him
with a good natural voice,, evident feeling for music,
but without knowing even the names of the notes or
where middle C is on the piano. As it is to-day we
have such, and hundreds but little better off—what
is to be done with them?
Music, a Language.
First of all, awake in them a consciousness that
music is a language, and that if they are to give
utterance to thought, feeling, and emotion in this
language, they must learn it. The number of sing¬
ing students who say in the easiest, most uncon¬
cerned manner: "Oh, I never get the time right,” is
simply disheartening. This, in practical music teach¬
ing for the singing master, is the first point. He
must show them that they can get the time right if
they will take the pains, and that they simply must
get it. What the teacher insists on, the pupils do.
Ignorance is the main thing to be combated, and
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many a pupil has this feeling at the root of all his
troubles. He has supposed that music in general
and singing in particular was a gift, consequently if
he had the real gift, such things as time came natu¬
rally to him by some sort of inspiration; he never
had to learn to count so that he could come in on
the fourth beat of the third measure, but just began
when the spirit moved him. This idea is widespread
and deep-rooted. Pupil after pupil rebels at the
thought of counting the measures, feeling that this
makes music too mechanical and would not be nec¬
essary if he were truly musical. How anybody is to
come in firmly and accurately on the fourth beat of
the third measure without counting the measures is
more than human mind can grasp—but it is just this
thing that is making endless trouble for thousands
of voice students. It is neither stupidity nor obsti¬
nacy on their part, just mere ignorance and mistaken
idea.
It is the privilege of the voice teacher to enlighten
this ignorance and remove the mistaken ideas, not
get impatient and make a bad matter worse by dis¬
couraging the student. Rhythm is the foundation
of musical expression, and the basis of rhythm from
the practical teaching point of view is the ability to
sing the notes exactly in time. Now thousands of
students at this moment are floundering helplessly
over this point, not getting the notes right, know¬
ing that they are not getting them, and at a loss
what to do. In four cases out of five the root of the
trouble is that they have never learned to count;
many are trying half-heartedly to count, many do
not even know that they can learn to count. About
many things in music there are several opinions and
no one has sufficient authority to decide; but about
the value of the notes there can be no dispute—a
quarter note is a quarter note, an eighth is an eighth,
and that is all there is to it. But many a student is
trying to count out his measures, making a mess of
it, feeling that he is a complete blockhead and might
as well give up; and why?—because he has not gone
to the root of the matter and found out the exact,
mathematical value of each note in the measure.
This question of time is plain mathematics and must
be solved as any other problem would be, with
mathematical accuracy. In four-four time a measure
with four quarter notes does not require much figur¬
ing. but in the same time a measure with a dotted
eighth, a sixteenth, a dotted quarter, two sixteenths,
an eighth and two sixteenths, does take some figur¬
ing; and the pupil stands with his eye glued on the
page, his mind a perfect blank, waiting for some in¬
spiration to tell him how it goes. This is not stu¬
pidity, but ignorance; it is for this he comes to the
teacher; let the teacher inform his ignorance, not
rail at his stupidity, and it will be the better for both
of them,
Overcoming Bad Early Training.
It would undoubtedly be much pleasanter for botl
if this pupil had learned these things ten year:
earlier, when he was beginning his piano lessons, bui
we are face to face, day after day, with the facl
that we have pupils who have not learned these
things in childhood; and what are we going to dc
with them? There are three things to be done:
turn them adrift as too stupid to work with; pound
the thing out for them on the piano and let them
learn what they can by ear, and be always slip¬
shod, inaccurate, half-taught singers, a nuisance to
themselves and everybody else; or buckle down to
work, show them the reasons' for things, the laws of
music, the way to count, and then keep at them until
they do it. Hard work for teacher and pupil, but
work that accomplishes something, that teaches
principles, that shows the pupil how things are put
together and enables him in time to stand on his
own feet. This matter of accuracy in the notes and
time can be learned by ninety-nine out of every hun¬
dred students who are intelligently taught and made
to see the necessity for learning. The necessity is
vital. If the singer cannot get the time right and
count accurately he is fatally handicapped for anv
real position in the musical world. You cannot turn
out all the students who cailnot count as too stupid
to work with—not by any manner of means. Many
of them are bright enough, some are exceptionally
talented, only they do not know the language
Teach it to them. Show them two things: first that
it is a definite language, having its laws that any one
can learn who will; second, that they must learn
these laws or lose the benefit of their natural gifts

THE RETENTION OF HARMONY AND ITS
ALTERATIONS IN MEMORY.
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BY MADAME A. PUPIN.
Among the many things that are necessary to a
well-equipped musician none is of more importance £
than a reliable memory for harmony. We have all 4
heard of the wonderful girl—it is generally a girl— J
who, on reaching home after a visit to the opera,
plays over most of the tunes “by ear.” Consider- ■
ing the simplicity of the harmony of this variety of M
music the feat loses much of its wonder, though,
even as it is, it presupposes a very fair memory for •-M
melody at all events. But one cannot resist asking
the question, “Could these clever young people do 1
the same after hearing the simplest of Beethoven’s 'M
Sonatas?” When we recollect the difficulty of pre¬
serving intact all the harmonic progressions in a
classical piece of but little complexity, we can only
marvel at—we dare not envy—such a colossal har¬
monic memory as enabled Mozart to transcribe M1
without a mistake the music of Allegri’s Mass.
This splendid achievement is only properly esti- t
mated at its true worth by those who, when run- ?
ning over a selection just heard, vainly rack their *
brains to recall the harmonies they thought so beau- ft
tiful at the time of hearing the piece. Slight dis- '
crepancies creep in which, while not absolutely vio- A
lating the rules of harmony, do really prevent the
freshness and charm of the original setting. But it
by no means follows that because the actual ren¬
dition is faulty, that the whole recollection is funda- Wj
mentally defective as regards the piece. As a mat¬
ter of fact the performer, is often only too acutely
conscious of his keyboard lapses from what his
\
memory of harmony tells him is the truth. These
■!
alterations seem very natural when we remember til
the gulf that has to be bridged between the spiritual
and the physical. We cannot wonder if the inter- B
vening processes which are used in conveying again
|
to the physical ear that which is heard so clearly
.
by the “inner ear” to some extent transform the
original impulse, even with the most highly trained
I
and responsive avenues of expression. To us it
seems that the only true and fair test of one’s menI
tal command of a certain ipiece is to have another
I
musician play it for him, while he indicates when th^A I
player deviates from what the listener believes tli^||
correct rendering.
Difficult to Retain Some Harmonies.
The extraordinary thing is, that the more beau- Xj
tiful the harmony is, the more apt is the pupil to ■
make these errors which reduce things to the com- X!
monplace. The more striking and novel the har- fl
mony sounds, the more care and precision should ■[
be taken to impress it on the memory with all its
,•
native beauty; otherwise the constant audition of
I
ordinary harmony will surely tend to transform the
uncommon chord to its own likeness—and this by the
I
alteration of but a- semitone, maybe. It is but a thread
that holds the beautiful above the commonplace in ■
Music: how often is it snapped! Yet, although we
may vulgarize a theme by a slight change, it is
1
possible, often irresistibly so, to greatly improve 1
the ordinary type of harmony by exactly the same
I
means.
The writer is aware that some may say it is try- >
mg to improve on the composer, but short of the
great masters and those lesser geniuses who express their thoughts very aptly in music, it may be
asked, Is it not often possible that we may im¬
prove on the composer? An opportunity he has
neglected—for imitation, or canon, may not this be
improved? Of course, among those unskilled in mu¬
sical fantasy and characteristic expression it is
most likely that the alleged improvement will go
far toward destroying what little merit remains. Yet
I have known cases where the pupil, in making a
mistake has considerably heightened the expressive
power of a phrase. If teachers realized the pleasure
to be derived from a well-trained harmonic mem¬
ory they would more generally devote much care
to its development, not merely being content with an
ear to recall a ‘tune” but so deepen its retentive- I
rZnJ \uthe HARM9NY aI?° may be correctly re. dL . s at once increasing musical enjoyment
and efficiency in the Art.
“We must remember that Bach and Handel were
human beings, who, like all other mortals, made errors
which their editors to-day must not overlook. They
wrote enormous quantities of music—it would take a

fheyWJ,n ’VnoJtt Clearly and sympathetically, and
wrote
!° C°Py What
and HandeJ*
wrote. ”-Robert Tre,y
Frans (quoted
by H.Bach
T. Finch).
Jjfffl

[The following ingenious exposition of some of
the peculiarities of scale fingering by Mme. Pupin
is worthy of the reflection and investigation of every
teacher and student. The fingering of all scales is
really a very simple matter if properly compre¬
hended. Many rules designed to accomplish the
same purpose have been devised in the past. In the
• second book of “Touch and Technic” Dr. Mason
gives some excellent rules that have proved of enor¬
mous assistance to the writer in teaching. The fol¬
lowing tabulation of the present interesting rules
devised by Mme. Pupin will be of practical assist¬
ance to teachers.
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Dr. Mason calls our attention to the fact that
the minor scales are, in the main, fingered like their
tonic major scales. That is, C minor like C major,
C# minor like D flat major.—Editor.]
In the article in January Etude, entitled “How I
Teach the Scales,” it was suggested that the short¬
est, quickest and easiest way to learn anything was
to find the rule, the underlying principle. The rule
for the formation of the scale having been found,
it was seen that the twelve scales were all exactly
alike.
There can be found a rule for fingering the scales
that will be easy to remember, and that will be the
same, or nearly the same for every scale.
A scale has seven notes, consequently the first
three fingers are used twice and the fourth finger but
once in an octave. So it will only be necessary to
remember where the fourth finger falls, and all the
other fingers will fall on the right keys. We will
find the rule for the right hand first. The first six
scales, t. e., C, G, D, A, E and B take the fourth
finger on the seventh note of the scale.
' First Rule.—If you try to remember that the
fourth finger falls on B in the scale of C; on F
sharp in the scale of G; and so on, you will be
making six rules for the six scales; but if you in¬
tend to remember, and see, that the fourth finger
falls on the seventh of the scale, you will have but
one rule for these six scales, and you will soon rec¬
ognize and become familiar with the intervals.
Second Rule.—The scale of B has its fourth finger
on A sharp, and all the scales that follow B will
have the fourth finger fall on that key; you may
call it A sharp or B flat, but the sixth scale and the
six following scales take their fourth finger on that
key. So here are only two rules for fingering the
twelve scales in the right hand.
The left hand has three rules:
First Rule.—The first five scales and the last one,
*. e., C, G, D, A, E and F take the fourth finger on
the second note of the scale.
Second Rule.—The scales of B, F sharp and C
sharp (or you may call them C flat, G flat and D
flat), which make use of all the black keys, will take
the fourth finger on the key known as F sharp
or G flat.
Third Rule.—The three scales A flat, E flat and
B flat will begin with the third finger, and take the
fourth finger on the fourth note of the scale.
The student should practice the scales first in one
octave, then in two octaves and in three octaves,
each hand separately, until the fingering becomes
not only familiar, but also a matter of habit. In
playing scales with both hands together, the old
way of remembering the fingering was to notice
where the thumb went under in one hand and under
which fingers; and in the other hand, which fingers
went over the thumb. This required the student to
think of four different things in one octave. Gen¬
erally while he was turning his attention to the left
hand the right hand went astray, and vice versa.
Could we reduce this to only one thing, in an oc¬
tave, to think of, it would make the scales quite easy
to finger.
See how this will do for a rule. The first five
scales, i. e., C, G, D, A and E will have the third
fingers of the two hands strike at the same time. If
the third fingers do not fall together then you have
.^misplaced the fourth finger.
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The next three scales, i. e., B, F sharp and C
sharp (or C flat, G flat and D flat)* which use all
the black keys, will have the thumbs of the two
hands strike together on the two ophite keys of the
scale. The scale of F uses the same rule, that is,
the thumbs strike together on F and C.
The next scale, A flat, with four black keys, will
have the third fingers strike together on the key
note and on the fifth of the scale.
The next scale, F flat, with three black keys, will
have the third fingers strike together on the keynote
only; the other two black keys will have the third
of one hand strike with the fourth of the other.
The next scale, B flat, with two black keys, fol¬
lows the last half of the above rule, except in be¬
ginning the scale it will more convenient to start
with the two third fingers.
Students should practice the scales both hands to¬
gether, in one octave only, at first; up and down
three or four times. When the rules work out all
righp without effort, practice them in two octaves,
up and down three or four times. Not until these
are done freely and easily should they be attempted
in three or four octaves. It is not very difficult to
learn to play the scales, both hands together, two
octaves up and down. Whey they can be done per¬
fectly and with ease, it will require no effort to play
them in four or five octaves; but to try at the be¬
ginning to play the scales both hands together, up
and down four octaves, is a very discouraging task,
and no teacher should force such a task on a pupil.
In playing the scales in tenths the student may
play the first scale with the fingering of C in oc¬
taves; that is, putting the thumb on E the tenth,
then the third fingers will fall at the same time.
The scales of G, D, A and E will have the thumb
of one hand turn under at the same time the finger
of the other hand goes over. The hands turning at
the same time form little scales of four notes and
of three notes, as follows:
R. H.: 123 : 1234 : 123 : 1234
L. H.:
5 : 4321 : 321 ; 4321, etc.
The scales of B, F sharp and C sharp (or C flat,
G flat and D flat) will have the second fingers of
the two hands invariably strike together and the
fourth fingers together. The last scale, F, has the
same rule.
The scale of A flat will have the hands turn to¬
gether.
The scale of E flat will have the fourth finger of
the left hand follow the fourth finger of the right
in ascending, and vice versa descending.
The scale of B flat will have the thumbs of the
two hands strike at the same time.
With these suggestions the student may like to
try to^find, unaided, the rules for fingering the scales
In playing scales in tenths begin the right hand
on the keynote and play two notes, bringing the
left hand keynote in with the third note, as follows:
R. H.: 12312
L. H.: 54321, etc.
In scales in sixths this rule is reversed as follows:
R. H.:
123
L. H.: 54321, etc.

EXPRESSION.
W. D. ARMSTRONG.
While the mathematical and mechanical aspects
of music must receive due consideration, still there
is a higher lesthetic end to be obtained, namely, ex¬
pression; which Noah Webster defines as “an act of
representing—a lively, a vivid representation of sen¬
timent, feeling.”.
Music without this quality may be likened to the
rough, natural products of nature, which need the
enlivening touch of man to give them shape and
make them useful. Hence, it becomes necessary that
one passes through the process of education in order
to use and present through this medium his own
thoughts and the thoughts of others in a clean,
logical and concise manner, according to the law
governing and controlling the science of the art.
In the first instance, there should be a correct
knowledge of the different signs and characters
which go. to make up the structure of music. The
Staff, Time and Scale Signatures, Notes, Dots, Rests,
Slurs, Ties, Accidentals, Musical Terms and Dynamic
Makings.
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Natural expression leads us to make a crescendo
when the notes ascend,, and diminuendo when they
desce. , varying the tone intensity with the length
of the figure and the structure of the intervals.
There are exceptions to this rule, and we frequently
see this system reversed; this is used mainly for
effect, and when it occurs is usually considered so.
The early writers, contemporaneous with Johann
Sebastian Bach, did not indicate the manner in which
their compositions were to be played. Tradition has
in part preserved for us some of these facts, but in
truth they are only memories. Let us take for ex¬
ample the first prelude of the Wohltempierle Clavier,
when one considers the limited amount of tone
produced by the harpsichord of Bach’s time, and its
inadequate means of expression, one wonders how
there could be much variety in the master’s playing. It
was a rare privilege extended to the members of the
Music Teachers’National Association during its meet¬
ing in New York City, to hear this prelude played
on one of those old instruments, and to note the
marvelous advancement made in this respect as re¬
gards tone quality and tone control in our modern
grand piano. There being no pedals to the Clavier
Harpsichord, each tone could be sustained only so
long as the damper was lifted from the string; and
the dynamic effect had to be produced by the mus¬
cular ability of the performer; so we see that the
means of expression were limited. Yet we are told
that Bach, Handel, Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven
played with great sympathy and moved their hearers.
Our grand pianoforte of to-day, with its splendid
equipment, gives a wider range to interpretation, and
the prelude in C read according to Czerny’s annota¬
tions becomes a whisper, a peal of thunder, as it
passes from PP (Pianissimo) to the FF (Fortis¬
simo) near its close. As the placing of a period,
comma or colon in a literary sentence alters its
meaning, so in a musical sentence the phrasing has
the same effect. Therefore the ability to read and
comprehend music, and to give it life and meaning,
is the highest function of the performer. All in¬
struments, with the exception of the great choir
and pedal manuals of the pipe organ (and.even these
are often made expressive), are capable of being
played with expression. Robert Schumann, in his
“Rules for Young Musicians,” advises them to try
the organ. “If you pass a church and hear the organ
playing, go in and listen. If it happens that you
have to occupy the organist’s seat yourself, try your
little fingers and be amazed before the omnipotence
of music. Improve every opportunity of practicing
upon the organ; there is no instrument which takes
such speedy revenge on the impure.and the slovenly
m composition or in playing as the organ.”
To revert again to our prelude in C; let it be played
on the great organ only with the soft stops, and
try as you may to strike the keys easily or with
force you cannot increase or decrease the tone, still
by j dicious phrasing you can make it appear intelli¬
gible It is a fortunate circumstance that our grand
cathedral music may be played on full-voiced diapa¬
sons without the unceasing pumping up and down
of the swell pedal. Many of us have heard eminent
organists play upon the unexpressive part of the
organ for five, ten or fifteen minutes, and every
instant was full of interest. So Robert Schumann’s
thought will open a new field of investigation, and
will have a tendency to suppress that over-senti¬
mentalism or exuberance of feeling which is some¬
times labeled expression.
Moschelles is quoted as saying that he could not
pjay Chopin’s works, first, on account of their tech¬
nical difficulties; second, because he could not get
in sympathy with them. On the other hand, we
find a Liszt whose catholicity of taste covered the
whole range of music, extending from the stately
ecclesiastical Gregorian to the modern chromatic
galop. This criticism is frequently heard: “Oh, he
or she is a technical player without feeling, or they
have feeling and no technique.” Both are desirable
and worthy of attainment, and fortunate is that one
who has them both combined.

It is an acknowledged fact that every profession
is overcrowded; but in no profession is there so
much “room at the top” as in the musical pro¬
fession, and he who works diligently, carefully,
wisely and unceasingly to raise his own standard
and elevate himself to “the top” will find waiting
there for him all the patronage that he can accept.
—Everett E. Truette.
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SOME FACTORS THAT AID GOOD TEACH¬
ING.
Y ERNST VON MUSSELMAN.
In the theory and, practice of musical instruction,
no matter how great or how small the scope of the
teacher may be, no matter whether he be a resident
of a city or the most provincial town, he must force
himself into a spirit that is full of life and be ever
apprehensive to each little detail that goes to make
up his daily routine. To avoid falling into a rut
and becoming dead in the shell, it is necessary to
be continually evolving new ideas. From whence
these ideas spring, or the circumstances that influ¬
ence their birth, may be most trivial, but that need
not detract from their genuine merit. One must
realize that the whole world does not revolve in
one’s studio. In order to get the great, big breath
of life one must go out among the living, and from
the pulse of this outside world new ideas will grad¬
ually unfold themselves, while the old ones, born
in the heated confines of a close room, will at once
take on a new aspect in their guise of ever increas¬
ing growth.
The young teacher—and we have hundreds of
them every year—is most apt to commit his first
wrong through over-enthusiasm. Lifted from a mu¬
sical hot-house—the conservatory—and put out into
a locality amidst people who are strange to him,
and wherein he must demonstrate his ability to
preside over their musical welfare, represents a Her¬
culean task of almost undreamed proportions. Pri¬
marily, absorbing information and imparting it are
as widely diversified as black and white; in fact,
we might call both of them fine arts, since so few
are their masters. Secondly, the young instructor,
in his enthusiasm, is likely to work along lines that
are too severe and drastic in their measures, and,
enthusiasts themselves, they endeavor to drag an
unwilling pupil along with them.
It does not pay, either professionally or financially,
to force everyone into your way of thinking—such
methods often kill enthusiasm in pupils. The bet¬
ter plan is to set your ideas along rational lines, and
if a pupil should feel a desire to depart from them,
draw him back easily without showing an open con¬
tention. To let your pupils know that you are a
co-worker instead of a tyrant generally opens up a
bond of strong friendship, and it certainly does pay
to be a strategist.
Teacher’s Attitude.
The teacher's attitude at all times, whether so¬
cially, professionally or in his business relations,
should be rational and weighted with sound, even
judgment. This profession, like any other, has
its charlatans and assumers, and that reason alone
should be sufficient cause for one to exercise ex¬
treme care in his actions, personally and profes¬
sionally. The social side of the teacher’s existence,
properly conducted, adds much to the stimulation
of his professional life. In order to accomplish this,
he must deport himself with that gentle dignity and
confidence in his profession that the physician in¬
vests in his, but it should not be at the cost of his
amiability unless he would wish to sacrifice his
popularity. Most especially is this true with the
teacher in a smaller town, since he is likely to come
under personal observation more acutely.
Nearly every teacher, no matter what the location
is, has his petty hinderances to overcome, and in
order to accomplish this let all of his endeavors be
of the high, scholarly sort and that alone will win
him prestige. If there is a lack of musical atmos¬
phere, then go about to cultivate one, and if you
are alone in the struggle, then so much the better
because you can create one to your own liking. The
forming of choirs, -small choral societies, the occa. sional giving of concerts, all serve to create interest
and a sort of bond between teacher and people, and
above all, such a method invites patronage to your
profession and that is what you want.
Studio Deportment.
As a matter of fact, not merely any sort of a
room will serve as the teacher’s place of business;
the proper atmosphere has very much to do with
a pupil’s advancement. I have never favored the
residence-studio inasmuch as it is seldom sufficiently
isolated from the many varied sounds accompanying
general household cares. The ideal studio is one that
is free from all distracting turmoil, and presenting
that inviting appearance which comes only from
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neat, clean, orderly habits. It need not look like a
curio shop with a superabundance of bric-a-brac to
dance a merry jingle, neither does it require a dis¬
play of heavy tapestry to deaden the sound; the ideal
studio is of polished floor, a few chairs, the instru¬
ments and perhaps the luxury of a palm or two, and
thus you have an apartment that is inviting and
interesting.
To get good work from one’s pupils the teacher
must let it be well borne in mind that he is there
for serious work and that the people who ask his
professional services are expected to derive all pos¬
sible benefit from his knowledge and information.
It has been my experience that firm seriousness gen¬
erally carries a great deal of weight with pupils,
although there are cases in which methods must be
decidedly varied, and this only leads to the opinion
that.a teacher of music, in order to get successful
work from his pupils, must be a close reader of
human nature. For instance, it does not pay to be
cruelly harsh to young pupils, who, at that tender
age, are not apt to be as serious nor as quick of
perception as those of more mature years. And
again, there are pupils of greater years who come in
a state of trepidation due to over-tensioned nerves.
In such cases, a quiet, little talk of a minute gem
erally succeeds in allaying any lurking fear and re¬
stores body and brain to a more normal condition.
Surely anyone who can read open signs will realize
the utter futility' of getting good work from such
pupils if they keep them tensioned to the bursting
point by harsh words and ill-temper.
We believe that every teacher of music, who is
sincere in his work, has a genuine, heart-felt desire
to see each and every one of his pupils succeed in
their endeavors. Naturally, there will be favorites in
one’s classes, but that should not prevent one from
taking as deep an interest in the dullest, most impos¬
sible pupil. A close study of the students’ mental
tendencies will reveal their different needs, and
. once this is done, their several requirements can
easily be met. Many pupils are absolutely unable to
derive ideas for themselves, and those who are more
fortunate generally need the personal aid of the in¬
structor.in getting things set aright in their minds.
The Lesson.
No matter what length of time the teacher may
deem it necessary to devote to his lessons, he should
bear well in mind that the same rule that applies
to the practice-hour also applies to it, apd that
is quality rather than quantity. To reach the de¬
sired results, the lesson period must not be dull and
lifeless, but filled to the very brim with the most
nutritious of educative substances. One cannot con¬
tent himself with merely telling a pupil how to do
anything nowadays; it is necessary to take him to the
blackboard and explain why it is done so. By pay¬
ing the greatest attention to the most minute detail
shows the pupil that you are heart and soul in your
work, and I believe that there are very few proof
against inspiration. Methods of exactness in the
teacher cause pupils to realize how great and im¬
portant such a work is, and as soon as they see
how much deep thought is required, it is often an
incentive for them to do their own thinking.
It is a comon mistake among the younger teach¬
ers, especially those who are anxious to make a
creditable showing, to continue taking on pupils until they have crowded their capacity. It is seldom
that the conscientious teacher forgets a pupil the
minute he passes from the class-room. There is
always something from the last lesson to linger with
one, always something to come up that will cause
one to wonder what new tactics to adopt in order to
obtain the best possible -results. Therefore, the
better policy is to take only as many pupils as he
can consistently care for, allowing ample time for
his own personal studies. However, should the de¬
mand warrant it, it is a very good idea to take one’s
most promising and capable pupil and make him a
sort of assistant, being careful to have all pupils so
taken come to you at regular periods for personal
instruction.
Parental Influence.
Nearly every teacher of music has, no doubt,
often vividly realized that parental influence has
much to do with the progress of their pupils. There
are very few young pupils who take kindly to the
drudgery of practice without some little aid from
their parents. Children, whose parents allow them
to do as they please, never seeing that their hours
of practice are satisfactorily fulfilled, never make
any progress worthy the name and it usually ends

in withdrawal of pupil and a damage to the teach¬
er’s reputation.
No teacher can afford to risk such a condition, for
a dissatisfied tongue can tear down in an hour what
has taken you a year .to build. To overcome such
difficulties, we have seen used a most admirable plan
in the shape of a neat circular which is sent to the
parents immediately after the first lesson of their
child. The letter consisted mainly of advice to the
parents in regard to superintending the child’s prac¬
tice, also stating the best plan to pursue in prac¬
ticing, and ended by asserting that the teacher’s
duty was to correct and suggest, but the respohsibility of practice rested solely with pupil and par¬
ents. There was also a printed slip in the form of
a monthly report that read as follows:—
I find from to-day’s lesson that-(name)has shown a weakness in . and would
suggest that pupil pay particular attention to
this during the practice hours.
Remarks .
(Teacher’s name) .
Thus, reports, issued monthly would serve to keep
the teacher more in touch with the parents, and, we
feel, would eliminate much bad practicing.
In fine, the sort of music teaching that is con¬
sistent with good, healthy progress, requires men
and women whose mental energies are ever alive
to each idea that tends to advancement. And one
cannot afford to rest content with each accomplish¬
ment; success is brought about by a series of ac¬
complishments and that alone brings true content-

THE THIRTY-MINUTE LESSON.
BY ALICE M. RAYMOND.
The thirty-minute lesson is productive of the best
results by far with children. Make it thirty minutes,
not thirty-five, forty, and even forty-five. Few chil¬
dren can sufficiently concentrate the mind for a
longer period, and when the interest has so flagged
that he must give compulsory attention, with furtive
glances at the clock, it is time to stop. But, you
may say, he has not learned his lesson and needs
extra drill upon some point that has come up. which
cannot be finished in that time and it is not well to,
leave unfinished. If he has not learned the lesson
find out whether it is your fault or his; if his, do not
drill him, but simply assign the work again, using
the time at the lesson in preparing him for some
future step. If there is some little point which he
has not understood it will take but a short time to
make it clear, providing the previous teaching has
been thorough; otherwise pick up the dropped
stitches a few at a time, but do not prolong the les¬
son period; it is unmethodical and unbusinesslike,
and one of the faults of the private teacher. Plan
your work in such manner that it will fit exactly into
the given time; that is part of your skill as a teacher.
Your pupil will be apt to follow your example. A
very successful instance of this kind happened in my
own teaching.
Last season a little girl of twelve, who had
studied several years elsewhere, came to me. Her
chief fault was carelessness; she took hour lessons,
which gave plenty of time to correct all the care¬
less errors made at home, but only to be made
again at home and re-corrected at the next less°n; it is needless to say progress was not rapid.
I his season I proposed the thirty-minute lesson to
her mother, having her take two a week, with sur¬
prising results. She knows the lesson will be but
thirty minutes long, and her one idea is to see how
much she can do in so short a time, therefore little
time is wasted in making mistakes and correcting
them; she is learning that most important lesson of
using the mind before the fingers. If you are one
of the teachers who feel you cannot help running one
pupil s time into the next, give the above suggestion
a thorough trial and you will never return to the
old way.

Inw^ l nai!t m M,chaelange1o’s character are fol¬
lowed by Beethoven’s thoughts and ways. Both men
were wild, spontaneous and pitilessly regardless of the
anMn.iv " 0fnt!,f,r °Pinions- their sympathies and their
f"|‘path,est, ?ot,h ,were unassailable in their morality,
theh^eir haa‘tS and econorn>cal and practical in
el sac fi"’ary if3’"' • Ma"y a Pathetic incident of
and sw ;
/"usic.an recalls the family feeling
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THE CLASSIC MODEL IN TEACHING.

to a cantata, which is sung—of which Johann Kuhnau
and
?loss of seeming value which is merely a
was really the father; originally of one movement
superficial veneering, reveal a new sham in this
and lacking the contrasting second subject of the
age of sham refinement, and the honest teacher who
The so-called classic model—sanctified by time
modern sonata—it developed into three classes, viz:
has
prepared
for his promising pupil a series of
and the skill of the revisor, and which had its origin
that of the sonata da chiesa, used in church on solemn
classic models of great excellence—not an easy
in simple dance measures such as the jig, menuet
occasions, and made up of a grave, majestic movematter to schedule where temperament and intel¬
gavotte, sarabande, etc.—developed, as soon as the
ment followed by a brilliant fugue; the sonata di
lects vary—finds himself confronted by the false
imagination of ambitious composers led them to
ballo, which offered a sort of prelude that served as
art which panders to ignorance, pride and hypoc¬
overstep the limit of eight-bar sentences. To this art
an introduction to a succession or suite of dancing
risy, the sham of superficial teaching which pushes
belong the innumerable dances dating from the most
tunes, serious ones at first—such as the Allemande,
aside
our gods of yesterday and the day before for
remote antiquity and multiplied through the course
Favane, Courante, then the more lively airs, the Pasthe
caricatures of to-day.
Unregulated as it is
of centuries, the gagliards, pavannes, moresques,
sacaille, Gavotte, Menuet, Chaconne, and other
unfettered, this kind of music recalls a reply that
bourrees, etc., of Joachim Moeller (1541-1601) Pr*pieces of similar character; and lastly the sonata da
was given to one who sneered at Ben Johnson's
camera made up in part of the church and in part of the
StadeSn (I^«o6A9)\ Mo"teverdi' (1567-1643), Johann
dramas, plays, collectively called his works: “Ben’s
btaden (1579-1634), and many others. These are
ball-room style, destined for gatherings of music lov¬
plays are works, while other works are plays.”
compositions for four, five, and even six instru¬
ers. Thus it came about that good, bad and indiffer¬
ments, of the usual imitative and homophonic styles,
ent sonatas were played upon all kinds of instruments,
Superficiality.
in three parts, with ritournelles, and possessing al¬
but especially so on the violin and the clavecin, and
Time and again has the worthlessness of super¬
ready some principles of unity without which art
as the sonatas di ballo and da camera were based on
ficial
acquirements
been discussed, yet the onrush
works could not exist.
the inartistic and immature popular music, they be¬
of so-called composers backed by financially inter¬
With the progress of time the essentially poly¬
came a living force of much more importance than
ested publishers has gradually crowded the shelves
phonic dances of the XVIth century developed in
their more dignified rival, the sonata da chiesa.
of the music-seller with platitudes to the discomfiture
many respects, but particularly so in rhythm, one of
Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (1714-1788), though a
of the immortal works of the great masters
But
tne greatest requirements of artistic music; indeed,
good violin player, gave his attention to the clavier,
this is not all; teachers, such as they may be, for the
as we look upon it to-day it is an element of beauty
and the numerous sonatas written by him for that
,• ,ei;.,C ,S is always in the minority, have multi¬
that gives to that class of music a new aspect, makes
plied like the Biblical tares, and music study being
moSt\UnJ?nt paved the way to those of Haydn (1732it homogeneous, ingratiating, full of movement and
1009), Mozart (1756-1791) and Beethoven (1772-1827)
incumbent on all, the compelling taste of the great
grace.
Contemporaneous with these were Clementi (1752democracy has found them ready in their uncultured
We should bow with admiration before those true
1832), Dussek (1761-1812), Friedrich Adam Hiller
condition to serve and promote the above referredpioneers of art who filled Europe with their har¬
(1768-1812), and F. W. Rust (1739-1796), who is
to insincerities, thus defacing and deforming the
monious productions, opening the way among others
not to be confounded with his grandson Dr Wilway of life, rather than opening their patrons' eyes
to those who wrote pieces for the clavecin, the
helm Rust (1822-1892), late cantor of St. Thomas
to those live models of surpassing beauty, exquisite
forerunner of the piano.
And who were those
Church, Leipzig, and whose edition of his grand¬
outline, subtle gradation and perfection of harmony
clavecimsts? One of the earliest was of course
fathers sonatas for the piano has stirred much
which may be likened to an architectural scheme
Girolamo Frescobaldi (1583-1644); perhaps the most
wonderment among cognoscenti. Having given the
alter which the best musicians have molded their
important of all was Jacques Champion, better
names of a small number of those whose works we
works.
known as Chambonieres (died 1670); on his pupil
find not only valuable as indicating the growth of
To impress a student with a master-work of art
Francois Couperin Sieur de Crouilly (1631-1701)
musical thought and treatment but worthy for the
one must first cultivate his mind, a slow process in
fell the shadow of his mantle; then came such men
inherent beauty of their melodies, the quaint har¬
these days of great scrambles after bread, butter and
as JeM Baptiste Lulli (1633-1687), Johann Kuhnau
mony, and a simplicity so beneficial to students we
trips to foreign lands. A study of theory or an ex¬
(1660-1722), Francois Couperin le Grand (1668are brought face to face with the fact that modern
tensive practice of music is not necessary to under¬
1733), Georg Philipp Telemann (1681-1767), Domenpiano playing being fraught with great demands on
stand a sonata by Mozart, a suite by Couperin, or a
’c° Scarlatti„ (1683-1739), Jean Philipp Rameau
the technical skill and intellectual development of
toccata by Scarlatti, but what is wanted is a culti¬
(1683-1764), Benedetto Marcello (1686-1739), all of
the player, the student has to consider the question
vated ear and heart. The teacher whose enthusiastic
whom gave much attention to expression, • some to
of time saving and husbanding his energy in order
ardor succeeds in interesting the pupil in the classic
rare—for those days—modulations, and nearly all to
to get over the long and difficult journey that lies
models of to-day, particularly those of the day be¬
exhibitions of a technique that would prove a stumbefore him; for ars lo.nga, vita brevis is an old adage,
fore, lays a foundation of exceptionally great edu¬
^6 bling block even to many piano students of to-day. and this art of ours is becoming every day longer cational
value, for the art of education—in music as
These are looked upon as the representative com¬
while life grows shorter!
in other things—is best served when with an in¬
posers in the early history of clavecin and piano
Therefore the thoughtful teacher whose years of
creased knowledge of music; which brings also an
music to the period when a new generation of writ¬
practice have enabled him to gather unto himself
increased skill in its performance, the student is led
ers came into notice, with power to write and in¬
much wisdom and appreciation of the composers bethrough the gallery of the great masters to make
struments to write for.
longing to different periods, has a difficult problem
the intimate acquaintance of those whom heretofore
to solve, and that is, now to sift this overwhelming
he knew only by name.
Dussek’s Consolation.
The Suite.
material. The art of composing inviting piano
Hummels Bella Capricciosa, or Leschetizky’s Les
music we must remember has not remained station¬
Deux Alouettes will have faded away long ago while
Intimately connected with the period of the XVII
ary with one period or another, and so the teacher
the classics—the basis of every sound musical edu¬
century is the suite, its make up being of four
must try anew this solving with every pupil, of a
cation-will still continue to be the touchstone of
parts: Allemande, Courante, Sarabande and Gigue,
course depending to a great extent on a mechanical
pianists; not of the one who exhibits his executive
each one of these movements in turn built upon the' •capabilities qf the hand. But having developed flexi¬
skil for admiration, excellent in itself but not by
same subject. Worthy of notice is the fact that there is
bility and dexterity, a large majority of piano stu¬
itself, but of him who puts life and soul into his
very much less evidence of the peculiar rhythmic
dents care nothing at all for Scarlatti, Haydn or
musical art, the art of great masters which makes
effects called for by different dance-movements in
Kessler, because the appreciative tendency of the
demands upon the intellectual as well as emotional
the suites of Italian masters as compared with those
beautiful, if it did exist within them, has been vitiated
faculties of the interpreter. And such is'the course
of the French, who did not hesitate to introduce into
by a class zr *o-caiied composers who make good
of the best schools in Europe and in America, like¬
their suites the Gavotte, Menuet, Passepied, Rigaumoney without leaving anything good in exchange.
wise of teachers who have made a life study of the
don. Rondo, and other movements foreign at that
problem of musical education.
time to dance music. Evidently it was this latter
“The New and the Old.”
style that suited John Sebastian Bach the best, for
WAGNER’S WITTY REMARKS ON THE
after some dtae juventutis attempts at piano sonatas
So to develop an appreciation of the bright and
ORATORIO IN ENGLAND.
of a programatic character, & la Kuhnau. he gave
wholesome as well as the morbid and melancholy
up that style of musical composition. This brings
The following lines indicate, that masterful as was
side of the numerous composers, the teacher must
Wagner s pen, it was not above descending to a kind
us face to face with his French and English suites,
require °f his pupils not only a long apprenticeship,
of sapient, rapier-like irony that few would suspect
splendid examples—outside of their rare character¬
which is a sine qua non toward acquiring a sound
The real delight of the English is in the oratorio!
istics—of the master mind which knew how to blend
musical education, but also a constant practice in
m that, music becomes to them the interpreter of
the intellectual and mechanical, two opposite tend¬
reading, and in playing scales, arpeggios, chords,
their religion, passes moi le mot. For four hours
encies readily discerned in every art. The French
octaves, etc., all of which enter into the works of
they will sit in Exeter Hall and listen to one fugue
suites date from the Weimar epoch, and were un¬
old masters whose ornate adagio style, full of airy
after another with the sure conviction that they are
doubtedly influenced by French composers whose
graceful fioriture, has not been excelled to this day!
doing a good work for which by and by, in heaven
works Bach made his pupils copy; the predominat¬
It is like introducing an adolescent, after he has
they shall hear nothing but the most lovely Italian
ing elegance and grace of those suites caused Bach's
made his preliminary study in the three R’s, to the
operatic airs. Mendelssohn has beautifully grasped
pupils to name them “French,” in contradistinction
great writers of any literature; he will need the guid¬
this ardent longing of the English public. He has
to the English suites which were written prior to
ing hand of a responsible teacher to show him the
composed and conducted oratorios for them, where¬
1726, at the order of an Englishman, and are made
way to a closer acquaintance with those minds whose
by he has become the real savior of the English
up, according to the fashion of the XVIIth century
works ennoble the letters of every nation. The
musical world. Mendelssohn is to the English ex¬
clavecinists, of a series of dances, each set being
music teacher is precisely in the same position, only
actly what the Jehovah of the Jews is to the latter.”
preceded by a prelude. Bach’s partitas, made up of
he has not the weight of a Board of Education at
other than dance movements, are known but little,
his back to protect him against interference from
undoubtedly overshadowed by the French and Eng¬
Did you suppose there was no more to the world
parents or from the fancies of pupils who accept
lish suites and the 48 Preludes and Fugues, with
than what you see in the spot where you chance
with a hasty and untrained ear the allurements of
their well-nigh incredible contrapuntal involvements,
to have been born? And did you suppose that
ostentatious and meaningless revelations of chords,
that most important work of all to one who makes a
Music, too, has not its Indies and Himalayas, of
keys, modulations, as modern substitutes for the
serious study of pianism.
which neither you nor your teacher ever dreamed?
old evangel, or the old spoken in new language
And now comes the period of the sonata—a piece
And how long before you will become impatient
The justifiable desire on the part of many parents
^ .to be played on an instrument, in contradistinction
of what chance throws in your way, and set forth
to see their children shine in their own little coterie
alone on a voyage of discovery?—Arthur Farwell.
BY JAROSLAW DE ZIELINSKI.
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The Teacher’s Requirements
A symposium giving the opinions of Mr. E. R. Kroeger, Mr. John J. Hattsteadt,
Mr. Francis L. York, and Dr. James M. Tracy upon a subject of vital importance
to all teachers and students.

::

Some well-known American teachers have furn¬
ished The Etude with their opinions upon what
should be the requirements of a teacher. In this coun¬
try where no credentials other than a somewhat illu¬
sory popular reputation and sufficient assurance are
required to entitle one to establish oneself in a com¬
munity as a teacher, it is well to have the ideas of
experienced men of standing upon this subject. In
America we pursue musical policies more like those
of Germany rather than those of England. In Ger¬
many any one who so elects may teach, but the gen¬
eral musical education of the public acts as a protec¬
tion against swindlers. The man or woman who has
more pretensions than genuine musical training can
not long survive the keen musical intelligence of the
German music lover. In time he drops into his right
niche and only his own endeavors to improve him¬
self and work sincerely and honestly will remove him
from that niche.
The title of “Royal Professor’’ is one that only
those who have received the title from the State
can legally assume. This is a State protection that
is admirable, yet there are many very excellent teach¬
ers in Germany who have never sought this distinc¬
tion. The fact of a certain teacher having graduated
from some well-known school also furnishes him
with credentials which mean a great deal to the
German public. Yet many other excellent teachers
in Germany have never entered any music school
and there are thousands of teachers who have grad¬
uated from schools in good repute and who are
nevertheless very inefficient teachers.
English Credentials.
In England, the degree system and the examination
system is so comprehensive, that it would seem that
there should be no cause for complaint. From the
University to bodies like “The Royal College of
Music,” “The Royal Academy of Music,’’ “The Asso¬
ciated Board of Examiners,” and various organiza¬
tions, the principal purposes of which are to examine
students in pianoforte, theory, organ, violin and sing¬
ing, offer the English music student unexcelled oppor¬
tunities to secure credentials certifying that he has
accomplished certain musical objects. So extensive
is this system and so general are the local examina¬
tions held in small communities under the direction
of central boards of examiners that it would seem
that the English people had most adequate pro¬
tection against fraud. Notwithstanding this, fraud
has been so extensive that it has become necessary
to publish a book of no mean size exposing many
fraudulent teachers and organizations granting de¬
grees.
Unfortunately there have been numerous
American institutions that have been imposing upon
the gullible portion of the English public in search
of academic distinctions and collegiate millinery.
The objectionable feature of the English system from
the educational standpoint is that those who seek
distinctions, have a tendency to prepare for specific
examinations leading to those distinctions and to
neglect the general education which the distinctions
are supposed to imply. England is filled with “Doc¬
tors,” “Bachelors,” “Licentiates,” “Fellows ” and
“Associates” of Music, whose academic standing can
not be disputed, but whose accumulation of archaic
knowledge is often as useless as a miser’s gold.
Many attempts have been made to introduce the
degree system into America, but most have failed
dismally. Various bodies conducting examinations
in music have also arisen, but with the exception of
“The American Guild of Organists” few have met
with any success. Our country is too vast, too cos¬
mopolitan, too heterogeneous in its territory, races
and tastes to make such a scheme as a central exam¬
ining body seem feasible, much as such a body is
to be desired. Possibly a national conservatory or
college of music under government supervision
might accomplish some good in this direction, but
the complications that would immediately arise
would make such an undertaking seem like putting
the fish of the sea under legal restraint.
Mr. E. R. Kroeger, the well-known teacher of St.
Louis, writes:
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“I would state that I hardly think any teacher of
the pianoforte is qualified sufficiently to teach, who
has not satisfactorily completed what can be called
the ‘Fifth Grade’ of study. This would involve to
some degree a course which from the beginning
would embrace the Etudes of A. Schmitt, Kohler
(Opus so and 60), Duvernoy (Opus 120), Czerny
(“School of Velocity” in particular, and possibly
Opus 740 also), Heller (principally Opus 46), Cramer
(edited by Bulow), and dementi’s “Gradus ad Parnassium,”—the Tausig edition.
Bach’s Two and
Three Part Inventions ought to be included, and as
a ‘side issue,’ the ‘Little Preludes.’ Certain of the
Sonatas of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven should be
known; also the ‘Songs without Words’ of Men¬
delssohn and various pieces of Schubert, Schumann
and Chopin.
“I do not think any of the small pieces of the mod¬
ern writers to be an absolute necessity, but it is safe
to say that the student who takes such a course
will be familiar with at least one or two pieces by
Liszt, Rubinstein, Grieg, Tschaikowsky, Moszkowski
and others. In regard to ‘theoretical and historical
studies,’ there are so many excellent works published
on these subjects that it is hard to choose from
them.
“The student should have completed a course in
harmony under a good instructor, and also have
obtained some knowledge of form. Parry’s ‘Evo¬
lution of the Art of Music’ is indispensable to an
earnest student of musical history. Many excellent
biographies of the great masters have been written,
but those in the ‘Famous Composers’ series are
brief and authoritative. I realize that this answer to
your inquiries is imperfect and incomplete, but I
trust it will in some measure give you an idea of my
views.”
Mr. John J. Hattsteadt, President of the “Ameri¬
can Conservatory of Music” writes:
“A course of instruction suited to the prospective
teacher must be comprehensive, thorough and prac¬
tical. The ground to be covered must include the
following:
A. The study of piano playing, including memor¬
izing, sight reading and transposition.
B. Ensemble.
C. Harmony, Counterpoint, Analysis of Musical
Form, Composition.
D. Pedagogy, Methods of Teaching, with practical
application.
E. History of Music, Musical Aesthetics, Litera¬
ture, History of Art.
A candidate for teaching ought to be conversant
with all the fundamental features o' piano playing,
such as the major, minor and chromatic scales and
broken chords in all their various forms and motions,
all kinds of touch, fingering and phrasing. Tt is a
difficult matter to name the masterworks of piano
literature which should form the minimum require¬
ments for a teacher of piano. There are many differ¬
ences of taste, temperament, physical endowment,
etc. However, I will endeavor to make a selection
in a general way.
Etudes should be limited to the choicest speci¬
mens. Advanced students should have thoroughly
mastered selections from Cramer, Czerny Op. 740,
Clementi grades and Chopin etudes.
Among the great composers perhaps the fol¬
lowing:
Bach, Preludes and Fugues from the Clavichord,
Selections from French and English Series; Scarlatti,
Pastorale and Capriccio, Sonata in A; Haydn, Vari¬
ations; Mozart, Fantasie, C minor; Beethoven, Son¬
atas, Op. 13, Op. 27, No. 2; Op. 31, Op. 53, Op. 57,
Rondo in G; Schubert, Impromptu B flat; Mendels¬
sohn, Rondo Capriccioso; V. Weber, Rondo Brillante or Invitation to the Dance; Schumann, Ro¬
mance, Novellete in F, Fantasiestuecke; Chopin,
Vaises, Polonaise, Op. 26, No. 1, C minor, Nocturnes!
Impromptu. Op. 29, No. 66; Liszt, Transcriptions!
Soirees de Vienne, Rhapsodie; Brahms, Rhapsodie in
G minor. Selections by such modern composers as
Grieg, Saint-Saens, Raff. Rubinstein, McDowell,
Moszkowski. Chaminade, Sgambati, etc.
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The training school ought to tnclude in its curricu- ’
lum everything that pertains to methods of in¬
struction from the musical kindergarten to advanced
work the subjects being too numerous to name here.
The student’s theoretical training must be especially
adapted for practical application in his piano teach¬
ing Much of the harmony instruction as commonly
taught is of little practical value.
The prospective teacher ought to be thoroughly
at home in the history of Musical Art. He should
not confine his studies to the lives of great com¬
posers, the principal operas and oratorios, etc., but
should study the various epochs in musical history,
the organ and evolution of musical art forms and
their influence on and connection with civilization in
general. Finally, a teacher of music ought to be a
cultured man or woman, at home in literature and
current events.”
Mr. Francis L. York writes:
The subject is a broad one and one that it is im¬
possible to cover satisfactorily. There are teachers
and teachers. If you asked me the same question re¬
garding public school teachers, I should wish to
know whether you confine the inquiry to the grade
schools, to high schools or expect a “teacher” to be
prepared for University work. While by no means
endorsing the popular opinion that a young inexpe¬
rienced teacher will do for beginners, I am yet of
the opinion that frequently teachers of small tech¬
nical acquirements and of limited knowledge of the
great work of piano literature, do excellent work in
teaching pupils in the lower grades. No teacher is
ever “fully equipped.” Even the best and most
experienced have much to learn.
The work of most teachers does not extend be¬
yond the fourth or fifth grade. To lead pupils prop¬
erly up to this point the teacher should be able to
play in a good tempo the Cramer Studies, dementi’s
Gradus-, Bach 3 voice inventions, the easier Bach Pre¬
ludes and Fugues, at least 5 Beethoven Sonatas, 3
or 4 Chopin Nocturnes, Preludes and Waltzes or
Mazurkas and have a good working knowledge of
many of the above that he may not be able to play.
He should also be acquainted with some work of
such modern writers as Grieg, Moszkowski, Pader¬
ewski, McDowell, etc., and the better class of salon
music.
He should have had at least one year each of
Harmony and Musical History. He should have
gone at least as far as the 2d year in the high school.
He is not supposed to have all the above music
ready to play at a minute’s notice, but to have been
able to play it all at some time during his course'of
study. He should be a man of unimpeachable moral
character, possessed of tact, patience and self-re¬
straint and especially he should have the ability
to impart knowledge to others, without which all
the rest is nothing. Such requirements I consider
absolutely indispensable.
Many other things are
desirable such as knowledge of French and German,
Acoustics, Counterpoint, etc., but may well be
omitted for teachers of the grades mentioned.
Dr. James M. Tracy writes:
Education, contact with musicians, teachers, writ¬
ers and experience in the general trend of the
world, convinces me that abuses creep into every
profession and the musical profession is, unfortu¬
nately, no exception. It is to be deplored that so
many uneducated, incompetent persons are in the
musical profession who ought not to be there. By
their teaching and example they are doing incal¬
culable harm to the cause of musical education.
They hang like millstones around the necks of the
competent, thus preventing the accomplishment of

Some method should be devised by which the
unworthy, the uneducated can be prevented from
gaining admission to the profession of music, where
so many poorly equipped teachers are taking their
s‘and. Some of them are honest, no doubt, but
they fail altogether in the work of preparation for
the vocation of teachers.
Among the natural qualifications a teacher should
have are the following:
1. A good physique, including all the senses—
senses, because music requires them to a much
greater extent than any other profession or calling.
2. An inborn love for music, which ought to be
manifested early in life.
3- A good English education, including some
knowledge of German and French.
4. A good presence.
S- Industry, perseverance, patience.
o. An equitable disposition, and the inborn faculty
tor imparting knowledge.

These are a few of the indispensable require¬
ments.
In addition, some knowledge of human
nature is required if one would guide pupils onward
in a manner sure to produce the best results. A
good physique means a sound body, with all the
various functions pertaining thereto in perfect con¬
dition. Deficiency in any of these, to any material
degree, cannot readily be adjusted to music.
Again, persons who are not endowed with fine
sensibilities: who do not instantly feel, recognize,
and appreciate the subtle power of music in all
its most beautiful, varied forms; who do not con¬
scientiously love the art for pure art’s sake; who
do not enter the field of music because their aspira¬
tions and inclinations lead them that way, ought
not, under any circumstances, to think of follow¬
ing it as a profession; nor should such people be
permitted to occupy any leading position within its
sacred circle.
Notwithstanding this severe stricture, there are
many occupying influential positions, claiming full
rights, privileges and fellowship with true musicians
who really have no claim or moral right to do so.
They are not there from love of the art, fitness or
qualifications earned by study and discipline, but
solely for the purposes of getting the loaves and
fishes that are supposed to be the “perquisites” of
the profession.
When the teaching ranks are filled with so large a
number of uneducated, unmusical, uncongenial, un¬
appreciative hangers-on, how are the educated mem¬
bers to lift the masses and bring any considerable
number of people to a higher standard of musical
appreciation? Yet we are expected to accomplish
this most wonderful result.
Being in possession of all the faculties enumerated,
one is brought to the point where one can seriously
begin to think of making music a life study; to fol¬
low it as a profession. It is a colossal undertaking,
which should not be entered into without due con¬
sideration as to fitness, and a supply of funds with
which to carry it to a successful termination. It is
a wonderfully mistaken idea entertained by many
people that music is one of the easiest and most
lucrative of the professions. The experience of all
those whose opinions are worth having, is, that
there is no harder or more exacting one; and who¬
ever asserts or thinks to the contrary has no knowl¬
edge or true conception of its many difficulties.
Other Requisites.
Further requisites to the successful teacher are:
a quick ear, a sharp eye, a warm sympathetic heart,
a level head and an active brain. The ear receives
all sounds, whether musical or otherwise. It must,
then, be keenly, sensitively educated, that it may be
absolutely sure in judging, correctly of all musical
effects, however slight. It must be capable of detect¬
ing and separating the musical from the unmusical
sounds with discriminating exactness, and be able
to give intelligent reasons therefor. The eye'quickly
takes in and comprehends all the musical emblems,
characters and signs used in musical writing. The
heart, the medium of sentiment and love, feels,
sympathizes, appreciates and responds to all that is
true and noble, and beautiful in music. An active,
well-trained brain is indispensable; for it represents
the power, the mainspring, by which all the other
faculties are put in motion; but the brain, if not
properly educated and disciplined by master minds
is incapable of producing beneficial results, and even
when possessed of all the above faculties, few suc¬
ceed in reaching any considerable state of perfec¬
tion.
-,—
THE DIFFICULTIES OF THE YOUNG MUSIC
TEACHER.
BY FR. NIECKS.
The young teacher is, as a rule, in the position of
one who is thrown into the sea in order that he may
learn to swim. In both cases, everything depends
upon the strength of the instinct, and the natural
vigor, initiative, and resourcefulness of the immersed
party. The strong and gifted succeed, although
at the cost of a terrible waste of energy, but the
great mass are either drowned or come out of the
trial bedraggled and discomfited. This being so, I
wish to plead for preparation and assistance; and I
plead the more warmly because my own experiences
have taught me to sympathize with the fears, anxie¬
ties, and struggles of young teachers. Of course,
there are also young teachers who know of no such
troubles, who are content with themselves and their
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own wisdom. But, alas! these are not the strong;
on the contrary, they are the weakest of the weak.
They are those who not only are without knowledge,
but ignore even their own ignorance. A young
teacher who is not discontented with himself, in fact,
thoroughly miserable, is not worth his salt, and
never will be. Nay, we may go a good deal further,
and say that even a teacher of three score and ten
who imagines himself a past master and no longer in
need of further enlightenment is not one of the elect,
but has all his life been a pitiable pretender. Now,
what I am anxious to make clear is the difficulty of
the science and art of teaching, and the rareness of
the realization of this fact by would-be teachers. If
there were anything like training of music teachers,
the ignorance of what the teaching of music implies
could not flourish as it does now. Examinations can
never be a substitue for methodical training, nor in
any way an adequate test. Moreover, they are apt
to make those who pass them believe that they
possess all they require, and need not further bother
themselves with the acquisition of more.
But what is a sufficient equipment for a teacher?
Of what does such an equipment consist? Perhaps
the best way of answering these questions would be
to see what a training school for music teachers, if
we had one, would have to teach. Thus the difficul¬
ties of young teachers without such a training can
be shown with startling vividness.
Here, then, is the curriculum of a school for the
training of music teachers:
Ear-Training.
(1) The foundation class is that of ear-training. It
begins the course, and will be continued throughout
the course. A practitioner in the art that has to do
with auditory perceptions ought to develop the capac¬
ities of the ear to the utmost and in every respect—
in pitch, in rhythm, and in tone color. A mechani¬
cal manipulator of keyed instruments without an ear
is possible, not a musician, least of all a teacher of
music. How can the latter recognize and correct his
pupils’ faults if he has not a well-trained ear? Need¬
less to say, the student at the training school will
certainly at the end of the course of ear-training
have something more to show than, let us say, the
ability to write to dictation the time and notes of a
short diatonic melody in simple time. To show no
more would be a farce, an exhibition that would
make the angels in Heaven weep, and the inmates of
another place shriek with laughter.
(2) Instruction in singing and in playing instru¬
ments will be given. The instruction, however, will
be not drill, but education—scientific teaching, teach¬
ing of the principles of the how and why. It is not
enough that the master says to his pupil, do it this
way; you must also explain why it should be done in
.hat way, and what are the processes involved in doing
it. Thus principles are arrived at that are applicable
not merely to single cases, but to large groups of
cases. Of course, the master at such a training school
would have to be strictly methodical in the choice of
music. He also would have to recommend to the
student a great deal of. music that was to be read,
not practiced. This would serve two purposes—to
make the student a sight-reader, and enlarge his ac¬
quaintance with musical literature. He would recom¬
mend also the hearing of good music. It goes with¬
out saying that ensemble singing and playing, too
would be cultivated. Instruction thus given would
prepare the student to become a teacher as well as a
performer. The time will come when finger gymnas¬
tics away from the instrument will be generally
recognized as a time-saving and perfecting means in
the development of the mechanical part of playing.
(3) A very important class is that of the elements
of music. It. ought to be taught by a master who
understands the subject. This seems a truism. But.
judging by facts, it is not. Books on the elements of
music are, or at least used to be, written by people
who decidedly did not know the subject. And the
lecturers chosen for dealing with it were chosen
without the consciousness of its importance and very
great difficulty. The subject is mainly concerned
with the wide one of notation, a perfect knowledge
of which is an indispensable presupposition of read¬
ing and interpreting music—the stave with its notes,
signatures, and accidentals, measure, rhythm, and
tempo signs, marks and words indicating expression,
symbols of ornamentation, etc., etc. Must I add that
the things implied as well as the signs have to be
taught? The subject is full of problems and myster¬
ies—exactly the kind of region where fools rush in
and angels fear to tread.
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Theoretical Studies.
(4) Another class, or rather group of classes, has
to deal with the texture and structure of music. Har¬
mony and Counterpoint are exponents of the texture
and form of the structure. Knowledge of these sub¬
jects is desirable in every hearer of music, for it
increases the understanding and the enjoyment. It
is necessary for performers and teachers, the latter
more especially, for without it artistic insight and
independence of judgment are impossible. There is
nothing more common among cultivators of music
than the inability to perform and learn to perform
new music without the help of a teacher. It is com¬
mon not only among amateurs but also among pro¬
fessionals, especially among professional vocalists.
The interpreter and teacher of music; then, stand
in need of harmony, counterpoint, and form, as well
as the composer. Only the former do not require
as much practical dexterity as the latter does. The
neglect of form is one of the most lamentable defects
in the study of music, and the common failure of see¬
ing the importance of this subject for the reproduc¬
tive as well as for the productive artist is one of the
most curious phenomena in the musical mind.
(5) A very desirable class is that for the teach¬
ing of the double-sided subject of phrasing and the
aesthetics of expression. The art of phrasing, the
physical side of the subject, is based on rhythm—
rhythm in the widest sense, as shown in form, which
latter, in its turn, is largely based on harmony, and,
to some extent, on counterpoint. The aesthetics of
expression, the spiritual side of the subject, is of a
more philosophical nature. It may be urged that
the teaching of phrasing and expression is within
the province of the master of singing and playing
and the conductor of ensemble performances. But
after a little consideration everybody will agree that
the treatment of the subject as a whole and method¬
ically is highly desirable.
(6) Musical history is another subject of which
the average musician and many above the average
will not see the usefulness. Nevertheless it is of
great utility. But it is so only if the history is of
the right sort, if it deals not merely with the dry
bones, but also with the living body and the soul.
History should be a history of styles and of the
characters of the great masters, a history of the
connections and influence of styles and masters be¬
tween and on each other. Thus taught, what useful
knowledge cannot history instil, what stirring inter¬
est can it not inspire?
(7) and (8) We come now to the two classes that
have to do with the special qualifications of teachers
—in short, with Pedagogy. The subject of one of
the two classes is Psychology and Methodology,
, that is, the science of the nature of the human mind,
and the ways of dealing with the human mind in
teaching. The subject of the other class is Musical
Literature, classified according to its character and
difficulty, and according to its sesthetical and educa¬
tive value and technical usefulness.
Practical Work.
(9) One thing is still wanting to complete the
training of the teacher of music—that is a practical
introduction into the actual work of teaching. For
this, then, is required a supply of human material
for the students to practice on, and also a supply
of qualified masters to direct, counsel, and criticise
them in their first attempts in the science and art
of teaching. In short, a practicing school is an in¬
dispensable adjunct of a training school for music
teachers.
In the foregoing I have sketched a school for
the training of music teachers, and such schools
we ought to have all over the country. But un¬
fortunately we have not. Now, what are would-be
music teachers to do in the circumstances? They
must try to make up as far as they can for what
was neglected in their education. They must try to
find substitutes for the systematic training they
had not the good fortune to enjoy. It is, of course,
impossible to find a substitute, or a number of sub¬
stitutes, equal in efficiency to such a training, but
it is possible to find partial remedies. Much can
be done by self-tuition with the help of books and
observation.
What seems to me needful to the teacher is not so
much a systematic as a practical acquaintance with
the science. He ought to know its problems and
practical bearings, have his attention drawn to the
mental processes involved in teaching and learning,
and be led to observe and think. But although
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systematic psychology is not indispensable, let what¬
ever psychology there is be serious and not mere
pretense.
Not to be inadequate and somewhat haphazard, as
I have been in my hints, would necessitate the writ¬
ing of a book, a complete teacher’s guide. As such
a book cannot be condensed into an article, the
reader will kindly excuse my shortcomings.
In conclusion, I would say to the young teacher,
and perhaps not to him alone:—
Do not confine your reading to text books. Read
about music and musicians widely. It enlarges your
musical horizon. Good biographies, for instance,
tell you not only of the men, but also of their music,
and not,only of their music, but also of music at
large. And, again, I would say, do not confine your¬
self to musical books. Plunge also into general liter¬
ature, and while doing so remember that there are
other better and more delightful things—not to
speak of more profitable ones—than the novels of
the day. This general reading will profit you also as
musicians. After all, the musician is but a part of
the man. For Heaven’s sake, don’t say you have no
time! Are you not conscious of the countless hours
you waste? Only the unemployed have no time;
the busy have always time for ever so many things.
Almost all the great men have been great readers;
and that holds good also of great teachers. Indeed,
the great men have not only been excellent models
to you in this respect, but some of them have also
formulated their opinion in clear-voiced precept.
Read poetry, says Schumann, and look about you in
life, and in the arts and sciences. Lastly, a good
teacher must be a man of intellect and imagina¬
tion. The more you develop these faculties the
better. But what sharpens the intellect and stimu¬
lates the imagination more than the reading of the
thoughts of the noble, wise, and poetic-minded?
Here is as good a motto as you can choose:—
“Think and read, read and think.
And learn as long as you may 1”
—The Monthly Musical Record.
WHAT SHOULD THE “AMATEUR” PIANIST
BE TAUGHT OF HARMONY?
BY CARL W. GRIMM.
Every earnest piano student ought to begin the
study of harmony when he reaches music of the com¬
monly accepted third or fourth grade of difficulty.
It is absolutely necessary for his further progress,
because it facilitates greatly the resolution of diffi¬
cult passages into their elements and leads to a
rational interpretation of music. But, what are we
to do with the great mass of pupils who are on
their way to this point of efficiency, and those who
never expect to get beyond? Should we keep the
pupils entirely in ignorance of harmonic knowledge
until they have arrived at this degree of proficiency?
Should we refrain from giving them an insight into
the meaning of chords, their construction and rela¬
tionship? Certainly not. Should we never reveal to
them any of the laws governing the magnificent
world of harmony? I think it is wrong to deprive
them of such important and elevating knowledge.
The harmony to be taught does not mean that kind
of work which consists in the writing out of obso¬
lete thoroughbass figures, but that material for
thought found in the pupils’ music; how tones crys¬
tallize into chords; how these can be transformed in
innumerable ways; how chords combine into higher
unities called keys, etc., etc.
This information is to be given as opportunities
present themselves, and must be adapted to the
pupil’s understanding. Some will draw it out of you
and others must be infused with it The teacher
who wants to do this successfully, must be a good
harmonist himself, in order to give logical explana¬
tions without having a book at his elbow. It is
certainly not more than right to expect a large fund
of knowledge from any one who professes to teach.
To be really efficient, the man must always be bigger
than the office. Since this knowledge should be
given as occasion demands it, it follows that there
cannot be any cut and dried plan of teaching it, be¬
cause it all depends upon the pupils and their les¬
sons.
The First Step.
The very first thing that pupils should learn of
harmony are the major and minor chords, which are
the foundation stones of all harmonic structure.
Piano pupils finishing the first grade can gradually
learn them by heart. They even enjoy them when
you have them in the form of the various arpeggios.
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Have the pupils repeatedly listen to the great dif¬
ference in the sound of these two chords. Strike the
chords and sustain them, calling the pupils atten¬
tion to the blending of the tones composing them.
The poetical lines of Shelley,
"Let me drink of the spirit of that sweet sound"
is a proof of the poet’s relish of tones. All your
demonstrations in this field should be of such a
nature as to direct the pupils’ minds to the sound,
rather than to the notes on the page. Listenl more
than see! must be the word you employ here.
When you have the pupils well grounded in the
Tnajor and minor chords, you can give them an idea
of key and begin to teach them something about the
principal chords forming it, namely, the Tonic, Dom¬
inant and Subdominant chords. Then, later, ,you
can make them acquainted with the “Cadences” of
the major and minor keys, and lead them to feel how
the Tonic chord is the point of repose, toward which
all the other chords in the key strive.
The next important subject to acquaint the pupils
with is the Dominant seventh chord. Form arpeggio
passages in every key with it, teaching the student
how to resolve this chord properly into the Tonic
chord. Then insert also the Subdominant chord
with the added sixth in the cadence. After that,
the pupils ought to be given illustrations of the
working principles of modulation (change of key),
just as occasion prompts you to give them. The
more difficult music will afford opportunities to ex¬
plain the Dominant ninth chords. Before that, aug¬
mented triads and diminished triads will have made
their appearance somewhere. Even diminished sev¬
enth chords will have presented themselves in a
number of places.
Full, half and deceptive closes ought to be ex¬
plained in turn. It is surprising how soon pupils
who know the major and minor chords thoroughly
will understand prepared and unprepared suspen¬
sions; they will readily distinguish the workman¬
ship in such tonal combinations, and find delight in
noticing how a tone-master mixes the bitter with the
sweet. Likewise, passing tones, auxiliary tones and
chromatic alteration of chord tones can be explained
quite early to the pupil. All this knowledge will
teach the pupils to listen more intently to music,
and will make many things clear. The better we
understand a thing intellectually, the more we appre¬
ciate it emotionally. Even anticipation can be made
clear to piano students.
When they have been taught the relationship of
the chords by the fifth, as found in the plain ca¬
dences, the pupils can be given some information
about the relationship of chords by the third. At
some opportune time give them some information
about the “variation” of the principal chords by
altering their “inner tone” or by altering their "outer
tones.” In my “Modern Harmony’ I have brought
to light how greatly this principle of “variation”
simplifies the marvelously rich and apparently ex¬
tremely complicated woof of the music of Wagner,
etc. With the more advanced pupils, intermediate
cadences, even sequences and pedal point, can be
treated, if associated with the music being studied.
Arouse the -pupil’s sense of discerning beauty and
delighting in fine harmonic progressions, because it
increases his pleasure of listening.
Overtones and Pedaling.
Relate to him and illustrate on the piano the
mystic wonders of overtones; by making it clear to
his mind you make him hear and not only see things,
and he will learn to use the pedal better than by
merely watching the printed signs. An extremely
valuable book on this topic is the book of Hans
Schmitt, “The Pedals of the Pianoforte,” translated
by Frederic S. Law. From it many interesting facts
can be gleaned. Good piano playing requires good
pedaling, and how can you teach that to a pupil who
has no knowledge whatever of chords? It is there¬
fore absolutely necessary for him to possess some
enlightenment upon the subject, even if he never
goes through a regular course of harmony. Teach¬
ing music in this fashion is certainly more than
a mere drill in technic and mechanical observance of
the expression marks found on the printed sheet.
This introduction to harmonic knowledge leads
the pupil to listen to music and enlightens him, and
it is an undisputably excellent help to sight-reading
and memorizing. A pupil thus initiated into the
secrets of harmony may acquire a desire to know
more of it, in order to analyze everything in his
music, and thus be induced to study the subject thor¬
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oughly The greatest task of the teacher is to infuse
his oupils with enthusiasm and kindle a desire to
learn Even if not every pupil thus instructed be¬
comes a member of his harmony class, the teacher
should not forget that not every baited hook of the
angler catches fish. Nowadays we all learn some¬
thing of astronomy or geology without ever think¬
ing of becoming astronomers or geologists; conse¬
quently, if you have taught your pupils to consider
the sublimity and magnificence of harmony, in other
words, instructed them to hear and feel, you can
_..
iLaf vnur work did some good.

ALLOW THE STUDENT TO DEVELOP HIS
OWN IDEAS.
BY CHARLOTTE W. HOPKINS.
It seems the usual teacher of music does not give
his pupils enough chance to think out some things
for himself. How often we hear a teacher trying to
enforce his ideas upon the pupils when they will
never appeal to the student.
In my class I have several pupils who seemed so
listless; they just “took lessons” because mother said
so; just practiced for the same reason. I selected
Burgmiieller, Op. ioo, for an experiment and it
proved very successful. With each little study I
gave (for example, No. 4), I called attention to the
title, time, notes, etc., and told the pupils to think
about what it meant; when they practiced it later I
told them I would ask for a story about it. After the
technical difficulties had been mastered I was ready
for the test. We reviewed the meanings of the ex¬
pression marks. Then, by way of suggestion, I took
another study, played it and told them what it
meant to me. I asked them to take their study and
write what it seemed to mean to them. Each little
story was different, yet all showed imagination.
What an interest! It was no trouble to practice
now, because they had to find out something. One
dear little girl said in describing the “tea party” (No.
4, Burgmiieller, Op, 100) “that 10th measure is where
they all ran out on the porch to play,” etc.
Succeeding so amazingly with the children, I
have been having equally good results with the older
ones. I give a good “program” piece for them to
work out, entirely, without help from me. After a
time I ask for it, and the story; this brings about a •
delightful lesson. Of course there are many correc¬
tions to be made, but afterwards they find some¬
thing left that is their very own.
The Gain in Interest
I ask of the little ones: “How many times did
you practice this week without a reminder from
mother?” The number of times gains each week
very gratifyingly, and real work begins. Discour¬
agement (a good sign) creeps in later, but that only
shows that the standard is being raised and that
they are becoming harder to satisfy. When one is
willing to learn, talent takes a second place, excuses
become less frequent, punctuality increases, and the
teacher can now do his best.
Fixing Impressions.
Very often the teacher fails here, because he does
not know the value of going over the same principles
again and again. I have been astounded more than
once to find a pupil at sea as to the value of the
notes when possibly they may have had fifty lessons
to their credit. I believe their little ears become
calloused sometimes to the tune of “now that is an
eighth note, this is not b but g,” etc., and they re¬
fuse to think about it. Stop long enough to let them
think it out, and the mistake will occur less fre¬
quently.
Win the confidence of your pupil, by having a
true and not affected interest in him. Be ever alert
to see any progress, however small. When the ques¬
tions begin to come from the other side, have hope.
Explanations cannot be too carefully given. Teach
exactness!
No educational equipment can be complete without
a library. A library of well-selected books, even though
limited in number, will double the efficiency of the
work of any school, will be a breath of fresh air or
a gleam of glorious light in any community, will
quicken ambitions and arouse aspirations and set in
motion forces, the power of which no man can esti-
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The Teachers’ Round Table
CONDUCTED BY N. J. COREY
The Teachers' Round Table is "The Etude’s ” Department of Advice for Teachera. If you
have any vexing problem in your daily work write to the Teachers’Round Table,
and if we feel that your question demands an answer that will be of interest
to our readers we will be glad to print your questions and the answer

METHODS OF PRACTICE AND OTHER
TOPICS.
The Round Table has received a letter from Mrs.
Emily Lorenz Ball which contains some most ex¬
cellent suggestions in regard to practice. The idea
of the average pupil in regard to practice, and one
hard to overcome, is that it is something of a
drudging nature and to be worked at in a drudging
manner. Given an exercise, it must be gone over
either a certain number of times or a certain number
of minutes, generally with a weakening interest as
the minutes pass. In such cases there is little inter¬
est in the work that is being attempted and little
use made of the mental faculties. Much has been
accomplished in the education of a student as soon
as the mental faculties can be awakened. Without
doubt the most difficult task the average individual
has to accomplish is to make his mind work. Mental
inertia is the cause of most of the stupidity of man¬
kind. Most people find it easy to work their physi¬
cal muscles as compared with the required effort
in thinking. The laboring man will work a day at
digging ditches and find himself comparatively fresh
at its close, but one hour of mental application will
leave him in a state of complete exhaustion. The
average student is in a similar condition as to his
mind and his capacity to use it. If he can be taught
to exercise this organ from the beginning, ability
and mental endurance will come with use, and he
will eventually find himself master of his faculties
as well as his muscles. Indeed, he will never ac¬
quire any mastery of his muscles, except of the most
drudging mechanical sort, until he has learned to
master his mind. When he can keep his attention
closely applied to his work, without exhausting him¬
self in a few moments, he is ready to advance in a
musicianly way, as well as acquire the technical
dexterity he so much covets.
This is the problem that troubles hosts of teachers,
and one over which Mrs. Ball has spent much
thought. She has hit upon one scheme which in
her experience has done much good for the pupils.
It is the use of very short contrapuntal phrases, in
which one hand answers the other in imitative
fashion, the shorter the better for the first work. As
she writes in her letter:—

This I And perfectly possible by beginning with
phrases of a few notes at a time. I begin by giv¬
ing one of these at a time to study, using phrases
In which each hand is a facsimile of the other as
much as possible, and the motif many times re¬
peated. By study I mean the mental grasp of the
notes as to pitch and length, until thoroughly
memorized, ana written many times on music paper.
This act of stamping the motif on the paper over
and over, thinking the intervals while so doing,
gradually trains the pupil to see music when it is
not before him. When each part is memorized in
this wav and recited at a lesson. I next assign the
music to be learned at the keyboard, this from
memory of course, bands separately, and only so
fast as each tone can be accurately thought in its
place on the staff and its relationship to the tones
next to it. The result of this work is brought to
the next lesson. After this I allow the hands to
be practiced together, still from memory, but so
slowly as to preclude mistakes. This process may
have taken a young pnpil several weeks, bnt a few
minutes spent'in this manner every day v "’

Training along these lines is a most excellent
method of developing musicianship. No one has
attained musicianship until it is possible to sit down
with a new piece of music away from an instrument
and conceive it exactly in his mind just as it should
sound when played. Suppose you could only read
printed matter by spelling it out aloud. Such is, of
course, the primary process with the little child.
Many so-called musicians never reach any higher
state of development with their music. They are
obliged to go to the piano in order to find out how
a new piece “goes.” This is a deplorable confession
for a musician to make, nevertheless it is true of

many of them. In such cases the brain has never
been brought into active operation. Serious music
students (I mean by serious those who intend to
make it their life profession) should early be taught
to mentally conceive musical sounds and effects.
How otherwise will they ever learn to compose
if they have any desires in this direction. How
could a composer write a large orchestral score, in
which the twenty to thirty lines on a page, repre¬
senting all the various instruments and their parts,
are played at the same time, and which it would be
impossible to play upon the piano, unless he could
conceive the whole thing in his mind? I remember a
prominent grand opera singer telling me a few years
ago that she always learned her new roles away
from any instrument and never heard the accompa¬
niment until she went to the first rehearsal at the
opera house. How many singers do any of our
readers know who could learn even the simplest
song in this manner? Musicianship is not of a high
order, however, until it can be done, and all pianists
should possess the ability to conceive and learn
music in the same way.
“Every month I buy The Etude, and I must say
that It helps me wonderfully. I certainly con¬
sider it the best musical journal that is published,
and no teacher should be without it. This is the
first time I have written to the Tbachebs’ Round
Table, and as I am a young music teacher (just a
beginner), I would appreciate it very much If you
would answer mv questions.
“To begin with, I have just received a new pupil,
a boy of sixteen, who is anxious to learn and vetw
bright. About nine months ago he ended a year s
course of lessons with another teacher, but he has
forgotten almost everything that he learned. What
1 iranf to nstt is what exercises would be the best
for him
1 so as to learn to read the
t quite sure what would be best
for hlftt,T
_, I gave him ‘Five Finger Exercises' by Le
Couppey, which I used myself some years ago. I
also gave him several of Virgil’s hand exercises ns
gymnastics and taught him tjie notes.
He is
very anxious for an exercise book from which he
can learn to read the notes faster. Will you kindly
advise me what to give him?
“Also I have a pupil who is thirteen years old and
has taken lessons for seven months, and although
she knows the notes when she plays hands sepa¬
rately, she cannot get the bass notes without a
great deal of study and worry. I make her study
hands separately at first until she learns both the
bass and treble, but even then when she attempts
to play hands together she gets puzzled and cannot
play the left hand correctly. Will yon give me a
remedy for this? I have used Presser's ‘First
Studies in Pianoforte.’ and like It very much, but
would like to know If Mathews' ‘Graded Course’ la
supposed to be good for a beginner of music.”
It is a pleasure to know that you find The Etude
a help to you. It is fulfilling its function so far as
you are concerned at least. The Round Table is
intended for you, and the Editor will always be
glad to try and answer your questions. If he is not
able to do so, there is generally someone among
the readers of the department who is able to help
out.
Your selection of exercises for your boy pupil
was a very good one. The Virgil exercises are most
excellent, and you will find many very valuable hints
in his book to apply in your work, even though you
don’t use the Practice Clavier. There are two ideas
involved in the process of reading notes. First, the
mere act of naming them as the eye looks at them
on the music page. Second, the simultaneous strik¬
ing of the correct corresponding key as one recog¬
nizes the notes. This second process is what is
understood as reading, although a generous course
of practice in the first is sometimes of great benefit
to a student Read until be can name the notes as
fast as the eye can take them in. This, however, is
only preliminary to the second process, which consti¬
tutes the act of performance, whether it be playing
or singing. Facility in this is a matter of growth
and experience in endeavoring to reproduce the
music page upon the keyboard. There are no exer¬
cises for an elementary student that excel for this
purpose. The only work to give him is that which
be needs for his proper technical development. His
facility in reading will be a gradual development
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along with his general musical ability. When he is
more advanced he can be encouraged to spend some
time every day reading music that is one or two
grades simpler than he is working on. This he
should simply play, not practice, going over nothing
twice at the moment, and at first sight taking every¬
thing as near as possible at correct tempo. The
practicing of four-hand music is most excellent for
this purpose as soon as the pupil is far enough ad¬
vanced to take up the symphonies of Mozart and
Haydn. Modern tendencies seem to be away from
the music of these older composers, and it is more
and more supplanted by the music of recent com¬
posers. A knowledge of their music and style is,
however, absolutely essential to musical education.
This can be gained by a frequent and liberal prac¬
tice of their symphonies arranged for four hands
and at the same time improve one’s power of rapid
reading.
Your other pupil simply needs practice in reading
notes in the bass cleff, and a great deal of it. Go
into your music store and see if you can find any
four-hand pieces in which the notes of the secondo
performer’s parts are both in the bass cleff and
both of the simplest possible nature. Give your
pupil these parts to learn and play the primo part
with her. Playing both hands in the bass clef for a
time will h.elp in tne acquirement of facility in read¬
ing this clef. As far as her general work is con¬
cerned there is nothing for her to do but keep per¬
sistently at her work, and little by little she will
become more familiar with the notes of the bass
clef.
Mathews’ “Graded Course,” first book, is also in¬
tended for beginners, and can be used from the
start, although a preliminary training of the hands
and fingers is first necessary with such gymnastic
exercises as you mention from Virgil. No pupil
should start at once with the keyboard, but should
acquire something of hand formation first. As soon
as they begin to look at the notes, it is very diffi¬
cult to get them to keep their attention fixed upon
the position of the hands and motions of the fingers.
“In what grade Is the Pischna Complete Study
Book? Is it especially good for technical work? If
so how does it compare with Plaidy and other bet¬
ter known publications?”
Pischna being a compilation of daily technical
work may be said to be in every grade. The grade
of such exercises depends on the perfection and
speed at which they are played. The scale of C,
for example, may be in the first or seventh grades,
according to the manner in which it is played. It
is a standard work, more special in its character
than Plaidy. I prefer the latter for the reason that
it is a compendftam of nearly all the conventional
passage work to be found in the classical repertoire,
forms that are absolutely essential to every pianist.
After these are thoroughly learned and brought to a
high rate of speed it is time enough to begin more
modern formulae. One trouble with many would-be
pianists is that they are not sufficiently grounded
in these indispensable fundamentals. It makes no
difference whether these formulae are learned from
Plaidy or Mason, but they must be learned. If a
teacher uses the Plaidy book with his or her pupils,
the Mason “Touch and Technic” should be at hand
for reference, as it treats the subject from a more
modern standpoint.
“Will you kindly answer the following questions
in the Round Tabi,k Department:
“1. In reading piano music I am unable to read
the treble and l«Ns together. Is there any way of
quickly overcoming this difficulty?'
“2. How are the metronome numbers divided? Is
there a recognized standard of time?
“3. Can you suggest a good way of stretching and
strengthening the Angers for piano playing?”
(1) There is no way of overcoming the diffi¬
culty mentioned in the first question except by
patient and industrious practice. (2) The metro¬
nome numbers are divided on the basis of one beat
per second or sixty to the minute. Therefore when
your metronome is set at 120, it is beating twice per
second. The recognized standard of time is on this
basis of sixty per minute. Every other rate of speed
can be figured from this. (3) You can stretch the
fingers by wearing corks or spools between them for
a certain time every day. Strengthen by slow prac¬
tice, raising fingers high and striking firmly but with
loose action. Also by various gymnastic exercises,
including those that strengthen the arm. Building
up the entire system helps to strengthen the fingers.
(Continued on page *79.)
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MERICAN directness and readiness have doubtless been responsible for
much of that characteristic jargon known as slang which either enhances
or degrades our vernacular, as you choose to look upon the subject. One
of the most terse expressions in that interesting auxiliary vocabulary upon which
so many of our countrymen rely, is: “Don’t talk shop." Try to say this in
any other way and see how many words you will need to express your mean¬
ing. Musicians are only too prone to “talk shop,” “think shop” and “live shop.”
In almost every gathering the musician at oiice becomes the vexillary of his
art. He adroitly switches the conversation around to some musical topic and
reigns tyranically over the unfortunate listeners. He rarely dares to discuss
other subjects, as his concentration upon his life work has been so intense that
he has been virtually blind to what this great world has been doing. Now and
then we meet the musician who keeps thoroughly alive to questions of the hour.
These men make most charming acquaintances. The advanced intellectual drill
their musical training has afforded them makes them doubly keen in penetrating
political intrigues of tile day, judging the value of educational and scientific
advances and appreciating aesthetic values in any art movement. “Thinking
shop” is a dangerous practice. Any one engaged in music during the entire day
should not think of doing musical work in the evenings if it can possibly be
avoided. Progress in musical art depends upon the quality of one’s work more
than the quantity. Except in rare cages, when it is impossible to devote a por¬
tion of the day to other pursuits, the musician should eagerly seek relaxation
in other directions. Music itself becomes a most excellent relaxation for the
business man.

F

REDERICK THE GREAT, with his flute, and the present Kaiser o.f Germany,
with his penchant for musical composition, are historic instances of men engaged
in affairs of vast moment who have found a relaxation in music. The late
Henry O. Havemeyer, notwithstanding the fact that he was a multi-millionaire, is
said to have practiced two hours every day upon the violin. The “Sugar King” pos¬
sessed a fifteen thousand dollar Guarnerius instrument, known as the “King
Joseph.” Other business men who have found music a relaxation are Secretary
Cortelyou, who at one time studied in the New England Conservatory, and is
said to be a very accomplished performer; Charles Schwab, the steel magnate,
and Mr. Pomeroy Burton, the young American editor of the London Daily Mail
and manager of the most extensive newspaper interests in Europe, owned by
Lord Harmsworth. Many other business men of note find in music a kind of
solace, fascination and mental exhilaration that they can derive from no other
source. In thousands of cases music has doubtless been the safety valve that
has averted brain exhaustion and nervous break-down, which would have meant
the end of many a promising business career. Teachers who have business men
apply to them for instruction should encourage them in every possible way.

W

E feel that very few teachers appreciate the real educational importance
of the finely prepared editions of musical works. It is a great injus¬
tice to permit a pupil to worry along with a poorly printed, badly
fingered and carelessly phrased copy of a piece. All great educational specialists
lay much stress upon the value of habit in the preparation of musical composi¬
tions for performance. This is one of the most important aids a teacher can
have. More time and energy are wasted by pupils through the failure to form
correct habits than through any other cause. In learning a piece for concert
use great artists often spend months, even years, in determining upon a good
fingering, a phrasing leading to ready understanding of the work and an aesthet¬
ically desirable treatment of the dynamic characteristics demanded by the com¬
poser and the form, melody and harmony of the composition. The really con¬
scientious artist tries hundreds of ways before he determines upon one way. But
haying once accepted one fingering, one phrasing, one dynamic coloring, he usually
goes through a period of practice in which these factors of interpretation are
unswervingly observed in every repetition.
This leads to what many might consider a mechanical performance. It
places the piece in the domain of what psychologists call the “reflex action.”
After a time the fingers of the pianist go through the amazing technical and tonal
difficulties as if they were automatic. Then the brain of the player, relieved of
technical bonds, is able to color the composition in a manner that would have
been impossible so long as the intellect was directed toward overcoming tech¬
nical difficulties. Liszt and Henselt have received much post-mortem criticism
for reading books while practicing. Is it not possible that these great philoso¬
phers of the keyboard had become convinced of the desirability of such a course
through one of those necessary empirical processes of reasoning which precede
scientific discoveries? When modern psychology was still in its infancy this
method of preparation for public performance was known and practiced by
many virtuosi who knew nothing of what we now term a “reflex action.”
The work of these masters in determining phrasing, fingering, etc., has been
preserved and is being constantly improved. When Isador Phillipp, the cele¬
brated Parisian teacher, edits a new edition of Chopin, he works upon the accu¬
mulated revisions and discoveries of hundreds of previous editors, correcting
numerous mistakes and making suggestions which modern instruments demand.
The music inserted in The Etude is all very carefully revised and edited by a
corps of able men. We feel that this is a very vital subject, and we have asked

an authority to prepare for us a special article upon the advantage of the finely
edited edition over the poorly prepared publications, We feel that our readers
may look for this article with great interest.

W

HAT a splendid thing is real proficiency! Many teachers of theory in
Germany do not deign to use a text-book of any kind. With every
pupil they dictate a new harmony. That is, they know the subject so
thoroughly that they actually build up a harmony to suit the needs of a partic¬
ular pupil. One teacher was asked: “Why don’t you use the harmony that
you dictated to the last pupil?” The reply was: “It would not have been a
good harmony for this pupil.” The man who. can pursue a course of this kind
is not only an ideal pedagogue, but has much of the zeal of the religious martyr
of the mediaeval age. Such a course would not be practicable in America,
where the conditions governing our very existence are so different from those
in Germany. Johann Sebastian Bach not only composed much of the music he
used in teaching his pupils, but was known to compose whole courses to fit the
peculiar needs of some individual pupil.

T

HE nobility of the cause of education is but slightly appreciated if we con¬
sider the money return that teachers receive' for their services. Our
lower orders of politicians, with their eyes blinded in veritable seas of
ill-gotten wealth, are inclined to look upon education as a necessary evil, re¬
ducing their opportunities for graft. Even the most patriotic American citizens
often fail to realize that we have an enemy within our gates far more formidable
than the combined armadas of Europe. This enemy is the imported ignorance
of the most illiterate countries of the world. Every day of the year cargoes of
anarchy and unenlightened socialism cross the Atlantic and land upon our free
American soil. The immigration from the parts of Europe that sent men and
women to lay the foundation of our national greatness has long since dwindled
into insignificance. To whom is it given to fight this army of unrest, ignorance
and superstition? What are the forces that we array against this frightening
foe? Go into the slums of our great cities and watch the battle. The warriors
are oftentimes frail little women, who sacrifice the comforts and refinements of
pleasant homes for the great mission of education. To enter this army of de¬
fense they must spend years of preparation and in the end render a service often
extremely obnoxious, for a salary incommensurate in every way. Do not these
women deserve a position quite as exalted as that held by army officers who are
only called upon to fight once in a quarter of a century? The period of prepara¬
tion is but slightly different, and the death hazard,1 when one considers the
danger of disease, fire, and the terrible strain of overwork, is nearly as great in
the case of the teacher as in the case of the army officer. Which army do you
revere the mnst?
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. ,.1fuslc teac.hers have their part in the war against this foe. Educational speciahsts recognize in music a very powerful factor in the control of children in
the public schools located in our slums. Music prepares the child for the sterner
discipline of the institutions. Teachers who engage in this work should be paid
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YECCHIO MINUETTO
G. SGAMBATI, Op. 18, No. 2
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Allegretto moderato
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FRANCESCO LAMPERTI AND
METHODS.

nor given to flattering comments. The
greater the possibilities he saw in a
pupil the more exacting he was, the
more he worked with might and main,
BY LENA DORIA DEVINE.
letting nothing faulty escape, wrestling
with such a voice from day to day,
never ceasing to find some imperfec¬
stands as a connecting link between the tion. Not but what occasionally the
old Italian school of the eighteenth exacting critic would turn enthusiastic
century and what good there still re¬ listener. I have seen the maestro com¬
mains in vocal art to-day.
pletely overcome by some well-rendered
The world of music cannot too highly phrase; he would turn his head, his
honor the memory of this man. face glowing with admiration, to those
Through him the traditions of the present and exclaim: “Did you hear
golden age of song have come down to that? What a tone!” The next mo¬
us unaltered and unblurred. They came ment he might storm like a fury and
to him from the last great disciples call the subject of his burst of enthusi¬
of that school and he has handed them asm “stupid” or a “goose.” There was
down to us, enriched by fifty years of no chance for the most talented to
experience and a record of achievement suffer long from excessive self-satisfac¬
tion. , He had the disregard for per¬
in teaching seldom, if ever, equaled.
Francesco Lamperti was born at sonalities of most great men; to him
Savona, Italy, in 1813. At the age of the voice was everything; outside of
seven he was placed in the Milan Con¬ that he had no interest in his pupils.
servatory, where he received instruc¬
tion under Sommaruga, D’Appiano and
Pietra Roy. At the age of seventeen
he was appointed orgapist at one of the
cathedrals in Milan. A few years later
we find him associated with Masini in
the direction of the Teatro Filodramatico. He directed the orchestra and
coached many of the singers privately.
One of his first pronounced successes
was the bringing out of “La Tiberini”
at the Filodramatico. When later he re¬
signed from the directorship he was
succeeded by his friend Verdi, who was
glad to get the place, although the
salary was only $1.00 for each perform¬
ance!
In 1850 the Milan Conservatory pre¬
vailed upon Lamperti to join its faculty,
and through him that institution soon
became famous.
After twenty-five
years of service he retired on a pension,
but continued teaching until very
shortly before his death in 1892.
The friendship and constant associa¬
tion during early life with such singers
Francesco Lampertl
as Rubini, Pasta, Crescentini, Velluti,
and with the great composers of his
The writer had the privilege of living
day, Rossini, Bellini, Donizetti and under the roof of the Lamperti family
Verdi, had given him the opportunity for three years, being during that time
to acquire a profound knowledge of the almost daily a student and listener in
principles of the great school of singing the maestro’s studio. She claims, there¬
of which they were the illustrious rep¬ fore, that she speaks with some au¬
resentatives.
Equipped
with
this thority as to the things that Lamperti
knowledge, and endowed by nature stood for. First of all he stood for
with the keenest musical perception for purity of tone, and for never sacrific¬
tone quality, with unlimited patience ing quality for quantity.
and energy, and, above all, with pas¬
Lamperti’s Art Tenets.
sionate love for his art, he became the

~
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cresc.
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* This number may also be played as a four-hand piano piece: the Prime performer playing the Violin part inoctaves(an
octave higher, where necessary); the Secondo performer playing the Piano part as written.
V

greatest of all teachers, in spite of the
fact that he was not himself a singer.
Lamperti’s Teaching Methods.
Lamperti’s favorite way of teaching
was in classes of three or four; that
is, each pupil taking his or her lesson
separately, but in presence of the others.
This is the way the old masters taught,
and the advantages of such a system
are self-evident. Not only is the pupil’s
perception of the ideal tone quality
sharpened by hearing the faults of
others constantly corrected, but it accus¬
toms one to sing before others, and
when the time comes to sing in public,
there will be less self-consciousness.
Lamperti was not gentle in his ways

He stood for never exacting of the
vocal organ more than it can do with
ease. He stood for no compromise with
the apparent demands of modern de¬
clamatory music, and the demand for
more rapid progress in the study of the
art.
It was the fruitless effort at such a
compromise that led his contemporaries,
and that continues to lead some of our
contemporaries, into a labyrinth of
errors. He believed that if modern
music demands that tonal beauty shall
become a secondary consideration, that
it makes of singing a hybrid, inconsist¬
ent, degenerate art, and that the sooner
we come down to plain speech the
better.
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This in a general way was Lamperti’s
creed. I will not go into a detailed
exposition of his method.
During his half century of teaching
Lamperti turned out more than fifty
successful artists of the first rank,
among them Albani, Campanini, Aloary, Gallassi, Gayarre, Van Zandt,
Thursby, Sembrich, Sims Reeves and
others well known in this country as
well as in Europe.
The studies, solfeggios, and cadenzas
which Lamperti wrote show that he
might easily have won distinction as a
composer. In his earlier years, before
teaching engrossed his attention com¬
pletely, he had planned several operas
and had written much of the music.
Unfortunately they were never com¬
pleted. He has also written several
treatises on the art of singing which
have been translated and published in
English.
ESSENTIAL

FACTS
STUDY.

IN

BY LENA DORIA DEVINE.

VOICE

instrument responsive, accurate and
smooth like a well oiled, perfect piece
of.machinery. It would be impossible
to say too much on this point or to
remind the pupil too often of the fact
that time spent in the purely technical
study of voice placing is time gained
in the end. After control of the instru¬
ment is acquired it is a comparatively
easy matter to get a repertoire. In
every art there are certain technical
difficulties to be mastered before meri¬
torious work can be accomplished.
Pupils often think that any teacher
will do to begin with, and that later
they can “finish” with some distin¬
guished teacher. This is a serious mis¬
take. You need the very best teacher
you can find to begin with, to help you
lay a solid foundation, to start you on
the right track. A bad beginning may
ruin your chances or may at least put
you back several years. The choice of
a teacher should be a matter of serious
consideration. A good teacher will not
only launch a naturally phenomenal
singer into a successful career, but will
also be able to develop good voices out
of indifferent material. This is the test
of method.
Results alone should be the criterion
of a teacher’s standing. The fact that
a teacher has been a great singer in his
or her youth, or the fact that he can
talk and write logically and lucidly on
the art of singing is all of no conse¬
quence whatever. The art of teaching
singing requires endowments distinct
and apart from that of a singer or a

The study of singing should be pur¬
sued more universally than it is to-day.
While it is true that certain natural en¬
dowments are essential for the career
of a singer it is also a fact that there
are few people so lacking in musical
instinct that they could not profitably
devote some time to the study of sing¬
ing. The writer seldom finds a voice so
unmanageable that it cannot be trained
sufficiently to afford pleasure to its
possessor and friends. Even when the
To find a good teacher is often a diffi¬
result in this respect is doubtful, the cult task because great reputation is not
material improvement of the speaking always founded on great merit. There
voice is a certain reward in every case. is no other art or profession in which,
The natural endowments required to as in teaching singing, it is at times
justify study need only be of the most possible to attain fame simply through
ordinary kind. The right method of a chain of fortunate circumstances.
training will- often do wonders in sup¬
Chance Reputations.
plying any deficiency such as limited
Let a teacher at the beginning of his
range, disagreeable quality or lack of
power.
or her career have the good fortune to
The writer has moreover frequently get hold of ■ a student possessed of
met with instances where everything phenomenal vocal gifts, one with the
seemed to be lacking to justify serious exquisite instrument of a Melba and her
study but where the voice responded so reputation is made. This you will say
quickly to the guided effort at right may happen once in a lifetime but the
production that to the surprise of every¬ truth about such a teacher will sooner
one it became evident that the student or later become known. No, not neces¬
had every reason to aspire to a pro¬ sarily because this is indeed a case
fessional career. One should therefore, where “success makes success.” This
always be guarded in giving an opinion teacher with this undeserved greatness
until any latent possibilities have been thrust upon her is henceforth eagerly
sought by multitudes of would-bebrought out by voice-building studies.
singers. The teacher is now in a posi¬
At What Age is it Best to Begin?
tion to pick and choose the best talent
from far and near and to keep placing
The writer is of the opinion that it is
before the public from time to time
impossible to begin the study of sing¬
artists who succeed by virtue of their
ing too early. When the proper method
native talent, yes often in spite of really
is used and study is confined to gentle
poor instruction. But it all goes to the
breathing exercises, scales and simple
credit of the fortunate teacher. Tlje
airs no possible harm can result to the
fact that this same teacher is really in¬
most delicate child. On the contrary, it
capable or does not take the pains to
would be in a great many cases better
make the most of less gifted material
than medicine in children inheriting
is not taken into account. This phase
weak lungs.
The prevalence of so
of the subject of choosing a teacher is
many vicious methods and false notions
a very serious one for a student to con¬
in voice culture is no doubt responsible
sider and one that has not been called
for the widespread belief that it is im¬
to his attention very often.
proper to begin training the voice till
a boy or girl has arrived at least at the
Investigate for Yourself.
age of sixteen or seventeen. I believe
The writer knows of no better way
that a method which would hurt the
vocal organs of a child of five is not out of the difficulty than to try many
fit for an adult of thirty-five. On the teachers and make comparisons. When
other hand, I do not think that anyone you find the right one you will know it.
is too old to be able to materially im¬ Something of that feeling of complete
prove their singing by the acquirement confidence in the teacher and absolute
of a good method. Those who contem¬ certainty of being on the right track is
plate a public career should begin be¬ necessary before a student can give to
his work his best efforts. The teacher
fore they have reached twenty-five.
must be able to set before the pupil an
Laying the Foundation.
ideal of technical perfection and keep
However extraordinary a voice may it before her constantly. The pupil
be and however talented its possessor, must be conscious of knowing what she
study is necessary to make the vocal is trying to attain, otherwise there is no
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progress.
The aimless singing of
numberless pages of scales and exercises is not voice culture.
No Practice at Home for Bevin e
“l ners'
At the very beginning teachers often
make the mistake of urging pupils to
practice diligently at home between lessons. Now the training of the vocal
mechanism is such a delicate piece of
work and the natural inclination of
most pupils to do precisely the wrong
thing in attacking a tone and in breathmg is so strong that in practicing by
himself the pupil unconsciously falls
back into his old habits. Then when
he comes for the next lesson he comes
without having made any progress or,
what is worse, with wrong inclinations
still more firmly rooted. The writer
seldom fails to detect the culprit who
contrary to advice has practiced between lessons. The sensible way to
study is to take daily lessons at least

difficulties to be met with in any piece
of music, and the Italian language, on
account of its abundance in pure vowels,
is conducive to the development of pure
tone. For the reason held forth in the
paragraph just quoted, it is no disadvantage if the pupil does not understand
what he is singing about at this stage
of her training. Public taste may condemn the florid arias of the old Italian
school in the concert hall; in the vocal
studio they will always remain the crucial test of good voice use. Whoever
masters them will have the power,
range, flexibility necessary to sing anything that has ever been written, including Wagner. The study of the passages
requiring rapid execution is most useful in giving flexibility, and it was considered by Lamperti absolutely indispensable. He says: “I insist upon the
employment of rapid passages at any
rate in practicing for all singers as the
only means of keeping voices fresh,

7; esss? r^pro'dS* STvoL hU’.S
when wrong. Practice without active attent ion and competent discrimination is
worse than useless. There are plenty of
thmgs a beginner can do at home to
advance in the art without using his
voice. In the first place he can practice
breathing exercises that will help to
strengthen the breathing apparatus and
some time each day can be devoted to
calisthenics. It is presumed that everyone studying smging seriously has some
knowledge of piano playing and this part
of the education can be profitably impioved at this time. Then it is desirable
for a singer to have some knowledge of
Italian, French and German. Furthermore, refined taste and aesthetic sensibilis can be awakened and developed by
study of goodjiterature. When in due
i the pupil is permitted
: her
voice at home she should n
practice

«■“ - »

«■•»* - - - « -

Florid Mu.io No, , TO* of <h, Past
Nor are these cadenzas and passages
of agility to be looked upon as necessarily forever banished from the sphere
of modern music. I heartily endorse
the opinion that “musical decoration in
the form of cadences or passages of
agility adds much to the meaning of
the music in which it is judiciously introduced, and is as reasonable and as
consonant with the canons of art as
architectural decoration.” I also notice
that the same florid arias continue to
arouse the
earnest enthusiasm
when sung by such
h artists
Sembrich
or Melba. I venture to say that those
who will hereafter learn to use the
.*> that they
can do justice
these arias will continue to find appreciative audiences. The manner in
which Mme. Tetrazzini was received
here and in London recently proves
„ * uf- ,
, “ „ v
Bel Canto and Coloratura singmer.

whS if i

thi”

Importance of Study on “Ah.”

Tho

SU'SSSd '&&
importance, but it is only one segment
in the arch upon which rests the structure of the singer’s art; the other segment is tone attack and legato. The
complete and perfect arch we call
voice placement upon the breath.
To define and describe vocal processes is exceedingly difficult on account of the lack of an accepted
nomenclature. If your description is
expressed in terms of actual physiological processes you are accused of taking an inartistic point of view that is
of no real value to the pupil. If. on
the other hand, you speak in terms of
subjective sensations of the singer or
of •-•- _,,
, —“•
—
S
r
of impressions on the hearer your
language is condemned as being intelligible only to yourself and the narrow
circle of tlfe initiated
True “voice placing” analysed inuicaui control, aaiustment of the
__

?£“
pure Italian “ah” is used as a keystone
The fundamental work of voice trainJng must be made on this vowel because it is the onlv one that has an
open relaxed position of the throat a
position that allows nnhnmnprpH
breath control for the Sthat it
is formed ffi the back nart of the throat
The hold back on the breath is best
acquired when practicing oT“ah ” The
quality of theP“ah” sound is to th
teacfier a sensitive index and to the
pupil a reHable guide to ri ht
ition
and production Tt,l =1:2
fn
the aual v of
a T
111
ln ww
the quality
quall‘y of
of this
thls vowel
vowel indicates
indicates
unsteadiness or tension. To s
what I have tried
rpmarwe T ,«,o„ia
—
leadilg^andT might be
*-*--**■
■
well to strike
it irom our vocabulary.
„ t_
_ /'

St * ?
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x-:,ks

Importance of Technical Studies.

it is equM^Lue^taH^howill Sudy

^ri^By^EL^stu^vTf’Ih'^'

oi^

Another frequent and serious error is
that of taking up “repertoire” too soon.

*2°°* ^^^H^^The^eTs^n
^
™ad£ to sing well There is no excuse

taking’ retain,n» and Perfectly'controlled release of breath.

fine adjustments of thTZnSf inlt™ment

study
enough, or is it that pupils
£a™ot ^‘f tT
‘hem a high --ept.on^f^the
art and inspire them to study properly!

persuasion and Tot bv force
acquisition of this clean-cut, induced attacW is the missing link in modern voice
culture. The untrained singer has not
a clean-cut attack because he allows
I breath to escape before the tone beIgins. Some teachers and singers, on
the other hand, force the attack; they
compel the tone to start with the beginning of expiration, by, as Garcia
. _
___o___
expressed
it, a_ slight
cough, that is by
sn-rallerl stroke
strnkp of° the glottis,
the so-called
which is nothing more than a pernicious short-cut method. The tone
should begin neither with a particle of
breath escaping before it, nor with any
impulse, it must start out of repose and
in singing each tone must be separate
and perfect by itself and yet join its
neighbor like pearls on a string; no
escape of breath between; that is what
is meant by legato.
Third— By acquiring such freedom
about the throat in tone production that
the resonating cavities can spontaneously and automatically adjust themselves to each tone. The acquisition of
‘his [reedom ,dePends entirely on the
^JTSLZLZ
Within th„
just spoken of.
the voice each toneTas TT*?® °\
TraZTs bufitTlTn^IeTfl^
modern fallacy to snnlT *!erniclo.us
placing begins by assuming the right

£g“
°a fu°r°a eS,na!:
tack so well mastered that they do not
require mental effort, they must become
habitual, second nature to her. Although
the ultimate object of study is to be
able to give expression to emotions, the
longer the student is made to confine
herself to mere technical study the bet¬
ter, the more control she will acquire
over her vocal organs and the greater
the power of expression she will ulti¬
mately possess. The following
_ para.
graph was written in reference to the
art of writing; it applies so well to the
art of singing that I quote it here:
“There is great danger in allowing
the emotions to be aroused while training which is merely technical is going
on. Awaken in the pupil ah interest in
technical perfection which is possible,
7 o excite his emotional interest in subject or sentiment is dangerous and obstruct^ his progress in the cultivation
of skill
form and technique. Technical facility is gained by work,
itself inspiring, but done with the most
patient exactness for the sake of the
power it gives.”—Arlo Bates.

breath. This you can only do, if you
have so much and no more to hold.
“Do not try to make big tones at first,
nor at all, for that matter, until you are
a well-trained singer, for noise does not
travel, while even a small tone, per¬
fectly free from ‘breathiness,’ can be
heard in a large hall. Of course, throat
must be free from tension, which
proper condition is achieved much more
easily when the lungs are not crowded.
“Much is said about the practice of
exhaling through a small tube. Why not
inhale likewise slowly? Make a small
aperture of your lips and sip breath,
first with the noise of suction, till you
are conscious of the easy filling of your
lungs. Then repeat the action without
noise, do not make the breath enter, but
permit it to do so. One does not sip
with the collar-bone, the chest and
other parts of one’s anatomy, which
should remain passive. So why confuse
the beginner with so many ‘dont’s,’ in¬
stead of pinning his thoughts on ‘do?’
“Absolute quiet of the diaphragm and
a strong will prevent the escape of the
breath thus taken. Put a lock, a stop¬
cock (imaginary), into the rear of your
mojith and let no breath pass it—all of
it must become vitalized tone. Place
mentally a heavy weight on your breath
and keep it down—not by muscular
pressure, but by will power and by ‘the
power of repose.’ If you once under¬
stand that concentrated, imprisoned
breath makes tone beautiful, you have
gained much and all else will be easy
sailing, after you have mastered breath
economy.”

focus to be in a certain place and to
send the voice there. It begins with
producing first the fundamental conditions necessary for good singing: these
conditions relate to breath control and
development of internal laryngeal adjustments by study of precise attack,
steady tone and legato. When these
conditions have made it possible to
sustain the voice on the breath, and not
until then should the consciousness of
the resonance focus he allowed to play
a leading part in voice development and
control of tone quality. What I mean
to imply is, that it is more important to
learn to sing on the breath than it is
to develop a big resonant tone or what
is often called a forward tone: that
during the tone building stage of training all the attention should be directed
to breath control, attack, legato and
steadiness of tone

ssat jjsz
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basic principle as it was taught by
Lamperti and the great masters before
him, since the time of Porpora and
Bernacchi. This fundamental idea is:
Training of the singing voice consists in educating the vocal organ to
respond to will, to tone conception and
to breath release with absolute spontaneity and without conscious or visible
effort.
Everything else, registers,
resonance, tone locating, articulation,
etc., is secondary and self-adjusting
when the basic condition is right.
I think that any one can grasp the
meaning of this definition. Like all
great truths, it is very simple. It is the
application of it that puts to the test
the ability and patience of the teacher •
and the fitness of the pupil. I believe
that much of our modern teaching lacks
the understanding of the possibilities
of the faithful application of this principle. Too much has been said about
breathing in a vague indefinite sort of

WHAT IS VOICE PLACING?
LENA DORIA DEVINE.

It seems to
_„ _
that many
students
misunderstand whatt is rheimfiheant hv
by v/tir***
voice
placing. They seem to think that to
place the voice means to throw it
down into the chest, to the bridge of
the nose, the front of the mouth or
the top of the head. The word placing,
in some respects, is rather unfortunate and has led to such misconceptions.
For lack of a more accurate nomenclature we are obliged in singing to use
terms that do not represent actual
phenomena but only imaginary ones
suggested to the mind by subjective
sensations.
.♦mW A ? •
T PerP,exed vocal
T v°,ce'Placement and in fact
Italian Arias.
LatTon JoSU, JeT°n COrreC,t VO,Ce cul‘
To the practical carrying out of this ,h,„" he
b“'w loMiJJZ"
idea—that all technical difficulties should perusal of our modern literature nnnn
be completely mastered before attempt- the subject. The numberless discusing interpretation—I deem the study of sions and pros andToTabomThe'
the Italian arias a most useful expe- various phases of this subject are proof
dient. They contain all the technical of the fact that but few understand the

.“ir* iS “ deve,0Pment

8Tc£ t
f
the part of the teaZ
e"tS °"
*nce on part of the pupil. ** persever'
Teaching singing is an art at least as
freat as the art of singing itself;
fact> there are more great singers than
there are great teachers. The wonderful results of great teachers have been
achieved not alone by virtue of great
tone Perception and musicianship, but
by hard, conscientious work, an alert
_ __ ^eye, a u
ear> an ever-watchful
-'** *
iaxing exactitude,
and the Infinite
tience of creative genius,
—
VALUABLE HINTS ON BREATH
CONTROL,
5- JULIE KOSEWALD.
“IF vou tai,p KIlt _
,
than can become tone by Tmbffild
means of concussion and vibration it
escapes into the mouth and pushes that
subtle thing, called tone, away from the
resonance chambers in the rearTf the
mouth, where nature would do its work
would you permit it to do so, as the
th reec,1J° y0“r voice’ when y°u sinB
? ??
You send out the initial,
unfi«lshed tone, covered by breath, and
LoteTunTessTo^Zs hold bSc^oT

-A

a

VOICE-TRAINING IN ELEMENT¬
ARY SCHOOLS.
In an address before a recent Tonic
Solfa convention in London, Mr. Maskell Hardy, of that city, severely criti¬
cized the public school teachers ior
impractical methods in voice-training.
He said, in part:
“Teachers should note that good tone
is clear, as opposed to breathy or wool' ly tone; mellow versus nasal, strident,
and harsh tone;, sweet and agreeable
versus coarse, shouting, and raucous
tone; tone produced well forward in
the mouth compared with guttural or
throaty tone; easily sustained tone v.
tone produced with effort; tuneful v.
flat; resonant and voluminous tone v.
ihin and reedy or dull and muffled tone.
There must be correct habits of breath¬
ing, i. e'., rib and diaphragm movement
with prevention of raising of the
shoulders. The children might stand
with hands on hips, press the breath
down to the loins, take breath while
the teacher’s hand was raised, sing koo
softly; inhale, hold the breath, and
while inhaling hold it back; in fact,
while singing seem to ‘drink in the
breath.’ Registers must be considered,
for the thick or chest register was
almost habitually forced. In the usual
large class in a school, as opposed to
individual teaching, the whole class
might practice carrying down the thin
register from high tones. In two-part
singing the lower part would be anx¬
ious to excel, and the teacher, hearing
them with difficulty, would be liable to
allow forcing. Real alto children are
rare, and adult alto parts, instead _ of
second treble parts, cause mischief.
Bad attack must be watched by check¬
ing slurring, and ‘wooliness’ by pre¬
venting the breath being heard above
the sound or hissing through it. Back¬
ward and nasal twang is aggravated by
injudicious use of the vowel aa, and it
might be brought forward with Behnke^s
exercise,koo-oh-u(r)-aa, or Randegger’s
smartly-produced consonants poo, too.
foo, loo, paa, taa, faa, laa; or downward
scales with initial aspirate, hoo, hoh,

hur, haa.
Resonance, fulness, and
beauty of tone are reinforced by keep¬
ing the chest expanded, and making
the mouth cavity as large as possible.
To keep the soft-palate raised, imagine
a yawn. Smooth, flowing songs, not
staccato, should be chosen.”

THE USEFULNESS OF YAWNING.
“According to Dr. Naegli of the Uni¬
versity of Luettich, yawning brings all
the respiratory muscles of the chest
and throat into action and is therefore
the best and most natural means of
strengthening them. He advises every¬
body to yawn as deeply as possible,
with arms outstretched, in order to
change completely the air in the lungs
and stimulate respiration. In many
cases he has found the practice to re¬
lieve the difficulty in swallowing and
disturbance of the sense of hearing that
accompany catarrh of the throat. The
patient is induced to yawn through sug¬
gestion, imitation or a preliminary ex¬
ercise in deep breathing. Each treat¬
ment consists of from six to eight
yawns, each followed by the operation
of swallowing.
“The method is recommended for the
cultivation of the speaking as well as
the singing voice and for the prevention
and alleviation of various diseases of
the throat. It gives astonishing relief
in catarrh of the throat and suggests
new possibilities in the treatment of
enlarged tonsils.”—Scientific American.
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the Federation would do even a small
part of this philanthropic work.
In many towns there are no fac¬
tories, but “The poor we have always
with us,” and none but the heart bowed
down in poverty and sorrow can know
how music soothes. Many a talent lies
buried in the poor little girl or boy of
the street, for lack of ability to express
itself. A few free lessons will not take
much time, and may do worlds of good
to the individual and to the community.
Let there be more philanthropic work
among the federated clubs.

AN INTERESTING CLUB CON¬
TEST.
No more interesting idea for a profit¬
able educational contest has come to
The Etude than the following. It hap¬
pens only too frequently that many
women find marriage a divorce from
JUNIOR MUSICAL CLUBS.
their musical life. This is rarely nec¬
The Etude takes a great interest in
essary, and this contest, which tends to junior musical clubs and is always glad
promote a continuance of musical en¬ to hear of their progress. The great
deavor among married ladies, is a plan number of those who have sent news
that might be adopted with success bearing upon their club work makes it
by many other clubs having matrons necessary for us to print only the
among their members.
names of the clubs corresponding with
The Chaminade Club, of Jackson, us. If any teacher or club president
Mississippi, has arranged with the man¬ evolves a new idea which is thought to
agers of the Mississippi Chautauqua be of value to other clubs we will be
Association for a Matrons’ Musica2 glad to learn of it, and, where space
Contest during the session of the next permits, give due publicity to the plan.
Assembly, which will be held at Crystal It may be in the form of a new course
Springs in July of this year.
of study, a new game, a new form of
This contest is open to any married musical, etc.
woman in the State. Two prizes will
We have have recently heard of the
be awarded, one for piano and one for excellent work being done by the “Cevoice. Piano contestants will give two cilians” (Franck, Ga.); the “Ellijay
numbers of different grades to be se¬ Music Study Club,” the “Progressive
lected by a committee, each contestant Music Club,” the “Burrowes Etude
playing the same numbers. Vocalists Music Club,” the “Port Arthur Junior
will select their own numbers. No Musical Club.”
sight reading will be expected. Those
who will enter this contest are re¬
The “Tuesday Musicale,” of MenomoBYRD ON MUSIC.
quested tq notify the Chairman of the
“The moral obligation of learning undersigned Committee, who will fur¬ nie, Wisconsin, has sent us a most com¬
mendable outline of the excellent work
music is most clearly set forth by Byrd, nish further details of the plan.
being done by this club. It includes a
in his collection of Psalms and Sonnets,
long series of evenings devoted to the
dated 1588:
A NONSENSE PROGRAM FOR
special study of the various kinds of
1st. ‘It is a knowledge easily taught,
MUSICAL CLUBS.
compositions and to the investigation
and quickly learned, where there is a
of the lives of the great composers.
Perhaps
we
musicians
all
take
our¬
good master and an apt scholar.’
The
club used the following books as
There’ is a
2nd. ‘The exercise of singing is de¬ selves too seriously.
reference: Baltzell, “Complete History
lightful to nature, and good to preserve brighter side to music which many of
of Music;” Booth, “Everybody's Guide
us neglect.
the health of man.’
The Cecelian Club of Freehold, New to Music;” Crowest, “Story of the Art
3rd. ‘It doth strengthen all parts of
Jersey, recently gave an interesting of Music;” Dickenson, “Studies of the
the breast, and doth open the pipes.’
History of Music;” Elson, “History of
4th. ‘It is a singular good remedy and entertaining program. The reg¬
ular
routine was not adhered to and American Music;” Fillmore, “Lessons
for a stuttering and stammering in the
the monotony of set style was done in Musical History;” Gilman, “Music of
speech.’
Tomorrow and Other Studies;” Kobbe,
5th. ‘It is the best means to procure away with. The meeting was given to
“How to Appreciate Music;” Lillie
a perfect pronunciation, and to make a a “Nonsense Program.” The quotation
which served as a keynote for the meet¬ “Story of Music and Musicians;"
good orator.’
Mathews, “How to Understand Music;”
ing
was
“A
little
nonsense
now
and
6th. ‘It is the only way to know
Ritter, “Music in America;” Streatfeild,
then
is
relisht
by
the
best
of
men.”
where nature hath bestowed a good
“Modern Music and Musicians;” Grove,
voice; * * * and in many that ex¬ The program was opened with the“Dictionary of Music.”
cellent gift is lost, because they want carnival music of Kaun. Songs from
the “Mikado” were given by “Three
art to express nature.’
We have organized a Junior Musical
7th. ‘There is not any music of in¬ Little Maids from School” in Japanese
costume.
Humorous
musical
anecdotes
Club, which meets once every two weeks
struments whatsoever, comparable to
that which is made of the voices of were read. Selections were then given in the afternoon. Our emblem is a blue
men; where the voices are good, and illustrating humor in music, as well as and white bow. The program at our
songs with humorous verses. The sub¬ meetings is as follows:
the same well sorted and ordered.’
1. Minutes of last meeting.
8th. ‘The better the voice is the ject of the next meeting was com¬
parative music.
2. General discussion of topics of in¬
meeter it is to honour and serve God
terest.
therewith; and the voice of man, is
A PHILANTHROPIC MUSICAL
3. Special subject for the afternoon.
chiefly to be employed to that end.’
CLUB.
4. Musical program by members of the
If every club in the National Federa¬ club, including myself.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
Jessie B. Gibbs.
tion of Musical Clubs would follow the
Q. 1. What is the best position in example of the National Presidents
singing? Is it better to advance one Club—The St. Cecelia Society of Grand
In connection with the “Houghton
foot, letting the weight of the body rest Rapids, Michigan—great pleasure and Wesleyan Methodist Seminary,” Hough¬
chiefly upon the forward foot, or to rest much benefit would be felt throughout ton, N. Y., a club was organized the last
the land. This energetic, great-minded Friday in September to meet once a
on the balls of both feet equally?
A. The singer should assume an atti¬ club has as a branch of its work a Phil¬ month for the study of musical history
tude of ease, not of military attention. anthropic Committee, who visit the and biography. Our enrollment at first
One foot is advanced with the weight of work shops and the poor, and arrange meeting was twenty members, some of
the body resting on that side. The head for concerts to be given by the club. whom are to bring in answers to ques¬
and upper part of the body should in¬ A recent work of this nature was the tions from Baltzell’s text book, others
musical program given at the Standard to read essays on Beethoven’s boyhood,
cline forward very slightly.
Q. 2. Is it well to suggest a yawn to Shirtwaist Factory, and a similar one Beethoven as a man, Beethoven as a
given the following week at the John¬ teacher, while other members will
give an idea of singing form?
render Beethoven music.
A. Yes it is often very useful to sug¬ son Cigar Factory.
These programs are greatly appre¬
We get much inspiration and help
gest to a pupil to feel as though he
were going to yawn just before attack¬ ciated by the people for whom they from the columns of The Etude, but
are
given,
and
the
refining
influence
of
any suggestions you may offer us in
ing a tone. It gives an open position
music
for
the
masses
would
be
felt
all
our
infancy will be greatly appreciated.
of the throat while at the same time
over the land if each and every club in
Clara Tuttle Fenton.
it assists in holding back the breath.
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EASTER SUGGESTIONS.
The joyous festival of Easter is close
upon us, and it is fitting that some com¬
ments be made upon it in this depart¬
ment. As it is especially the season
of rich and elaborate church decoration,
the organ department of the Etude
may appropriately put in a word in be¬
half of organists and choirs concerning
the not uncommon encroachments upon
their allotted space and their conven¬
ience. Decorating committees are apt
to be very jealous of their taste and
disinclined to listen with mudi patience
to protests, however mildly uttered, that
call in question the effectiveness of their
plans. Thus proud palms may be so
placed that the bass, unless he stand
with the slant of the tower of Pisa,
may have his left ear provokingly
tickled by the tips of the leaves; or, on
the other hand, the tenor may have his
carefully parted hair much disturbed
from the same cause: There is abund¬
ant testimony that this is not over¬
drawn.
Then, too, very pretty effects are
made on the organ front by festooning
some sort of greenery across the field
cf pipes. This is not sufficiently appre¬
ciated by the organist and the man who
cares for the instrument, for they know
that when the dried decoration has to
be removed, it will be fortunate if quarts
of clutter are not left on deposit in the
organ, perhaps even disturbing the
speech of some of the pipes.
Following the line of picturesque¬
ness, why is not Easter Sunday a good
time to inaugurate some enrichments of
service in churches, especially Where
few departures have been from early,
severer forms? A successful experiment
thus made may lead the way to per¬
manent adoption, making the work of
the organist and choir, if not less, cer¬
tainly much more interesting.
A
moderate amount of liturgy, if well
planned, is generally enjoyed by wor¬
shippers in these days, and goes far to
establish an atmosphere and mood of
worship, oftentimes noticeably lacking.
Liturgical Innovations.
Why is not Easter Sunday of all
times the best for the first appearance
of the choir in vestments, if that is a
subject that has been some time under
favorable consideration?
With that
progressive step taken, let there be an
imposing processional and recessional;
splendid things in Easter music are
offered for such purposes.
Nothing commences a service with
such churchliness and joyousness as a
good, rousing processional hymn, and
nothing brings it so effectively to a
close as an impressive recessional. If
we sing more music than usual on
Easter Sunday; if we spend weeks in
the preparation of a program of en¬
tirely new music, if we shout loud alle¬
luias with the force of alarums, our ef¬
forts are in part misspent if they have
not the setting of an artistic service.
There is a very large margin for im¬
provement in this direction in many,
yes, in most, of our now liturgical
churches.
Alluding to the desire of some music
directors to produce on Easter and

Christmas wholly new programs of
music, it may be doubted whether this
is wisdom. The music designed for
these great festival days cannot be per¬
formed at any other time during the
year. Congregations, as a rule, are not
so alert to the merits of a composition
as to get a full and complete impression
by one hearing. If interested at all,
they are doubly so when they hear the
piece a second time, and increasingly
so with other repetitions. It is there¬
fore wiser to use the best of last year’s
works, combined with a few new things,
and get the benefit of the more flexible
performance which familiarity ensures.
Cantatas.

ing four or more cultivated singers?
Will he not appear like the figurative
“bull in the china shop?” Has he any¬
thing whatever in common with these
singers in his kind of musicianship?
Would.he not be about as much out of
his element as, for instance, a kettle¬
drum player acting as a coach for a
string quartette?
At a rehearsal he might be quickly
aware of a wrong effort resulting in a
bad effect, and even give quite visible
evidence of irritation when his direc¬
tions bring no results of consequence.
He is needlessly fatiguing his singers,
and at the same time seriously sacri¬
ficing their respect for him, while if he
were able to criticise them from the
standpoint of vocal technic, a few
words might not only obviate the diffi¬
culty, but possibly produce an effect
which would be of pleasurable surprise
to the singers, and later of gratifica¬
tion to the congregation.
The old, familiar story of Thalberg
studying four or five years with an
Italian singing master, with no other
purpose than that of perfecting his
famous singing style upon the piano,
has its application here; and the more
an organist knows about the principles
of vocal-tone production the more he
will eliminate harshness and crudity to
the minimum by methods that reduce
wear and tear, and likewise introduce
the element of beauty in his perform¬
ances in such measure that it will not
long remain undiscovered. He may ad¬
vance the argument that few organists
ever bother to acquire this intimate
knowledge of the vocal mechanism, but
let him not listen to his own argument;
rather let him recognize the great value
it will be to him in achieving a future
reputation, and set about learning and
knowing in minute detail how artistic
singing is done.

warm, glowing interpretations of or¬
chestral works.
Orchestral Effects have Come to Stay.
To decry now such use of the organ
would be a display of pedantry that
the public will hardly have much
patience with.
Transcriptions have
come to stay, and they indisputably add
much of beauty and use to the reper¬
tory of the organ. In towns where
there is no orchestra of symphonic pro¬
portions, and where such orchestras
are only occasionally heard, organ
transcriptions are almost a necessity—
certainly a desideratum. They have
been a great factor in the remarkable
improvements in organs; the newer
school of organ composition has felt
their influence in a marked degree, and
it should not be a matter of regret or
alarm that the supply is so increasingly
great.
Mr. Runciman, in one of his char¬
acteristic scolds in the London “Musi¬
cal Standard,” makes this whole con¬
dition appear as an evidence of degen¬
eracy. He speaks of the decay of the
organ; the increase of imitative stops,
and interesting stops with tone char¬
acter of their own, he claims are in¬
trusions upon the diapasons, upon
which the organ must stand or fall. In
his usual energetic language he says,
that “ninety-nine out of every one
hundred modern organs are things of
terror, things to hear in nightmares.
“As soon as one hears a Bach fugue,
or a Handel concerto, played on one
of these terrible things one realizes
how much has been lost. There is
now no genuine 'full organ’ possible;
when all the stops are turned on there
is nothing but a deafening, unmusical
row, a din in which all music is lost.”
Mr. Runciman apparently sees as much
degeneracy in the music that is being
produced for this “modern thing of ter¬
ror.” The Chruclvnan, reviewing the
article, says it “will be of interest to. all
organists,” but adds the sufficient com¬
ment that, “the majority will not agree
with his views.”

This is the era of church cantatas,
and the market affords many good and
effective works in this line; moreover,
the public seems to be greatly attracted
by this miniature form of oratorio, and
when given by choirs of good reputa¬
tion the people are generally eager to
hear. It is a popular thing to do; it
has in it a touch of the drama, and the
people are fond of drama, whether they
go to the theater or disavow it. But
let no young organist’s ambition run
away with his discretion, for unless he
has a choir at command that is very
efficient, especially in the solo parts, he
will not help the cause of church music
by performing cantatas, as they are
ORCHESTRAL EFFECTS.
very boresome when performed in a
The dignified and scholarly organists
mediocre fashion; but when finely
given they close the day with dignity who, some years ago, elevated their
and impressiveness, and provide one of superior notes, and spoke in decisive
the loftiest vehicles of worship. To all tones of the practice of transcribing
THE VALUE OF ORGAN RE¬
the busy choirmasters who read The orchestral and other compositions for
Etude, now busy in preparing for the the organ, may have lived to change
CITALS.
coming Easter, we wish the utmost suc¬ their view in some measure. Then
The increasing number of organ re¬
cess and the greetings of the season.
their protest was timely and of benefit citals that are given each year the coun¬
to the progress of organ literature, for try over are the surest evidence of the
those were the days of Herold’s elevation of music in the churches. The
YOUNG ORGANISTS AND VOCAL “Zampa,” and Suppe’s “Poet and Peas¬
benefits to be derived from them are
STUDY.
ant” overtures. They were generally traceable in many directions^ Nowa¬
The young man determined on a dashed off from piano copies, very little days a city of even moderate size that
career as church organist should look account being taken of the original does not have several courses of organ
well about him as to what kinds of orchestral colors. And, indeed, the or¬ recitals in a season is thought retro¬
knowledge will be required of him in chestration was, for the most part, of gressive. They have proved eminently
this important office, and carefully the tritest sort in such compositions as educative; they have given the people
make his preparations in all phases ot were playable on the unhandy organs a larger vision of music that belongs
his work, and not in one at the ex¬ of the time.
in the church; they have stimulated or¬
pense of others.
Of the compositions especially writ¬ ganists to more ambitious effort; they
It goes without saying that he can¬ ten for the organ, the limit of popular have been largely influential in sup¬
not acquire too much technic in his taste was reached in the works of planting old-fashioned and worn-out in¬
playing; no one ever played too well Edouard Batiste, and his enticing
struments with larger, modern ones;
to be a church organist. He should have melody fell on grateful ears. By de¬
they have opened church doors that
his harmony and counterpoint inti¬ grees music written for the organ took
for years have been stupidly locked six
mately at command, not to fumble in on new qualities—-a combination of
days out of seven; their influence has
his modulations, and, if occasion re¬ richer melody than the older music of
been reflected in the improvements in
quires, to show at least respectable classic time displayed, with much more
choir music, so that the theatrical rub¬
skill in improvisation and transposition. elaborate and scholarly workmanship
bish, once in high favor, is becoming
But the young man, enamored of his than either Wely or Batiste indulged
more and more intolerable. Moreover,
sonorous and complex instrument is in; and this growth was in large
they undoubtedly benefit churches that
quite likely to forget one thing until measure due jo their fellow country¬
have fine organs, by focusing the at¬
he begins to cast about for a position. men. Meanwhile romantic orchestral
tention of the larger public upon them.
Then he may awake to an obstacle that music was making great advance, and
There can be no better church adver¬
has seriously perplexed many young the American musical ear was rejoicing
tisement. Churches are doing more
aspirants. He will be asked, at first, in it; the builders of organs were
elevating work by attracting and enter¬
what he knows about conducting a thoroughly aroused to the mechanical
taining their members and others in
choir, and his negative or equivocal an¬ needs for meeting this advance; the
swer will quite likely put him on the best organists were discovering that this way than through the output of
their kitchens.
waiting list for another year.
with the new species of organ that
It is, therefore, a genuine pleasure
Let us suppose, however, that by had been evolved they could make imi¬
virtue of his clever playing he is en¬ tations startlingly close to the original to notice the record of one church that
gaged as organist and is made director orchestral colors, and instead of being looms large in this direction. In the
Second
Congregational Church, of
of the choir; what qualification has he confined chiefly to religious purposes
for correctly and scientifically criticis¬ the organ could be used secularly for Holyoke, Mass.. Mr. William C. Ham¬
mond has just finished his twenty-third

4%. year as organist, and in that time has
“PEDAL-BOARDS.”
■given four hundred and eighty organ
The almost general cooperation of
recitals on other days than Sunday. In
the organ builders in adopting the con¬
May, i899, the two hundred and fiftieth
cave
and
radiating pedal-board, as
recital was given, and the program gave
some statistics showing that seven hun¬ recommended by the American Guild
dred and ninety compositions had been of Organists, reminds us that more
played, representing three hundred and than twenty years ago one firm of
twenty composers, and up to the pres¬ organ builders sent to London and got
ent time nearly half as many more from Willis a pattern of his pedalpieces have been played. In addition board, and supplied this type of pedal
to this, in the near vicinity of his home, to a large number of organs sent to all
Mr. Hammond has played fifty organ parts of the country. Other builders
recitals at Smith College, and ninety-five
were then rather flippant about the
at Mt. Holyoke College and has been
considerably in demand as a concert merits of this pedal-board and did not
organist in many other cities and towns. adopt it, but the firm kept steadily on
For some years he has played each with them for ten years or more, until
season in Boston, New York and Phila¬ dissuaded by popular opinion, when they
delphia; and from his large repertory returned to the flat scale pedals. A few
can always make up most interesting of the English radiating pedals were
built in Boston nearly or quite fifty
programs.
_
years ago, but they were not generally
INADEQUATE BACH INTERPRE¬ thought well of, and with the advent of
the Boston Music Hall organ in 1863,
TATIONS.
It is not uncommon to hear the or¬ the German pedal-board became uni¬
gan works of Bach jauntily discredited versally adopted.
by young organists, and spoken of in
a tone of superior disfavor by laymen;
and it must be said, although the cus¬
tom is less frequent than formerly,
there is some justification for such
opinions.
Of course these splendid
compositions are not at fault, but prob¬
ably no man’s work suffers more from
poor interpretation or no interpretation,
than do the works of Bach. They are
too often ploughed through rather than
played. They depend much on subtle¬
ties of touch, and on fine phrasing, and
many times they get neither. This
leads us to the remark that there is
yet to come an adequately edited selec¬
tion from the Bach organ works, es¬
pecially intended for the use of stu¬
dents. What Jausig did for a consider¬
able number of the “48 Preludes and
* Fugues,” and what Billow, Kullak and
others have done for classical piano
works should be done for these organ
works.
For some years the writer has not
permitted organ pupils to practice Bach
except from copies in which phrasing,
fingering and many other points of
elucidation had been added in pencil.
The above cut fs a reduced copy of
The results have amply justified the
the frontispiece to Arnold Schlick’s
pains taken in this respect, for, in addi¬
“Spiegel der Orgelmacher und Organtion to the saving of time there have
ister,” a quaint and very scarce pam¬
come rythmic poise, clarity, a finer
phlet published in Mayence in 1511.
dynamic, and, best of all, a heightened
The original is by Peter Schoffer.
admiration for the works themselves.
Studied in this way much of the rest¬
THE EASTER HYMN.
less registration resorted to in our time
Attention may at this season be fit¬
will seem intrusive. '
tingly directed to the origin of the
famous “Easter Hymn” tune, associated
now for two hundred'years with “Jesus
A VALUABLE BOOK FOR ORGAN Christ is risen to-day.” The tune is
STUDENTS.
erroneously attributed in many collec¬
Students of the organ, who are in¬ tions to Dr. John Worgan, who en¬
terested to know the inner workings of joyed an amazing popularity as an
Batthe most complex of all instruments, organist at Vauxhall Gardens.
should find much pleasure and profit in tishill considered Worgan a finer or¬
examining George Ashdown Audsley s ganist than even Handel; and Handel
himself had a high opinion of him. “Mr.
“The Art of Organ Building.” It can
Worgan shall sit by me,” he said; “he
probably be found in nearly all promi¬ plays my music very well.”
It would
nent public libraries, and will well re¬ have given further distinction to Worpay a careful perusal, not to say thor¬ gan’s name had he really been the com¬
ough study. In its wealth of informa¬ poser of the “Easter Hymn.” But, as
tion it is a work that may well be called a matter of fact, the tune appeared, as
we shall learn, sixteen years before
prodigious.
Especially interesting are the beauti¬ Worgan was born. The ascription of
ful drawings to be found in the second the tune to Henry Carey, which one
sometimes sees, has no better authority.
volume illustrating mechanism, and
It seems to have been the fashion at
showing the evolution of the twentieth one time to father doubtful composi¬
century organ from the old and cumber¬ tions on poor Carey. As everybody
some tracker instrument. In the first knows, he has been credited with the
volume may also be found many illus¬ tune of “God save the King,” though
trations of old European organs, show¬ that'tune was assuredly in existence be¬
ing how lovingly they lavished their art fore his day.
The “Easter Hymn” melody appeared
in those times on the cases of their
■^finest instruments.
/
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hymns published in 1708 under the title
—“Lyra Davidica: or a Collection of
Divine Songs and Hymns, in part newly
LATEST IMPROVEMENTS
composed, partly translated from the
BOSTON NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA
High German and Latin Hymns, and
CHICAGO LOUISVILLE
DALLAS
set to easy and pleasant Tunes.” The
book is a small octavo of 79 pages.
Main Office & Works
Its music is beautifully engraved from
ook
/-*
copper-plates, but the other portions are
AST1NGS CO.
printed in ordinary type. The dedica¬
Pair Prices. Established 1827. All Sizes.
tion is a fulsome piece of adulation
addressed:
“To the Worthy and
Esteem’d Mr. William Paterson,” who¬
ever he may have been. The “Easter
Hymn” appears at page 11. A tran¬
scription of the tune, exactly as it
stands in the orginal, would show that
it, too, like most old (and many
To organists, members of organ
modern) tunes, has suffered at the
committees, and to persons inter¬
tinkering hands of hymnal editors. The
ested in organ construction, we
original is in two parts only, treble
extend a cordial invitation to visit
and bass.
our factory, where every facility is
How soon the now .time-honored
afforded for investigation of our
melody got into general use can only
instruments in the making and for
be conjectured. It appears in the earli¬
personal comparison of our system
est collection of hymn tunes issued (in
with that of other builders.
1742) by John Wesley—a i2mo publica¬
tion entitled: “A Collection of Tunes
Our descriptive book gladly
set to music, as they are commonly
furnished upon request : :
sung at the Foundry.” The Foundry
was in Moorfields, and had been used
by the Government for a number of
Dept.E., Hartford, Conn.
years for the casting of cannon. In
1739 Wesley bought the place for £800,
and adapted it for the purpose of his
services. This explains the title of his
hymnal—the first tune-book of the
EMMONS HOWARD
Methodists. In the “Foundry” collec¬
Westiield, Mass.
tion the “Easter Hymn” is called “Salis¬
Pipe Organs of Highest Grade
bury,” and the melody differs in several
little details, the most noteworthy of
these being perhaps the ending on the
upper instead of the lower D. So far
as we know, this was the first appear¬
ance of the tune in an English collec¬
tion after its original appearance in
“Lyra Davidica.” As regards Scot¬
v magazine, containing 32 pages of strictly
land, it is found for the first time in
an music of the best grade (pedal part on
: staff throughout), appears 6 times a year
Cornforth Gilson’s collection, publi hed
h,. Subscription,$1.50 a year
at Edinburgh in 1759, the year of
E. L. Ashford is
Beautifully
printed and^
Burns’s birth.
: purchasing, upon
Notwithstanding its faults as to roll¬
ing quavers and extended melodic com¬
pass, the “Easter Hymn” is a fine tune,
whoever wrote it. Either accidentally
or purposely—we know not which—Sir
Ashford’s Hymn Voluntaries
John Goss has, in his arrangement of
FOR PIPE OR REED ORGANS
the tune, made each Alleluia do duty as
part of the harmony of the other. Put¬
'■'Nwert’My 'colifto Th,™*" *nd ■■ jut aa™ Vm°”th ecoii*
ting the cleverness of the double coun¬
poser, K.L. Ashford, has built up magnificent organ voluntaries.
36 voluntaries transcribing 86 best known hymn tunes.
terpoint out of the question, it must be
allowed that this welds the different
Send for circular with list of hymn-tunes transcribed.
lines of the music together, and gives
PRICE, SI.25 POSTPAID
the whole a unity of which the original
THE LORENZ PUBLISHING CO.
composer could never have dreamed.
150 5th Ave., N. Y. 216-218 W. 5th St., Dayton. 0.
The extended melodic compass of the
tune is certainly a trouble. A musical
cleric suggests that to meet the diffi¬
culty the tune ought to be transposed
a tone lower, “if only to get rid of the
high F sharp, which is a very dreadful
note unless drowned with a loud organ
accompaniment.” But in the first two
verses of the hymn the organist can¬
not play a loud organ in the strain in
which the F sharp occurs: it is only in
CHOOSE A
the last verse that he can play this
strain loudly, and here, indeed, at the
words “Now above the sky He’s King,”
he may even use the full organ without
being accused of want of taste. The
tune might be played a tone lower
without inconveniencing the choir,
though the basses would have a low
note or two; but several low C’s would
now appear in the melody, and although Qenuine Bargains in ni i
the altos and basses (if any) in the High-Grade Upright rlAilUO
congregation would be strong on these Slightly turd Instrnmentt: It Stdnwaya from t350 up; « Waters
notes, the other voices would find them tjSupf .1.0 10 Ury’ll "a Parlo* OriSmSaoa at aboa? half ^ Sew
very low. However, after weighing the
arguments for and against, it would
seem desirable to transpose the tune—
that is to say, if it is a case of being
dependent on a voluntary choir.—The
Musical World.
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Violin Department
Edited by ROBERT BRADSTE

THE PASSING OF WILHELMJ.
By the death of August Wilhelmj,
•following closely upon that of Joachim,
another Titan of the violin has been re¬
moved from the vyorld. Of late years
Wilhelmj has not followed a public
•career, but has devoted the major por¬
tion of his time to teaching in London,
to which city violin students flocked
from all over the world to enjoy the
benefit of his unrivalled knowledge and
ability in teaching. In London he has
formed a great many brilliant pupils.
Wilhelmj was a boy prodigy, having
played in public the E Major Concerto
■of Vieuxtemps when but nine years of
age. He undoubtedly owed his style
and his status as an artist to his studies
with Ferdinand David at the Leipzig
Conservatorium. David was a pupil of
Spohr, and tried to form his pupils on
the theories of Spohr in violin teach¬
ing.
Spohr has said in his violin
school that “bowing is the life and soul
of violin playing,” and he paid the
.greatest possible attention to giving his
pupils a style of bowing which would
enable them to achieve a complete mas¬
tery of tone.
It is doubtful whether any violinist
ever possessed a larger tone than Wil¬
helmj. Passages on the G string, when
played by him, sounded like a ’cello, and
when he played a concerto with orches¬
tra his tremendous tone soared above
the orchestra like the voice of a great
singer.
Wilhelmj was very proud of his
great tone, and he did not hesitate to
make frequent changes in the bowings
of standard violin compositions, so as
to divide long passages given to a sin¬
gle bow, whenever this could be done
without sacrificing the phrasing of the
composition. He never failed to ridi¬
cule the thin and sickly tone produced
by so many “parlor players,” and the
first thing he did with a pupil was to
start him on exercises calculated to de¬
velop “tone.” The last public appear¬
ance of Wilhelmj in England was at
Nottingham in 1893, and in Germany
in 1902. In 1878 he made a tour of the
world, everywhere being acclaimed as
the “new Paganini.” This tour lasted
for four years, and was an enormous
artistic and financial success.
Interesting stories are told of the
violinist’s early life. His father was
unwilling to allow him to follow music
as a profession, but agreed to leave the
matter to the judgment of Liszt. Liszt
was so greatly struck by the genius of
the lad that he declared that Wilhelmj
was so plainly predestined for the vio¬
lin, that if the instrument had not been
already in existence, it would have been
necessary to invent it for him. The
violinist seems another instance of the
influence of heredity in music.
His
father, although not a professional
musician, was passionately devoted to
the violin, and his mother had been a
piano pupil of Chopin, and a vocal pupil
of Bordogni.
The profound impression which Wil¬
helmj made on his audiences was al¬
ways a subject of remark.
On his
American tour he used the great “Mes¬
siah Strad,” which has since been sold
for $10,000, and is now valued for much
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more. The tone which he produced on
this great instrument was almost be¬
yond belief, and made one critic ob¬
serve that when Wilhelmj played with
orchestra, the tones of his violin
sounded above it as prominently as
“the gilt letters on a sign board.”

August Wilhelmj.
Wilhelmj, recently deceased, left few
original compositions of value, but his
arrangements and paraphrases of vari¬
ous works are among the most mas¬
terly in the literature of the violin, and
are constantly played by concert vio¬
linists and amateurs who possess the
requisite technic. The best known is
probably his arrangement of the famous
Bach Aria for G strings He also pro¬
duced superb arrangements of Schu¬
bert’s “Ave Maria” and “Am Meer,”
the “Preisleid” from the Meistersinger
by Wagner, Chopin’s “E Flat Noc¬
turne,” Dvorak’s “Humoresque,” and
many others. Readers of The Etude
who possess sufficient violin technic to
master these beautiful works will find
few more effective. They are of espe¬
cial usefulness for encores on account
of their brevity.
AUXILIARY STUDIES FOR
VIOLIN STUDENTS.
I think the chief defect in the educa¬
tion of the average American violin
student here at home is its narrowness.
In the larger schools of music and con¬
servatories, where advanced pupils are
stuyding the art of violin playing, the
education is broader and more compre¬
hensive, but younger pupils in the con¬
servatories and those studying with pri¬
vate teachers too often confine them¬
selves solely to the violin and bow, and
do nothing with other studies which
are so important in advancing the
student.
Aside from the study of violin tech¬
nic, pure and simple, I should put in
the place of first importance the study
of sight singing. It is of the first im¬
portance to a musician playing any in¬
strument to know how music sounds
by looking at the notes without playing
them on an instrument, or hearing
them sung. No musician ever attains
eminence without this power. At first
glance it might seem that the violinist
or pianist might succeed without, but
this is not so, for if the pianist does not
know how the music he is playing

ought to sound, he will play many testify that he has certain pupils who
wrong notes without noticing them, learn more in one hour than others,
and the violinist playing on a smooth equally painstaking, do in four. The
fingerboard without frets to guide him, reason is that the one pupil knows ex¬
and having to read in difficult positions, actly what is required, and only has to
may often find himself playing wrong work out the mechanical details, while
notes or even in the wrong key with¬ the other is like a blind man groping
out noticing it, especially if he is play¬ around in a fog and beating his way
around in a circle.
For the violin
ing without an accompaniment.
In many of the public schools sight pupil, sight singing, piano playing, and
singing is taught fairly well, and violin the study of theory and harmony, as
soon
as
he
is
able,
are
the short cuts,
students should be encouraged to take
part in this work, even if they have in¬ and enable him to acquire the requisite
consequential singing voices.
If the technic in an incredibly short space of
pupil attends a school where sight sing¬ time.
The violin student studying with the
ing is not taught, he should, by all
means, be encouraged to join a class in view of adopting music as a profession
some conservatory or some private should study the piano as a matter of
course.
Unless he becomes one of the
class, as this branch of the musical art
is of the very highest importance in great artists of the world,. he will be
violin playing. All other means failing, obliged to do more or less teaching,
it would be to the highest interests of and the violin teacher who is able to
the violin teacher to gather his pupils play the piano well, so that he can play
together once or twice a week for the the accompaniments of his pupils, will
purpose of teaching them to sing at find that he has an accomplishment
which is of the greatest possible assist¬
sight.
The violin pupil should remember ance to him. No one can accompany a
that if he knows how a given passage pupil as well as the teacher himself,
sounds in his mind, it will not take for he knows all the slight defects in
long for his fingers to execute it. Any the pupil’s performance, and can cover
violin teacher will testify that the pupil them up and humor them, as no one
who has facility in sight singing learns else can do.
It is astonishing how much can be
violin playing in one-fourth the time,
simply because he knows how the learned on the piano practicing only
fifteen or twenty minutes a day, if this
music ought to sound.
is faithfully kept up year in and year
Violin Students Should Study Piano.
Many teachers of the violin are of
Every student of violin playing should
also study the piano. Several conser¬ the opinion that in the case of very
vatories in this country now make the young children—say those who wish to
study of the piano obligatory in the start at five years of age—it is pro¬
cases of students of the violin and ductive of very good results for the
other orchestral instruments, as well as child to play the piano a year before
voice students. This is certainly a step starting on the violin. It is very diffi¬
in the right direction. The violin is cult to give a very young child an idea
essentially a melody instrument, and of the first lessons on the violin, but
the pupil who studies only the violin, after a year of piano and singing little
perforce, gets a very narrow and super¬ songs the task is much easier.
ficial idea of music. If he study the
piano as well, however, even to a
JOACHIM’S SUCCESSOR.
limited extent, he will get ideas of
The most interesting event of the
musical structure, harmony, and theory
which he would never otherwise attain. year in the world of violin playing is
the
announcement
from Berlin that
Schumann says that the music student
must not expect to learn. by shutting Henri Marteau. the eminent French
himself up like a hermit and practicing
scales alone, but by “a many-sided life
of musical intercourse.”
When Beethoven removed from Bonn
to Vienna, when he was a young man,
he was already an accomplished piano
virtuoso, and had composed much that
was notable; yet on settling in the Aus¬
trian capital, we find that he took les¬
sons on the viola, violin, violoncello,
clarinet and horn, besides studying har¬
mony and composition with Haydn,
and the art of writing for the voice and
the stage with Salieri. The student of
musical history is always struck, in
reading the lives of the masters, by the
immense breadth of their education
and their familiarity with almost every
branch of the musical art.
It may be said in the case of children
and young students of the violin, that
they have no time for the study of the
piano as well as the violin. I think it
will be found of great advantage in the
end to rob the practice time of the vio¬
lin of a few minutes to give to the
study of the piano. A pupil who has
an hour and a half a day for the study
of the violin will make greater progress
in the end if he give twenty minutes
of the time to the piano. Even if the
pupil never learns to play a single com¬
position with any fluency on the piano
the musical ideas he will have obtained
out tlle P>ano composition
•null be of immense assistance in broad¬
ening his musical comprehension. It is
correct musical ideas and musical com¬
prehension which makes the acquire¬
ment of technic easy. Any teacher will

Henri Marteau.
violinist, is to succeed Joachim as the
head of the department of violin play;
ing in the Royal Hochschule (High
School) in Berlin. When the selection
of Marteau was first talked of a storm
of protests went up in many quarters
of Germany at the idea of passing over
every violinist in Germany and choos¬
ing as director a Frenchman. The ob¬
jection to Marteau was not unanimous,
however, as Marteau is very popular in
Germany, and many eminent German
musicians were found who favored his
appointment.
“The powers that be” wrestled with
the subject long and earnestly, and
finally decided that it would be a good
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thing to give the appointment to a vio¬
linist so broad-minded in regard to the
principal schools of violin playing of
the world as Marteau undoubtedly is.
Emperor William, who is himself very
impartial in regard to all matters per¬
taining to art, has finally confirmed the
appointment, and Marteau will enter on
his new duties the first day of next
September.
It is said that the com¬
mittee who conferred with Marteau
asked him to give up his French citi¬
zenship, or. at least, suggested it, but
this was objected to by the violinist,
and the subject was dropped.
Ten or fifteen years ago it was the
ambition of every American violinist to
go to Berlin and study with Joachim.
Within the past few years, however,
there has been a change; it began to
be whispered around that the Hoch¬
schule methods were not as progressive
and up-to-date as they should be.
Joachim, an old man, illustrious artist
though he was, full of years and
honors, was thought to be somewhat
pedantic, and not enough alive to the
new influences which were making
themselves felt in the world of violin
playing. Young America found the
ways of the Hochschule too slow.
They found that the pupils in other
schools and of other private teachers
were advanced faster in a year than
those of the Hochschule in two years,
and, besides, they were kept in a beaten
rut, which seemed to have as its su¬
preme pinnacle the playing of Spohr’s
concertos.
As a result, American pupils who
were able to pass the entrance ex¬
amination to the Hochschule did not
do so, but went to other conservatories
or studied with other private teachers
instead. They went to Sevcik, Cesar
Thomson, Wilhelmj, Heerman, Mar¬
teau, Barmas, Ysaye and others, not¬
withstanding the remarkable cheapness
of the course at the Hochschule.
It is predicted that there will be a
great rattling of dry bones in the
Hochschule when Marteau takes hold.
He is a virtuoso of the first rank, and
has an immense repertoire, including
practically everything worth playing in
the literature of the violin. It is be¬
lieved that there will be a tremendous
rush to enter the classes of the Hoch¬
schule as soon as he secures the direc¬
torship, for he is known to be young,
enthusiastic, progressive and thorough¬
ly up-to-date. He is only 34 years of
age, having been born at Reims ’ in
1874.
Marteau has visited the United States
several times and has appeared in all
the large cities. His father was an ex¬
cellent amateur violinist and President
of the Philharmonic Society of Reims.
His mother was a distinguished pian¬
ist, a pupil of Mme. Sbnumann. On
the advice of Sivori, the great violinist,
when Marteau was five years of age,
his parents decided to make a profes¬
sional violinist of him, and had him
study the violin, first with Bunzl (a
Pupil of Molique), and later with
Leonard in Paris.
At the age of ten he made his Paris
debut before 2,500 people, when he re¬
ceived an ovation. In 1892 Marteau
was the prize pupil in violin playing of
the Paris Conservatoire, and Massanet,
the great French composer, wrote a
concerto for him. He was also selected
by Gounod to play the obligato of a
piece composed for the Joan of Arc
Centenary celebration at Reims, the
composition being dedicated to him.
Marteau possesses one of the finest
specimens of Maggini violins in the
world. It once belonged to Maria
Theresa. Empress of Austria. She pre¬
sented it to a Belgian musician who
had been one of her teachers. From

him it passed to the vioiinist Leonard,
who, at his death, bequeathed it to
Marteau.
Marteau is, without doubt, one of the
greatest living performers on the vio¬
lin. His tone is large, brilliant and in¬
tensely sympathetic; his intonation is
faultless, and he is possessed of great
personal magnetism, which never fails
to carry his audiences with him. He
has had considerable experience in
teaching also.
During the past few
years he has lived a good portion of
his time in Geneva, where his classes
have contained many American pupils.
During his American tours he has had
immense success, and his thousands of
American admirers will be glad to hear
of his appointment to a post which
probably conveys more honor than any
similar position open to violinists.
American students are admitted to
the Hochschule with all the privileges
of instruction by its eminent corps of
instructors, provided they can pass the
examination, which is quite severe. As
the school is largely supported by the
German Government, the fees are ex¬
tremely moderate, less than $100 per
year, I think. It is expected that, with
Marteau at the head of the violin de¬
partment, there will be a great number
of American students who will desire
to enter the Hochschule.
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VIOLIN QUERIES.
R. K.—We fear it would be impos¬
sible for you to become a concert ’cell¬
ist, or even a player in the best orches¬
tras, beginning the study of the ’cello
at the age of twenty-one. To attain the
highest proficiency in playing string
instruments, it is necessary to com¬
mence in childhood, or, at least, in boy¬
hood. It is possible that you might
learn the ’cello well enough to play
easy solos, or the grade of music used
by the average theatre orchestra, but
even that would be doubtful. You say
that you play fourth grade music on
the piano. We feel that it would be to
your best interests to put most of your
time on the piano, although the study
of the violin or ’cello would be of great
benefit to you, even though you did not
accomplish a great deal.
C. McG.—There is much good violin
music in the first position. Try Weiss’
“Harvest of Flowers,” published in
twelve parts for violin and piano, espe¬
cially the second, third and fourth
parts.
Dancla’s “Twelve Easy Fan¬
tasies” on celebrated melodies, with ac¬
companiment for the piano. Op. 86, are
invaluable, as well as Alard’s “Seven
Fantasies” for violin and piano on op¬
eratic melodies. Theo. Presser pub¬
lishes a series of easy pieces by F. A.
Franklin in the first position, which are
very good.
Your pupil will be assisted in over¬
VOICE AND VIOLIN.
coming a “jerky” manner of bowing,
The human voice should be the con¬ which you describe, by playing ten
stant model of every violinist. Some minutes daily on very long tones, either
one asked DeBeriot, the great violinist the open strings or the scales. The
and composer of violin music, whose tones should be sustained for twelve
wife was Madame Malibran, the famous counts at a slow tempo.
Mrs. R. H. G.—A violin by Antonious
prima donna, how he could best im¬
prove his violin playing. “Well,” was Stradivarius, which is undoubtedly gen¬
the reply, “about the best thing you can uine, if in good preservation, is worth
do is to go to the opera and listen to my from $5,000 to $10,000, and some espe¬
wife sing, and then try to imitate it.” cially good specimens are held at an
The same question was asked Malibran even higher price. Specimens can be
in regard to singing. “Just listen to my bought for less, but, as a rule, they are
husband play the violin,” was her an¬ not in good preservation. A first rate
swer, “and you will get an idea o'f how' specimen of Joseph Guarnerius ranks!in price very little lower than those of;
youf singing should sound.”
These great artists understood that Stradivarius. It is impossible to set ex¬
the vocalist and the violinist have much act prices on Cremona , instruments, as
to learn from each other, as no instru¬ they, in many cases, haVe historic value,
ments resemble the human voice so and a value as curios as well. A
Stradivarius violin, described as a first
much as do the violin and violoncello.
rate specimen, is advertised in the cur¬
rent number of an English magazine
for $5,000. Stradivarius was born 1650,
VIOLIN PRE-EMINENCE.
and died 1737. Joseph Guarnerius was
“Among all the musical instruments born in 1683, and died in 1745.
now existing the violin holds the first
L. Z.—We know of no work devoted
rank—not only on account of the beauty especially to instruction on how to play
and equality of its tones, its variety of Paganini’s Caprices and the solos you
expression of light and shade, the mention. Such works are among the
purity of its intonation, which can¬ most difficult written for the violin, and
not be so perfectly attained by any should be studied with a first rate
wind instrument—but principally on ac¬ artist teacher. Paganini adopted a dif¬
count of its fitness to express the deep¬ ferent tuning of the violin for many
est and most tender emotions; indeed, of his pieces. Much of his solo work
of all musical instruments it most on one string (the G) was performed
nearly resembles the human voice. The with the string tuned to B flat. In his
violin does not possess the extent and witches Dance the violin is tuned half
completeness of the pianoforte, nor the a tone higher than the pitch of the orfullness or power of the clarionette; chestra or piano. Herr Paul David, in
however, these deficiencies are more his life of Paganini says, “He also prothan compensated for by the soul, and duced most peculiar effects, which for
richness of its tones, the power of sus¬ a long time, puzzled all violinists, by
taining and binding them and the tuning his violin in different ways. He
greater equality even in the most distant always took good care never to tune
his violin within hearing.” Many comnotes.”—Spohr.
positions have been written for the violin where a different tuning is used,
“The violin for centuries has con- The G is sometimes tuned up one tone
med to be the leading instrument in or down one-half tone or one whole
tone,
and compositions have been writcomplete orchestra music.
For
ree hundred years no change has ten where other tuning changes are
ken place in its form; it remains in made. The scale in harmonics you
original simplicity, and, although all mention is not especially difficult when
e instruments then known or since you understand the notation used for
rented have undergone innumerable harmonics, and the other passage you
provements, the violin is still ac- mention is produced by a combination
nwledced to be the most perfect in- of a sustained note and left hand
pizzicato.
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THE PROGRESSIVE VIOLINIST
Melodious and Instructive
Pieces In Various Styles for

VIOLIN and PIANO
By F. P. ATHERTON
6775 Cradle Song Grade II .
- .30
6776 Valae Idylle Grade II.30
6777 Barcarolle Grade II&.30
6778 Petite Tarantelle Grade III . . .30
6779 Andalouae-Eapagnole Grade III .30
An excellent teaching set for violin; in¬
structive and at the same time pleasingly
melodio us;put together in musicianly manner.
The solo instrument is treated in a thoroughly
practical way and the piano accompaniments
are interesting, affording good support. All
the pieces are good, the titles as given above
convey a good idea of their general style and
To responsible teachers we will send on
examination the above numbers or any of our
publications at special prices.
—Catalogues sent FREE on application—

THEO. PRESSER,
1712 Chestnut St.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Thousands of leading artists (even the
concert-master of the Metropolitan Opera
House In New York) are using
Bauer’s Tone-Improving, Chemical

Violin Bridge

Price of the t wo bridge*, postpaid, 50c. Price
of one, &5c. Order tu-tlu.v.
THE II. BAUER MUSIC CO.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF IMPORTANCE TO
VIOLIN TEACHERS
Do You Teach Double Stops? If so
try Double Stop Scale and Technic
Studies Op. 10, by Max I. Fischel

HOOK aeonta/nAlic more dilhcult double stop1*? but is
ft)*o very curerully graded. We wish also Id Call your
ht tent toil to the SCALE ASTD TECHNIC STUDIES Op.
llW Th^ lafce the pupil through the most simple first
p sit-ion settles and carry him (or her) through the octave
acalwHru^a graded taannsr.^tOing^thc^student a Very
SPECIAL,KTRODECTOtt V OFFER
fiook 1 for 50 cents, postpaid. He
sure and give them a trial.
Send for our discounts. They are ro per cent

TELLER PUBLISHING CO.
6060 State St.. Chicago, Ill.
_
THE ETUDE when addresslns
—-iYour best course would be to study
these compositions with a good teacher,
Every difficulty you mention is accomplished every day all over the world by
solo violinists.
S. M. G.—Your course seems to be
practical, although changes might be
made to suit the requirements of de¬
ferent pupils. The concluding four
grades would be—Grade 7-Kreutzer
Etudes, Grade 8-Fiorillo Etudes. Grade
9-Rode Twenty-four Caprices, Grade
ro-Paganini Caprices. With the last
four grades the standard concertos
should be used, as well as solos of advanced character. With the first two
grades as given above, the Viotti concertos would be useful, and with the
next two, concertos by De Beriot, Mendelssohn, Bruch, Beethoven. Ernst,
Paganini, etc.
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MUSIC FOR THE CHILDEN.
BY HELENE NIEHUSEN.
(Translated from the German by Flor¬
ence Leonard.)
(Editor’s Note:—The excellence of
the idea embodied in this article, and
the practical educational results we
have seen derived from its application,
have led to the introduction of the Mo¬
zart “Minuet” arranged for the toy
instruments in the music section of this
issue. A little ingenuity will enable
any teacher to apply the same idea to
hundreds of other little pieces adapted
to children’s uses. Anything of this
kind makes a splendid feature at chil¬
dren’s musical parties or children’s
clubs.
The instruments required, of
course, become the permanent posses¬
sion of the teacher and can be 'used
over and over again year after year.i
Some of the instruments are costly,l
others very inexpensive. The prices
may be estimated from the following
list: Cuckoo with bellows, $1.00;
Nightingale, 38c.; Quail, 90c.; Rattle,1
15c.; Mirliton, 10c.; Waldteufel, Metal,
Good Quality, 15c.; Cymbals, Brass, 7
inch, $1.50; Trumpet in C, 50c.; Trum¬
pet in G, 50c.; Trumpet in C, $1.10;
Trumpet in G, $1.10; Trumpet, 4 notes,
G, C, E, G, $1.10; Trumpets, 4 notes,
C, E, G, C, $1.10; Trumpets, 8 notes, G
to G, $1.50; Trumpets, 8 notes, C to C,
$1.50; Triangles, 6 inch, 50c.; Bell Tree,
Good, $3.00; Whip Snapper, 75c.; Sleigh
Bells, $1.35; Wrist Bells for Dancing,
30c.; Metallophone, IS notes, 55c.; Toy
Castanets, 65c.; Calliope, 10 holes,
dozen, $1.70.
We advise our readers to be very
careful when purchasing instruments to
arrange the selection so that there may
be no conflict of pitch. It is better to
use instruments of percussion if you
cannot obtain instruments, with a defi¬
nite pitch which is reliable. An ad¬
justable pitch pipe, costing $1.25, may
be depended upon, but does not give
the illusion of the trumpet.)
Playing upon toy instruments is not
a new idea. It is as old as the day of
Joseph Haydn, that great friend of
children, who was the first, if I an) not
mistaken, to unite the instruments into
a coherent whole, to write a toy-sym¬
phony for children. However, his sym¬
phonies require more instruments than
in the arrangements I am about to sug¬
gest.
He used, among others, the
rattle, the nightingale, the cuckoo, the
waldteufel, the trumpet. These all give
pleasure to a child, but do not have
much influence in developing his musi¬
cal feeling. With a limited number of
instruments it can be developed. For
this purpose we will make use of drum,
cymbal, tambourine, triangle, bellchime (metallophone) and castanets.
Each of these instruments represents
one of the three fundamentals on which
music is built: dynamics, metre,
, melody. According to these fundamen¬
tals we distinguish tones as loud and
soft, long and short, high and low.
So much theory can be taught the
child upon these instruments, without
any feeling of “lessons,” which, indeed,
would be premature. The child then
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possesses the treasure of knowledge
which he himself has gained, knowl¬
edge which enables him to determine,
according to his own ideas, what instru¬
ments the music requires, and which
ones will combine to give the effect
that pleases him. In this choice lies
one important side of the value of our
music-making, that the child has the
opportunity of suiting to his own ear,
independently, the tone-color that he
likes; of choosing, himself, the accom¬
panying instruments, and so, by inde¬
pendent creative action, comes nearer
the goal, that of feeling musically.
It is not merely rhythmical feeling
that is to be developed in this way; al¬
though the toy instruments can be used

the youngest children it cannot be too
simple.
Our great masters are the
ones to whom we would therefore pre¬
fer to go, and yet, if we need much
material, we can hardly limit ourselves
to the classics. A musical person might
hesitate to use in this way a very beau¬
tiful piece of music which is otherwise
perfectly adapted, because one must
remember that this art of the children
is always somewhat naive. But there
are good compositions to be selected
here and there from our modern litera¬
ture, if they meet the necessary re¬
quirements. We have, on the whole,
a rather wider choice than among com¬
positions which are to be performed
for pure “artistic enjoyment.”
2. It is understood, of course, that
the melody must not be trivial.
3. That it is not popular music of the
sort that is heard in street pianos.
4. That it has sufficient variety in
forte and piano.
5. That it contains characteristic op¬
portunities for our instruments.
6. That it has the desired rhythm.
7. That it is not too often in march
tempo.
A piece which suggests some def¬
inite idea is a good one to choose. I
played once, with some children of six

robert Schumann’s birthplace.
only as rhythmical accompaniment,
they must be used in such a way as to
bring out the individual characteristics
of each. The child will gradually ac¬
quire a finer and finer perception of
these qualities: the castagnettes are the
“jolly” companions of the music; the
triangle must sound “delicate, finetoned;” the drum, “large and heavy,”
does not find it easy to suit itself to the
other two; the cymbals bring in a de¬
cidedly definite movement, and an ele¬
ment of “freshness;” the tambourine
has something in common with both
previous characters—sometimes it fol¬
lows the drum, sometimes it rings its
bells to chime in with triangle or castagnette.
So the child may bring to life what¬
ever his imagination finds charm in,
and his own thought develops and
grows strong. We need only put into
his hands the means by which he can
follow out his natural tendencies and
make use of his own powers.
And now the suitable pieces of
music! We cannot find them in any
catalogue. We must look for them our¬
selves, consider—and usually reject.

and seven years, “Forest Flowers,”
by Ascher. In our talk about the mean¬
ing of the composition, the children
entered quite in to the desired moods.
We talked of the trees, the various
flowers, the birds, the soft moss, the
sunshine. These ideas we then trans¬
ferred to our instruments. The chil¬
dren decided what each one represented
in its tone: the triangle reminded us
of the blue bells; the castagnettes of
the pinks, less delicate; the louder in¬
struments sounded when we wished the
trees to rustle, or a storm to roar
through the wood; once the piano alone
gave a clear, quiet measure—“That is a
soft breeze,” was the truly appropriate
comment of one small musician.
But beyond all the pleasure we took
in playing our music, the pleasure of
the sounds alone, was the wealth of
material it gave us for our imaginations
to use in spinning the most varied and
beautiful fancies.
As I have said already, it is difficult
to find music adapted for this purpose.
Once it is found, however, the instru¬
mentation in less difficult. Occasion¬
ally one will wish to change a forte to
The Kind of Music Required.
a piano or vice versa, if this does not
The conditions for acceptance are materially alter the character of the
piece.
difficult ones.
Often I have taken the liberty of
1. First of all the music must be
good and yet easily understood. For cutting a long overture or any very

long composition, and modulating to
the portions I wish to connect. But
only by such a method could I secure
sufficient material, and I hope that the
sin is not unpardonable.
As an example of my method of in¬
strumentation I take the “Minuet”
of Mozart’s E flat, major symphony,
for which players of some proficiency
choose and play the instruments.
For the youngest children there is
at first only a choice between “loud”
and “soft;” later they distinguish be¬
tween “long” and “short” tones in
choosing their instruments, and in par¬
ticular, whether triangle or castagnette
are to be used, while the rest of the
instruments are used for increase of
power. To decide between “light” and
“dark” tones requires more experience
and makes greater and greater demands
on the ear of the child, until it finally
succeeds in following the character and
rhythm of the whole composition.
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THE CHILDHOOD AND YOUTH
OF SCHUMANN.
(Especially prepared for reading at
Etude Children’s Musical Clubs.)
We hear a great deal about “hered¬
ity” in these days. Heredity is theword learned people use when they
want to speak of the way in which cer¬
tain abilities, talents, sicknesses or
habits are seemingly given by parents
or grandparents to their children. We
learn of musical children who are said
to have gotton their talent from one
of their parents. Now, with Robert
Schumann heredity played but a small
part, for if he had inherited the talents
and occupations of his parents he
would have been either a clergyman,
as was his grandfather, or a book-seller,
as was his father. Robert Alexander
Schumann was born at Zwickau, in Ger¬
many, June 8, 1810. Although Schu¬
mann’s mother opposed his taking
music as a profession, his father is said
to have procured the best musical in¬
struction for the child, that he could
afford.
His first teacher was J. G.
Kuntsch, who, it is said, prophesied
that Schumann would become a great
musician.
Schumann commenced to compose
in his seventh year. When he was
eleven he acted as an accompanist to an
oratorio by F. Schneider, known as
“Weltgericht.” At a very early age
we learn that Kuntsch frankly con¬
fessed that the boy was outstripping
his master and could progress by him¬
self. All this is very interesting, as
Schumann did not engage actively in
his life work until a somewhat mature
age, and it is not generally known that
he was a prodigy. Schumann’s father
was greatly impressed with his son’s
talent and endeavored to induce C. M-.
von Weber, then in Dresden, to in¬
struct him. Weber, however, for some
unaccountable reason did not undertake
this work.
Shortly thereafter the father took
little Robert to hear Ignace Moscheles
play at Carlsbad, and Schumann was
said to have been greatly impressed
and formed an admiration for Mos¬
cheles that he carried through his en¬
tire lifetime.
When Schumann was sixteen years
of age he suffered the great misfortune
of losing the father who had fostered
his musical talent. His mother, who
was opposed to his musical career, in¬
sisted that Robert should prepare to
become a lawyer. This Schumann did
largely from a standpoint of filial re¬
gard, as he was known to have loved
his mother very dearly. Accordingly,
when he was eighteen, he entered the
University of Leipzig, as a law student.

In the meantime the bookshop of
the elder Schumann had proved a
magazine of literary wealth such as few
■of the great composers have ever had
at their disposal. Schumann developed
a love for reading the works of the
great masters of literature that, to¬
gether with his studies at the univer¬
sity, unquestionably had much to do in
making his works so extremely origi¬
nal and poetic. Schumann became very
fond of the writings of Jean Paul
Richter and those of Lord Byron. In
after years he set Byron’s “Manfred”
to music, and many look upon this as
Schumann’s greatest accomplishment.
These excellent facilities for self-study
that Schumann had at hand undoubt¬
edly qualified him for his work as an
essayist and editor in later years when
he undertook the management of the
historical musical magazine, the Neue
Zeitschrift fur Music, which is still in
existence.
Schumann was very retiring and did
not care to join with the students in
their clubs and festivities. He did, how¬
ever, form a close friendship for a
young man named Gibert Rosen, who
had entered Heidelberg University.
Schumann was also attracted to Heidel¬
berg by the renowned teacher A. F. J.
Thibaut, who was not only a profound
student of law, but a fine teacher of
musical theory. Thibaut soon realized
that Schumann was far more likely to
make a success as a musician than as
a lawyer, and encouraged him to pursue
music. What a fortunate meeting this
was, for if Schumann had met with a
less sympathetic teacher he might have
buried his romantic and sensitive ex¬
istence in the cold sepulchres of Ger¬
man law.
A Faithful Student.
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He is said to have practiced seven
hours a day while in Heidelberg, and
many who heard him play said that his
work as a pianist was extraordinarily
fine. Upon the advice of Friederick
Wieck, Schumann’s mother finally con¬
sented to permit her son to become a
musician. Accordingly, he was placed
under the instruction of Wieck, whose
daughter Clara became Schumann’s
wife.
It was while studying under
Wieck that Schutnann invented a con¬
trivance to draw back the third finger
of the hand and prevent its playing
while the other fingers played. _ This,
as is well known, permanently disabled
the composer and resulted in his be¬
coming a composer instead of a con¬
cert pianist.
The great lesson that we get from
Schumann’s early life is that general
education and good environment, that
is, desirable home surroundings,. are
especially beneficial for musicians.
Had Schumann been the child of en¬
thusiastically musical parents he might
have been pushed ahead as a prodigy
to the neglect of his general schooling.
As it was, the broad early training of
Schumann, combined with his natural
talent and love for music, resulted in
giving the world a composer whose
works show but very slight traces of
the influence of other composers, and
indicate that Schumann had learned to
think for himself and not merely to at¬
tempt to serve up in slightly altered
form the works and ideas of his prede¬
cessors or contemporaries.
Junior Musical Club.—Pupils of Miss
Anna Downs. Motto, “Do Your Best.
Colors, light blue and gold. Meets the
last Saturday in each month.
Pro¬
gramme consists of musical selections,
readings from The Etude and musical
games.
President, Hazel Griswold;
Vice President, Leah Meyer; Secretary.
Estelle Cooper.
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AUNT EUNICE’S LETTER.
My Dear Little Nephews and Nieces:—
I am continually on the outlook for
new games for my little nieces and
nephews. Most all of the great teach¬
ers of the world have told us that little
folks learn more through play than
anything else. If you know of a good
game bearing upon music that would
be suitable for children’s musicales,
etc., will you not be good enough to
send it to me? Of course, it must be a
new game, that is, one that is not gen¬
erally known. The games I intend
telling you about to-day are very new.
I have only seen them played once, and
I believe they were invented by the
teacher who gave the interesting little
musical party at which they were first
tried. The children thought that they
were great fun, and I know just from
looking at them that they learned a
great deal. The teacher who made
them up did not give them any name,
so I will have to supply that. The first
one I will call
Musical Pictures.
Ten children played this game. They
were all seated around a large table.
The teacher had previously purchased
a number of postal cards with, pictures
of the great composers as well as their
homes upon them. These cards were
ten in number and had cost only
twenty-five cents, or two cards for five
cents. The names of the composers,
which had been printed upon each card,
were carefully erased. The cards had
then been cut in four exact quarters
and the parts shuffled so that each
player received four parts of a card,
but each part was a quarter of a dif¬
ferent postal. One player laid a quarter
of a card upon the table. If the next
player had a part that would go with
the first part, that is, “a part that would
match,” he played it; if not, he played
some part of some other card. The
game continued in this way until some
one of the players matched four parts
to make a complete card. It frequently
happened that the four parts necessary
to make a complete picture laid scat¬
tered about the table, and it only
needed the bright eyes of some little
one to recognize them and put them
together. The first one making a com¬
plete card received a count of five and
the first one naming the composer
whose picture was represented received
a count of ten. The following were the
names of the composers used: Bach,
Beethoven, Chopin, Handel, Haydn,
Liszt, Mendelssohn, Mozart, Schu¬
mann, Schubert. You see the faces of
all these great masters were reasonably
familiar to all the little pupils, and they
‘had a fine time in putting the cards to¬
gether and identifying the pictures.
Thus nearly an hour’s amusement and
educational play was achieved by the
expenditure of only twenty-five cents
and a little ingenuity upon the part of
the teacher. “The Juvenile Duet Play¬
ers” was given as a prize and the child
who got it was delighted.
The same teacher devised a game for
her older pupils, but this time she used
postal pictures that were a trifle more
difficult to identify. These were fine
platinotype cards and excellent por¬
traits of Wagner, Dvorak, Rubinstein,
Tschaikowsky, Joachim, Grieg, MacDowell, Mascagni, Paderewski, Elgar.
These postals cost five cents each, but
were exceptionally fine. The prize for
the advanced pupils ^was
Modern
Drawing Room Pieces.”
I am going to try to give you a new
idea for a game in each letter.
Real Purpose of Clubs.
Now while games are very enjoyable,
my little nieces and nephews should
not neglect the more serious side of the
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ready for his evening concert, an officer
came in with a list of arrivals in the
city. The king looked at the paper and
said in a solemn whisper, ‘Old Bach
has come.’ A messenger was sent to
the hotel, and the retiring and modest
schoolmaster was dragged, without
waiting to change his dusty traveling
suit, into royal presence. A formal in¬
troduction, stiff and unpleasant, was
gone through with and then the king,
having thrown aside the ridiculous vani¬
ties of royalty, became a man and
brother to the organist. Taking him
from room to room of the palace, he
showed him several of Silbermann’s
new pianofortes, then just introduced,
and upon each Bach played. Nor was
this all, for, requesting a theme of the
king, he improvised upon it until he
built up a fine fugue. This and many
other musical wonders he performed
to the satisfaction and astonishment of
all. The next day all the organs in
Potsdam were visited and each was
Prodigies not Desirable.
treated as were the pianos.
A gentleman who has spent his life
“On Bach’s return home he wrote out
in musical educational work called my in full the fugue upon the king’s theme
attention to the fact that very few and presented it to his royal host. This
musicians have ever become great who and one or two other shorter trips
have not been prodigies. It is not im¬ made the sum of Bach’s travels.”
probable that the prodigy, because of
Among the first ten who sent in cor¬
the many, many chances he has for rect answers to the above, in time to
meeting the public in his early years be printed in this issue, were: Ruth
does not learn to have that terrible Campbell, W. At Merriwether, Miss E.
dread of it when he reaches an older Cook, Eva Green, Percival Evans, Ethel
age. I do not approve of making prodi¬ Gilchrist, Robt. Pfanner, and Mary
gies or showing off children who have Buhr.
remarkable ability at a very early age.
The best way to foster this ability is AN INTERESTING PRIZE OFFER.
by means of the musical club idea and
The Etude offers a prize of Riewith an occasional students’ recital to mann’s “Encyclopedia of Music” to the
which adults are invited as an addi¬ reader who sends us the longest list of
tional spur.
composers’ names that can be made
Therefore, when your teacher asks from the letters in the sentence:
you to prepare a piece for a club meet¬
“The Etude should be in every musi¬
ing, go about it just as if you were cal home.”
going to play at a great concert. When
This contest will close June r, and
you get to the club meeting imagine the results will be announced there¬
that all your little friends are members after.
of an audience of people who know a
The names must be those of wellgreat deal about music. I once heard known composers, and must be ones to
a story of a little girl who in after life be found in any standard musical dic¬
became a great singer. She used to tionary, such as those of Riemann, Sir
put on her mother’s gowns and go about George Grove, or Theo. Baker. '
the parlor singing and acting just as
This competition is not confined to
if she were on the concert stage. The subscribers of The Etude. Write all
furniture was the audience, and when names very distinctly and only on one
she got through with her little song, side of a sheet of paper. At the top of
she would bow to the chairs, the sofa, the first sheet write your name and ad¬
and the parlor clock just as if she were dress, and also the number of the words
bowing to an applauding audience. you have been able to form.
This little girl never developed stage
fright when the trials of concert life ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE
came.
MARCH ISSUE.
Affectionately,
Music decapitations:
Aunt Eunice.
I. Canon.
II. Strain.
A FAMOUS MEETING.
III. Score.
Musical rebus:
In the March issue of The Etude
Music hath charms to soothe the sav¬
we printed a picture of a meeting of a
famous composer with a well-known age breast (b, rest).
The following are the names of the
monarch, and requested our little
readers to identify the characters rep¬ first readers to send in successful an¬
resented. The master was Bach and swers to the above puzzles. Owing to
the king Frederick the Great. The lack of space it is never possible for
story of the meeting, as told in Barn- us to print more than ten names, and
hard’s interesting series, “Tone Mas¬ all answers must reach us before the
ters,” published by the New England fifth of the month in which the puzzles
appear. We are glad to note the con¬
Conservatory of Music, is as follows
“Bach’s second son was organist in tinued and increasing interest in these
the service of Frederick the Great at puzzles, as we believe that they stimu¬
Potsdam. Now, it chanced that the late an interest in musical details:
Mary Mentch, Esther Focht, Alfred
king imagined he could play the flute,
and every evening had a concert at his Afford, E. Schnell, A. Eichenberger,
palace, where he performed upon his in¬ Nina Graham, Rena Bower, I. M. Mar¬
strument in a small way.
Having heard tin, Geo. Growe, Flora O’Maley, Fernof the fame of his organist’s father, Belew.
he hinted that a visit from him would
The world talks much of powerful
be desirable. The son wrote, but the
father declined to leave his school. The sovereigns and great ministers; and if
king was vexed and sent another invi¬ being talked about made one powerful,
tation. After some delay, the father they would be irresistible. But the fact
agreed to visit the son at Potsdam. is, the more you are talked about the
One night, just as the king was getting less powerful you are.—Disraeli.

work at musical clubs and sociables.
You should be eager for an opportunity
to have your little sonata or piece
heard by your friends at such gather¬
ings. Remember while you are playing
that they are not the ones who are de¬
riving the most good from your play¬
ing. It is a well known fact that chil¬
dren who become accustomed to play¬
ing in public at an early age rarely ever
are visited with that awful ogre of the
advanced student’s work, “stage fright.”
Stage fright seems to be a disease with
some people, especially nervous people,
and a very terrible disease it is. Its
duration is short, but during the few
moments that you are obliged to go
through its tortures you suffer more
than you do in three whole weeks of
“la grippe” or the “measles.” Your
mouth gets dry, your tongue cleaves
to your teeth, your limbs tremble, your
whole body seems to ache in apprehen¬
sion of failing.
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CARELESS MUSICAL TERMINOLOGY.
BY WM. B. KINNEAR.

[There is no doubt that teachers generally misuse
musical terms. In other sciences, teachers lay great
(stress upon the employment of technical terms with
the utmost accuracy and propriety. In European
Jj
countries the study of what is known there as theory,
and which is nothing more or less than a correct
exposition of the elements of musical notation, someI
times including chord spelling, etc., is undertaken so
that during the advanced studies of the pupil there
may be no mistake about the exact meaning of the
terms usfed. The following article, which was read
at a Western musical convention, gives the careful
teacher much food for thought.—Ed.]
The presentation of a subject which bores not
only the average musician, but many teachers who
are getting musical results far above the average,
may be regarded as of doubtful propriety. Never¬
theless, a reckless disregard for accuracy of state¬
ment on the part of many instructors in influential
positions impels people who care to speak out in
protest. The “answers to queries” department in a
single number of a leading educational music jour¬
nal, published during the year 1907, contains no less
than nineteen errors, most of them ancient and long
ago abandoned by thinking teachers.
A few samples: In one paragraph the inquirer is
told (as a matter of presumably accurate informa¬
tion, mind you) that a sharp “raises a tone;” in
the next paragraph a “note is raised;” while
in another statement it is the pitch of a “letter” that
is raised. According to this writer, a certain “ar¬
rangement of whole and half-steps is represented, in
our established system of notations, by the plain let¬
ters (or white keys of the keyboard),” and so on to
nineteenthly, all pure fiction.
What are the facts? Sharps and flats modify the
pitch representing power of staff degrees—lines and
spaces. Neither letters (except in clef form) nor
keyboards are a part of "our established system of
notation.”
I
In the same number of the music journal from
which the above quotations were taken, a musician
of national (perhaps international) reputation mixes
"chromatic alteration” and “inflection” of letters and
tones, and a few other impossible things, with a free
and easy disregard for facts.
A school music book, bearing date 1906, gives this
remarkable bit of information: “A chromatic tone
in a piece of music is called an accidental. An acci¬
dental is a tone that does not belong to the key in
which it occurs.” More fiction, due to confusion of
sign with thing signified, or worse—inexcusable
carelessness (it could hardly be ignorance). The
facts: An accidental is a sharp, flat, or cancel, on
the staff, away from key signature. Accidentals do
not always indicate chromatics. Chromatic is an
audible effect, a tone or tones belonging to the pre¬
vailing key, but not a part of its diatonic scale. The
same book informs us that “the first tone of the
scale may be on any line or space of the staff.” How
can an audible but invisible tone perch upon a vis¬
ible but inaudible staff degree?
Again: “The sharp is on the seventh tone of the
scale.” With the tone on a staff degree and a sharp
on the tone, things are getting badly mixed!
The above quotations are given, not as exception¬
ally conspicuous errors, but as typical forms of
wrong statement common among writers from
whom we have a right to expect better things. It is
a gratifying sign of the times that some text book
makers are endeavoring to improve their terminol¬
ogy. Much yet remains to be dond. Careful con¬
sideration of a few plain facts may clear the air and
help us to avoid some of the grosser forms of fic¬
tion.
Three fundamental essentials in music, with which
supervisors must deal, are pitch, rhythm, notation.
In combination, and with all their dynamic and tonal
variations, pitch and rhythm are the substance of
music. Notation is a system of symbols used in
music representation. There is a notation of pitch,
a notation of rhythm, and a point of contact between
the two. Most of the errors in musical terminology
I
result from using terms of notation to describe the
facts of pitch and rhythm.
To pitch belong tones, intervals, chords; to
rhythm belong beats, accents, measures. Notation
of pitch requires the staff, clefs, sharps, flats, can¬
cels; notation of rhythm includes note and rest
forms, bars, and the measure sign. Everything in
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pitch can be represented by the staff without notes;
everything in rhythm can be indicated without staff
or other pitch symbols; the point of contact between
the notation of pitch and the notation of rhythm is
the note head upon a staff degree. The note head,
so far as the representation of pitch is concerned, is
nothing more than a pointer, pointing out the staff
degree which represents the pitch to be sung or
played; the note form (the sum of its parts, head,
stem, strokes) indicates tone duration. Because the
note head is the focal point of vision in music read¬
ing, people have come to speak of reading notes.
But music reading is much more.
Note heads appear at varying positions of eleva¬
tion on the staff, and we hear of “a high note,” “a
low note,” but with a peculiar perversion of mean¬
ing, for “note,” in such cases, is used as synonymous
with tone. “Long note,” “short note,” are popular
forms of fiction. Here, again, the thing and the
sign are mixed. Notes are neither long nor short.
They indicate longer or shorter tones (as rests, in
most cases, indicate measured silences) by their
forms; but curiously enough, the more there is to a
note form, the less its value as an indicator of dura¬
tion. Tonic sol-fa represents quite clearly the dura¬
tion of tones and silences by means of exact linear
distances along the notation, but makes no attempt
to depict pitch, merely dictating, by initial letters
(or spelling out), the relative pitch names of tones.
Staff notation is an imperfect picture of the ups and
downs of pitch, but depends wholly upon note and
rest forms as duration signs—a full measure in slow
tempo often requiring less space along the staff than
a single beat in rapid tempo.
The ancient, and almost universally accepted, fic¬
tion that sharps and flats raise or lower notes, tones,
pitches, letters, staff degrees, or anything else, may
as well be relegated to the limbo of discarded blun¬
ders. Some facts: Staff degrees, in musical nota¬
tion, are certain parallel lines and the spaces defined
or bounded by them. The staff has no definite pitch
meaning until a key is applied in the form of a clef.
A clef, a modified form of one of the letters used as
pitch names, is placed according to custom upon a
certain staff degree, indicating that such degree is to
represent the pitch which the clef names. The re¬
maining degrees are understood to represent other
pitches in certain relations to that fixed by the clef.
The staff, with clef affixed, represents pitches which,
as a whole, are diatonic in C major key only. Other
pitches must be indicated by certain modifying
signs. These signs are sharps, flats, and their dou¬
bles. A staff degree bearing a sharp or a flat repre¬
sents a pitch a half-step higher or a half-step lower
than that represented by the same staff degree with¬
out such sign. The word sharp, or flat, is added to
the letter name of the pitch (sometimes prefixed to
numeral name of' scale degree), these distinguishing
words being understood to mean a half-step higher
or lower pitch. (The loose, indefinite meaning of
sharp and flat is not now under discussion.) It
should be clear that nothing has been raised or low¬
ered. The staff degree remains where it was, its
pitch meaning, only, modified. As notes, apart from
staff degrees, have nothing to do with pitch, the note,
with its head pointing to the sharped or flatted staff
degree, is neither raised nor lowered. A given pitch
or tone is not changed, but a different pitch is indi¬
cated. No letter is affected, for letters are merely
names of pitches. So the whole blundering hodge¬
podge falls to the ground, because it grew out of an
error—the jumbling together of things which should
have been kept separate and distinct.
Some excellent teachers employ the term “natu¬
ral” to describe the state or condition of staff de¬
grees unaffected by sharps or flats. A character
which destroys or suspends the effect of a sharp or
flat, thus restoring the staff degree to its so-called
“natural condition,” is, by teachers of this belief,
called a natural. The word “cancel” has been pro¬
posed, and adopted by many teachers, as a better
name for this character. The only argument against
cancel which has a feather’s weight is that the word
means to “destroy,” while in annulling a signature
sharp or flat the cancel, usually an accidental, merely
suspends effect of signature sign. Three facts: 1.
The effect of a sharp or flat accidental is “destroyed”
forever by the sign in question. 2. The effect of a
signature sharp or flat which has been suspended by
this sign cannot be restored within the measure; an
equivalent effect may be secured by means of a sharp
or flat accidental, which is subject to all the limita¬
tions of other accidentals, effective only to the first
following bar. where its power is transferred to the
signature sign again in force. 3. Whole signature
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groups of sharps or flats are sometimes set aside
during the course of a composition by cancels
grouped in signature form; so used, the signs un¬
questionably cancel effect of preceding signs—not
for a measure, merely, but often for the whole move¬
ment. These being indisputable facts, it seems to
friends of the term cancel that, both as noun and
verb, it is a legitimate and desirable substitute for
natural. Let us drop natural from our musical no¬
menclature, or at least leave the question where it
now stands—with natural and cancel as equivalent
terms.
ILL-ADVISED PUPILS’ RECITALS.
H. t. TEETZEL.
The writer has in mind a teacher of piano who
closed his yearly teaching season in a blaze of tri¬
umph by means of a pupils’ recital. This forth¬
coming recital was kept constantly in the minds of
the various scholars who were scheduled at the be¬
ginning of the year to participate—they lived and
thought recital. The numbers which they were to
play at this distant event were carefully learned and
constantly practiced during the year and apparently
the whole aim of the year’s instruction was that
those on the spring program should make a fine per- ■
formance, and, as a matter of fact, these recitals were
models of piano playing, and why shouldn’t they
have been? This teacher made quite a reputation
ju,st by this theatrical coup before a large audience
of undiscriminative people, who mistakenly and con¬
fidingly took it for granted, that because this or
that player did fine work with a' certain piece he was
equally well trained in all the other branches of
musical knowledge, that didn’t get exhibited.
In
short, the whole thing was fake, pure and simple.
It is of little value for a scholar to be trained on
one or two pieces till he can run them off like a
machine. Musical training means many pieces, theo¬
retical study and a general condition of clear, defi¬
nite knowledge and ability in music. What this
man was working for was advertising for himself,
and he got it. What the pupils got was illusory.
There are many reasons for considering the aver¬
age pupil recital as valueless to the scholar and a
nuisance to all concerned. The stock argument for
them is “to give confidence in public performance,”
which the pupil recital never did nor ever will do. A
public appearance once or twice a year does not
help the scholar to gain confidence, but the reverse
is generally true. If a player appears in public every
night for a week, before the end of that time, in
most cases, all stage fright will have worn off.
With two or three appearances a year, any con¬
fidence gained at the first appearance may.be lost
before the time for the second appearance, where the
player is just as much scared as ever.
What is the use of a child appearing in public?
If he is ever able to play well enough to entertain a
few friends in some one’s parlor, he will be doing
well. The summary of the “confidence” affair is
that if a scholar has real talent and ability in music,
let him play everywhere in a small way—he will
want to, apyway, and will—in parlors, church en¬
tertainments, etc., and he will speedily settle the
confidence matter for himself. Every one who studies
music and makes any kind of progress, if even but a
little, should be encouraged to play or sing for
others as much as he is able. He must feel that
his music is meant for the pleasure of others as
well as himself, and must use it accordingly. The
one who says: “Oh, wait till I am a fine player or
singer, then I will be willing to play for others!”
is merely voicing a most ridiculous piece of playedout affectation, • old as the hills and very silly. T
knew of a girl who studied for four years, behind
closed doors, morbidly waiting till she should be¬
come an artist, then she would be ready to play.

EUROPEAN MUSICAL TOPICS.
An Epitome of Current Musical Opinion in the
Old World.
BY ARTHUR ELSON.
In a recent number of the Signale, August Spanuth
takes up the much-discussed question of the music of
the future. In view of the protest's against certain ultra¬
modern tendencies and composers, he asks if we are
on the right track. French critics, for instance, sug¬
gest that D’lndy, in sonje of his later works, seems
to employ a scale of whole tones, with bewildering
results. Now comes Busoni with the complaint that
our ordinary scales do not admit of enough variety,
and the suggestion that we should divide a tone into
thirds instead of using semitones.
The chief trouble, however, lies probably in the fact
that we have so few really great composers who are
able to employ the intervals and methods of the present.
Two schools we have—one, that we call classic, with
no great living representative; and another, the modern,
in which complete freedom from form has left us more
dependent on color, harmony and orchestral effects.
It is not too much to hope that we may still have
great composers who can work in the classical vein.
Robert Franz refused to write symphonies, as he con¬
sidered that none should attempt that form after
Beethoven. But a somewhat phlegmatic German gentle¬
man named Brahms went ahead undismayed, and
wrote works whose ineffable beauty does not fade be¬
side those of the earlier master. Wagner, apostle of
the freer school, is credited with continual hostility to
Mendelssohn; yet, according to Wolzogen, Wagner
criticised unsparingly the modern dealers in tonal
effects. “Instead of working in clear form,” he said,
“they use only bald surprises, and write darkly and
mysteriously as if to conceal their program or sub¬
ject.” As an example of musical directness, he cited
Mendelssohn, whose “Hebrides” overture he loved to
hear, and praised in the Bayreuth paper.
But if none of our composers are able to handle the
classical style, with its difficult simplicity, there is at
least room for all in the modern orchestral school.
The limits of music have not yet been reached, and
^Qhere are many great works yet to be written, if com¬
posers will only seek after beauty instead of struggling
for novelty and strangeness of effect. The attempt
to invent new scales and intervals is of small use,
except to show that some composers can do little with
the old ones.
The Musical Standard, in commenting on the sub¬
ject, asserts that “the noblest, the most beautiful inspira¬
tions of all the really great modern writers have, with
few exceptions, been well-nigh diatonic utterances.’
How true this is may be seen from Wagner’s “Mastersingers.” For this reasorr the critic of the Standard,
praises the suite of Sibelius on “Pelleas and Melisande,”
which reflects the brooding mysticism of the subject
wthout excess of chromatics. “There are still,” he
adds, “vast realms of unexplored country in our dia¬
tonic kingdom of musical expression.”
A French View.
In the Mercure Musical, however, we find Ricciotto
Canudo upholding the modern tendencies, in drama at
least. According to him, we are to find in such men
as Debussy, Strauss and Dukas (strange trio!) those
to whom we must look for the revivification of the
modem drama. The old opera of action and melody
is past; and Wagner’s drama of thought and leitmotiv,
which followed it, is now to be succeeded by the
“drama of idea.” It is not easy to see the distinction
between the words thought (pensee and the idea
(idee) as applied to music-drama. We may give
Debussy full credit for the mystic beauty of “Pelleas and Melisande,” and its plastic freedom of
form, but we should not trust too entirely to those
who claim that, it has founded a new school or
abolished an old one.
An Appreciation of Raff.

v*- ictuuiuieuuing ror siunv a
line of music. The piano gets the most pupils, a.
the voice comes next. But in the interests of tl
musical atmosphere of the home and the communit
the teacher will do well to recommend the violin, tl
violoncello, the flute; for by increasing the intere
and knowledge of these, ensemble playing is possib
m the home and orchestral combinations are mat
possible in future years.—W. F. Oates.

Apropos of diatonic melody, in the Monthly Musical
Record we find Arthur Hervey writing an eloquent
Plea for Raff, whom he considers a neglected mas¬
ter. It has been customary for critics to place Raff
in the second rank of composers, yet from certain
points of view the verdict seems harsh. His great
. facility for turning out fluent melody has some¬
times detracted from his longer works, by suggest¬
ing to the auditor that this very facility was his
fp"lief quality. But no other composer has given just
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the note of warm richness that we find in his themes,
and students will do well to give his music a thor¬
ough investigation.
In the same issue Ernest Newman’s new work
on Hugo Wolf is reviewed. Wolf’s lone opera, “Der
Corregidor,” adorns a lively plot with much bright
and sparkling music, but fails in the end through
lack of “stage sense.” Mr. Newman has no hesita¬
tion, however* in putting Wolf “at the head of the
song-writers of the world.” This seems bold, but
Mr. Newman explains by declaring that the problem
of modern song-writing is to “keep the two arts of
poetry and music in a perfect equipoise.” Wolf’s
subduing of the accompaniment to make it fit the
words in all details is what caused the rash state-

Paul reproached the Athenians with being too re¬
ligious, but apparently the German nation is not
now in danger of a similar aspersion. At any rate,
Kunstwart bewails the emptiness of the churches, and
suggests as a remedy regular concerts of sacred
music. Times have changed since Palestrina wrote
his “Mass of Pope Marcellus ” as a plea for keeping
music in the church service. The idea is not a bad
one, and might prove useful in many countries.
From Berlin comes news of a movement to inter¬
est workingmen in music. The three royal opera
establishments are to give special performances for
them, at nominal prices, the works to be chosen by
the Kaiser. Charpentier was once laughed at for
suggesting free seats at the Paris opera for the
working-girls of Montmartre. Now he can say, “I
told you so.”
Another modern improvement emanating from
Berlin is the idea of flashing the words of a song
or play onto a transparency, for the benefit of near¬
sighted people or those who are hard of hearing.
No more songs without words, at least in the thea¬
tres of the German capital.
Siegfried Wagner’s fifth opera, “Sternengebot,”
has met with no better success than its predecessors.
The composer wrote his own libretto, dealing with
a tenth-century legend of a young man supposed to
have been killed, but in reality alive, and destined
to woo his would-be slayer’s daughter. Both plot
and music show great situations imperfectly grasped.
In a recent Munich carnival, the composer was rep¬
resented, in caricature, as a man in a bear’s hide
jumping for a laurel wreath that always eluded him.
Apparently he has not grasped it yet.
A new volume of Mendelssohn’s letters gives an
excellent picture of his charming personality, and his
dislike of excessive formality. Berlin he found none
too pleasant. “Matters there depend on the Prussian
official world,” he wrote, “which fits to music about
like a strait-jacket.” In Munich, however, life was
more cheerful. There he made many good friends,
notably Boermann, grandfather of the renowned
American pianist of that name. There were dinners
at Scheidel’s coffee-house; afternoon walks with
beer and cheese at the farther end; impromptu
musicales in the evenings, with crowds gathering
outside the house to listen; and frequent Katsenjammer. The volume is a worthy addition to the
Mendelssohn literature.
In France, the most important novelty seems to
be Pierne’s cantata, “Les Enfants a Bethlehem.”
Doubtless the success of his “Children’s Crusade”
suggested the work, which has been well received.
A “Sinfonia Sacra,” by Widor, is another successful
new work. The “Autumn Evening” of Sibelius,
however, proved rather doleful for the pleasureloving Parisians.
In England, the “Orchestral Rhapsody” of Delius,
based on an old Lincolnshire folk-song, has re¬
ceived unstinted praise. In Belgium, Edgar Zinel
has finished a sacred music-drama entitled “Catharina ” which treats of the martyrdom of that saint
in Alexandria. In Italy, Perosi adds his “Transitus
Animae” to the long list of oratorios that he has
produced; while Sig. Francesco reports the discov¬
ery of an early opera by Gluck, hitherto unknown,
entitled “II Tigrane.”

“I do not belong to those blind enthusiasts who call
out ‘splendid, wonderful!’ every time they hear one of
Bach’s works. It is certainly clear that among these
(for example the “Lucas Passion’) there must be some
of less worth than others.”—-5*. Jadasohn.
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THE BENEFIT DERIVED FROM WRITING
AND COPYING MUSIC.
BY WILLIAM D. ARMSTRONG.
An eminent author has said that “writing maketh
an exact man,” and the saying is undoubtedly true.
The teacher who has had*pupils who have written
out harmony and counterpoint exercises will invari¬
ably find them good readers. It is well at the out¬
set of musical study to acquire the habit of writipg
and copying simple pieces. Some of the most suc¬
cessful teachers of children begin their work with
pencil and paper instead of text-books. How rarely
do we hear the clefs explained in a correct manner;
they are commonly called the treble and bass clefs;
still, to be more explicit, they should be called the
G and F clefs, the same as the old movable C clef,,
which is used in writing for the viola, violoncello,
bassoon and trombone. Children taught to make
these clef signs correctly find it much easier to learn
tl.e notes. The treble or G clef is so called becausethe character representing or establishing that clef
is placed on the second or G line. The one note
once placed, the rest are easy to name. The same is.
true of the bass or F clef.
Then comes the making of the notes. How few
have observed that a whole note is slightly tilted
to the right and a half note to the left! Further
that the stems of quarter, eight*: and sixteenth notes
are turned down when they ascend above B in the
treble and D in the bass clef, and up when below
these notes.
The sharps, flats and naturals are not placed indis¬
criminately, but each one must be in its right place.
Further, there are the marks of expression, phrasing,
pedaling and fingering. If these simple details were
more fully mastered there would be fewer manu¬
scripts returned by the publisher, and the engraver
would be relieved of an immense amount of trouble
and worry.
The old masters copied and wrote an almost in¬
conceivable quantity of music; both Bach and Han¬
del attribute the trouble they had with their eyes
to this fact.
Pupils should look forward to the writing of har¬
mony exercises with enthusiasm. As a noted teacher
of this subject says: “Every hour spent in the in¬
telligent study of harmony will not only enable one
to understand the fundamental principles underlying
the subject of musical compositions, but will enable
one to grasp the other department of music with a
clearer conception and matured musicianship.”
After having written through the subject of coun¬
terpoint, canon and fugue, then instrumentation and
orchestration, the mind is broadened, and the ability
to read becomes an easy task. In the end, one fully
appreciates the patience and industry of a man who
could not only compose and orchestrate the over¬
tures and other numbers of the “Midsummer Night’s
Dream,” but write a score of other numbers equally
as difficult and lengthy.

THE VALUE OF SLOW PRACTICE.
The greatest attention should be given to slow
practice, as mistakes, bad method, etc., will surely
creep in the moment the entire attention is relaxed*
and when the speed is increased they are all the
more difficult to eliminate. No matter how many
weeks or months have been continuously spent on
one thing, the practice of the same on the last day
should commence at as slow a speed as at first.
Every motion should be exaggerated as much as
possible; the fingers should be raised to their highest
capacity, every motion should also be quick as a
flash. As previously explained, slow practice, like a
microscope, magnifies the performance many times,,
and exaggerations are necessary to make the pro¬
portions correct. High speed will reduce everything
automatically to its proper value. But the slower the
speed the greater attention necessary, as bad method,
etc., is doubly insidious under these circumstances,
and anything bad at one speed will get worse as the
speed increases, and the only remedy will be to com¬
mence all over again at a speed slower than ever, and
eliminate the difficulty. Much work is often wasted
by increasing the speed before the performance is
right.
“The way to study legato is to avoid all oscillation of
the hand and wrist. The fingers should lock themselves
to the piano close to the keys and enforce the connec¬
tion of the tones among themselves.”—Marmontel.
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reprinted
We
have
dur,ng the ,
month several volumes
of the “Standard Graded Course of
Studies,” by W. S. B. Mathews. It is
needless perhaps for us to say any¬
thing with regard to these universally
used studies. This is the original
course, and the most used one, because
it has the best selection and the best
arrangement of such courses of stud¬
ies, and it is the course after which all
tjje otjlers have been patterned. The
comp]ete set of ten grades will be sent
to any teacher on inspection. We inYjte cornparison with all other works
Qf the same character.
Two other volumes reprinting are
‘Master Pieces for the Piano” and
‘The Two Pianists,” a medium grade
collection of piano duets. These are
both of our well-known $1.00 collec¬
tions. The first is a careful selection
of the most used and melodious com¬
positions of a difficult order. All
of the popular difficult compositions
bound together in one volume.
Its
sale, for a volume of difficult pieces,
has been phenomenal. We can say al¬
most the same of the second volume,
the Duet collection.
This volume
contains selections by Wagner, Liszt,
Mendelssohn, etc., and in addition a
number of compositions of a medium
grade of difficulty, semi-classical, and
even popular in style,
All progressive teachers find much
use for both the above collections, and
will receive a very large value for the
price,
March New
Editions.

The Presser
Collection.

14 *s’ Per'iaps, unngcessary for us to say that
the collection of Standard Studies, in book form, under the
above head, is being constantly added
to and increased by the addition *of
useful collections and compilations.
Unlike a great many other reprint
editions of standard works, w
have
not been satisfied with picking
the foreign editions and simply remak¬
ing it. We point with considerable
pride to our editions of the following:
The Chopin Album.
The Schumann Album.
Bach’s Inventions.
Der Kleine-Pischna.
Sonatina Album (Kohler).
They are the result of a comparison
of all of the good editions, and of careful editing by musicians and teachers
of world-wide reputation.
A complete list of “The Presser Collection” will be sent upon application.
The professional discount is large, and
we would ask our readers to insist
upon getting our edition from whoever
fills their orders. If it is not possible
to obtain them from the local dealer.
order direct from this house.
M .
The result of the month
ous‘f.
of March in the music
Supplies.
business has proven that
normal
business has again resumed
condition.
- This
, is
. a matter
,
rp, of interest
•
every professional. The_ flurry m
the money market has ev
3
educational interests, something that
panics in the past have seldom done to
any appreciable extent.
If any of our subscribers are in need
of a selection of music 01
any special purpose we should, be glad
to offer them the advantage of the
most liberal and the original “On
Sale” plan
of sending
*
, music
. on selec,i
.
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This house, in its ex¬
ceptional dealings with
the profession, is partic¬
ularly desirous of two
things: to furnish suit¬
able teaching maferial
of vaIue> and t0 absolutely guarantee
satisfaction.
Much dissatisfaction is occasioned
by the fai,ure of Qur patrons to put

Music
Returned
Without
Sender’s
Name.

their names and addresses upon pack¬
ages of music returned to us. We are
able, by giving the subject our very
best attention, to identify about 50 per
cent, of the packages that come
nTUVi/Mif- the
+I10 name
mmA of
nf the
flip sender Upon
without
them.
We cannot impress upon every
reader of this notice too strongly the
necessity ui
of me
the scuuci
sender’sa u<unc
name being
ucmg
««««* i^hfn^or Tnll written upon the outside of every packthe end of the season,
" in June or July. age of music returned to us, whether
Full particulars will be sent upon ap¬
by mail or by express.
plication.
We claim to attend to every mail or,
, .
der that comes to us on the day that it Selected
. We have on hand th<;
is received. Our stock is one of the Musical
largest assortment of
largest in the country, our list of pub- post Cards.
musical post cards in
lications is quite exceptional from the
the country. The list of
teachers point of view. To any who our different series shows a diversity
are not familiar with our methods of and range that only careful study
dealing and rates we shall be very glad could secure. These cards are the very
to send our bundle of catalogs.
best that can be procured. They are
We have, in addition to this first artistic in every sense of the word and
bundle of catalogs, lists and booklets not to be confounded with ordinary
covering almost every class and variety souvenir cards. Imported by ourselves
of sheet music and music books, any direct from the European publishers.
~r all of which will be sent free upon They are sold at the uniform rate in
series of six cards for 25 cents.
application.
Twelve cards for 50 cents.
No doubt those who
For students in history wc suggest:
Lehmann’s
have subscribed in ad- Great Masters (12 cards), Modern
Violin
vance
for
Lehmann’s Masters (6), Opera Composers (0),
Method.
violin work have be- Russian
Composers
(6), Northern
come uneasy, but the delay is entirely Europe Composers . (6), French Cornunavoidable and beyond our control.
posers (6), and Italian Composers (6).
The work is about half finished, and
The two series of Great Pianists (12
we were in hopes that the author cards each) are of special interest to
would send in the other half long be- lovers of the piano. Those interested
fore this, and just as soon as we have in the violin will find the great artists
the manuscript, we will finish up the represented in the series. Great Viobook in the greatest haste and send linists (6), Celebrated Violinists (6),
copies to those who have subscribed and Renowned Violinists (6).
in advance. In the meantime we ask
All of the above cards are well suited
a little more patience.
for framing. Detailed lists have ap-

peared in recent issues of The Etude
will be sent free upon application.
The near approach of
Easter Sunday accents
the question of music for that occasion,
and it is not necessarily too late now
to add a special solo or anthem to the
day’s program. Year by year, Easter
services everywhere take on a more
distinctly musical character, the festi¬
val now practically sharing honors
with Christmas itself in this respect.
Have you made your Easter pro¬
gram as complete and as musically de¬
votional as possible? If not, and there
is any little need not provided for, let
us know, and we will quickly send a
liberal assortment for inspection.
Easter Music.

New Songs
Without
Words.

This is positively the
last month in which this
unique volume may be
purchased at a nominal
rate. There are very few works in
which we have had so much interest as
in this one. Every number of this vol¬
ume is a creation, and we feel that in
many respects the author has sur¬
passed Mendelssohn, although the
pieces are, in their nature, intended
to be preparatory to Mendelssohn’s
Songs Without Words. There have
been in the past a number of these
printed in The Etude, which have met
with very ^reat success, and no doubt
the volume itself will become standard.
It is one of those volumes of modern
lyrics that the progressive teacher
loves to place in the hands of a pupil.
No pupil can pass through the study
of a volume of this kind without its
leaving its impress of taste and refine¬
ment on the player. This is the pur¬
pose of all good music. We should be
very glad to see a very wide circula¬
tion of this volume.
Our advance price is only 30 cents,
postpaid.

Preparations for the
closing exercises in colleges and schools (oc¬
casions of immense in¬
terest to students, parents, and their
hosts of friends) are now well under
way, and there is already much activ¬
ity among teachers and pupils in se¬
lecting suitable vocal and instrumental
duets, trios, quartets, etc., for the
event.
For years we have made a particular
specialty of supplying the wants of
those Who prepare musical programs
of this character, and each year we
have been able to add new and inter¬
esting novelties to a well-known and
exceptionally well chosen assortment
of appropriate selections from which
innumerable successful programs have
been developed. This year we are still
better prepared, and are able to meet
practically any kind of a want sug¬
gested by our patrons. We have spe¬
cial lists of music for one and two
pianos, four hands, six hands, eight
hands and twelve hands; also part
songs and choruses for female voices,
male voices and mixed voices.
All these special classes of music are
cheerfully sent to teachers for ex¬
amination, and are supplied, in most
cases, subject to the liberal discounts
applying on our own publications.

Wc
have in press
Kohler’s Popular Sonata
Album, Vol. 1. This vol¬
ume is a standard work
among almost all educators in music.
It is one of the volumes that all pro¬
gressive teachers use. It contains the
most popular classic sonatas, the ones
that are played mostly by Haydn, Mo¬
zart and Beethoven. There are fifteen
sonatas in all, and the volume before
me contains 172 pages. The demand
among teachers for this volume is very
great and this is why we have under¬
taken an edition of our own. We will
use the celebrated Cotta edition to
print from, but the selection of ar¬
rangement will be from Kohler. In
this way we combine the very best.
The volume no doubt will be welcomed
by a great many of our active teachers.
It is almost complete at the present
time, and those who wish to avail
themselves of the special offer will have
to do so at once, as no doubt the work
will be completed before another
month.
Our advance price is only
35c., postpaid, and there is not a single
sonata in the book that the cost price
is not more than we ask for the entire
volume. The paper and printing and
binding will be of the very best. The
plates will be entirely new and we ex¬
pect our edition to be equal to the
very best on the market, and I am sure
that our advance subscribers will not
be disappointed.

Four Hand
March
Album.

Juvenile
Album—
Reinecke.

ing the current month will be 2ocl, wt.
postpaid, if cash accompanies the order.
Commencement
Programs.

This will most likely
be the last month for
the special offer on this
useful work. We have
exceptional material among our pub¬
lications for just such a volume, as we
have published considerable music of
this order and have had great success
with it, and we mean to publish one of
the most interesting four hand marchalbums that has ever been issued. Welf
have the very best material at our command. This album will be particularly
Pictures for
We beg to call the suitable for marching purposes, and
the Studio.
attention of our readers we will have this in view in the selec¬
to our varied collection tion of the compositions. Variety will
of musical pictures. Pictures that ap¬ not be lacking, as we will have all
peal to the artistic eye, and that are known styles, including the two-step,
musical in treatment, are unfortunately grand march and military march.
few in number. We are pleased to
Our special offer for this entire v'olnote that two of our selection have en¬ ume is only 20 cents, delivered to you,
joyed an enormous sale. Beethoven, if cash accompanies the order.
Adoration of Nature, struck a popular
This volume is now in
chord, and has found admirers in even Czerny’s
far-off Tasmania and Cape Town. The First Piano- course of preparation,
portrait of Richard Wagner has also forte Studies and will be added to the
well-known Presser col¬
been in great demand. These pictures Op- 599lection. This is a vol¬
are the highest samples of the printer’s
art, and are well worthy of a promi¬ ume which is constantly in use among
nent position in any home. Either sent teachers, being one of Czerny’s most
elementary
works.
It may be used with
to any address upon receipt of one dol¬
lar. We have a catalogue with cuts of pupils who are just past the elementary
these two pictures and other ideas for grade, the first few studies lying in the
studio decoration or commencement first finger position in whole and half
gifts that we will send free upon ap¬ notes, both hands in the treble clef.
It contains in all 100 studies arranged
plication.
progressively and covering all phases
of elementary technic. Our new addi¬
Velocity
•
This work, antion is being prepared in our usual
Studies, by
nounced for the first painstaking manner, and will be found
Geza Horvath, time last month, will satisfactory in all respects. During the
be continued on spec¬ current month we are offering copies
ial offer during the current month. The at the special introductory price of 20c.,
special idea in view in this compilation postpaid, if cash accompanies the order.
has been to prepare a set of introduc¬
tory velocity studies to be used with pu¬ Six Poems,
This collection of six
pils about to advance from elementary by E. A.
pieces, comprising Macgrades. The material is of the very MacDowell.
Dowell’s Op. 31, is now
best, and has been culled from many
ready, and the special
sources, including a number of original offer is hereby withdrawn. This splenstudies written especially for the collec¬ did set of pieces represents the famous
tion. In addition to having been ac¬ American composer at his best and
cepted for their technical value, the . should be in the hands of every pianist.
studies are all well written and interest¬ Our edition has been prepared with the
ing from a musical standpoint. This utmost care, and is gotten out in hand¬
work is destined to fill an important some style. Although the work is no
place in the curriculum studies of pupils longer on special offer, we will be
in the early grades.
pleased to send it on examination to all
The special introductory price dur¬ who may be interested.
JV
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'^kgonata
Album, by
Kohler.

We have been fortunate in procuring from
this celebrated musician
a volume of extraordi¬
nary importance. It is a volume that
we will rank alongside of Schumann’s
Album for the Young. In fact, that
was the intention when Mr. Reinecke
made the work. In this issue of
hThe Etude will be found two com^positions taken from this volume, which
will give our readers a fair idea of what
they are going to get. The entire man¬
uscript is in our possession and con¬
tains twenty numbers. These will be
printed in volume form only and the
entire work will be engraved before an¬
other month is passed. We particu¬
larly call attention to this work, which
is not a reprint and is an entirely new
work and is our sole possession. We
would like to see every active teacher
possess at least one volume.
The price that we are going to make
for the work is only 25c. Let us have
your order as early in the month as
possible. This 25c. will include the
postage and delivery to you.
Standard
The success of the
Fourth Grade previous volumes of this
Compositions, series has been excep¬
tional.
The cream of
our catalogue has been ransacked for
material for these volumes. They art
without doubt the most interesting and
successful volumes of the 50-cent or¬
der of books. They are of a handy
size, and are just the things to place in
the hands of a pupil who is lacking in
interest and needs stimulation. Every
piece that is placed in this volume is
very carefully selected. The book is
graded and edited in the most careful
manner. It will be one of a series by
W. S. B. Mathews, and is intended to
accompany his Standard Graded Course
of Pianoforte Studies.
Those who
have used the previous volumes know
just exactly what they are going to
get. We would advise all who expect
to take, advantage of this offer to send
m their orders during the present
month, as it may be withdrawn next
month.

made by

The Walter MIowney Co. h
BOSTON,MASS.

Makers of Chocolates e Cocoa

A Tonic
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate taken when
you leel aill played out, can’t sleep, and
have no appetite, refreshes, invigor¬
ates and imparts new life and energy.

MR. D. A. CLIPPINGER
Will hold an Institute for singers and
vocal teachers in his studio in Chicago,
from July first to July thirty-first.
_Eight k__
in Musicianship, including <_
training, harmony and analysis.
Lectures, recitals, etc.

SUMMER SCHOOL
Summer Session beginning June Mh
CHICAGO CONSERVATORY
Auditorium Building. - - Chicago

AMERICAN
CONSERVATORY
I>HE le
c in
school oi
ulty of seventy, (bourses of
study thorough, progressive and
modern. Many free advantages.
SPECIAL SUMMER SESSION
of five week, from June 22 to July 25, 1908
Lectures and Recitals. Terms mod¬
erate. Catalog and special cir¬
cular mailed free on application.
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT:
President

THE STANDARD ONE- VOLUME DICTIONARY OF MUSIC

DICTIONARY OF MUSIC AND MUSICIANS
A Musical Library in Itself—History, Biography and Theory

THEO. PRESSER,
don THE ETUDE-W

2 Chestnut Street,

Dr
‘r,ce’ $4e50

PHILaDELPH-A. PA.

THE

ETUDE
PUBLISHER’S NOTES.

SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOLS

(Continued from page 171)

FINEST CONSERVATORY IN THE WEST

DETROIT CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Founded 1874.

FRANCIS L. YORK, M.A., Director
530 Woodward Ave., Detroit. Mich.

Unsurpassed Advantages for a COMPLETE MUSICAL EDUCATION.
OVER 1000 STUDENTS. 50 THOROUGHLY SKILLED INSTRUCTORS.
Every Branch Taught, also Drawing and Elocution. Students Received Daily.
SPECIAL SUMMER SESSION—JULY and AUGUST
Write for Catalogue.

JAMES H. BELL, Secy.

Wm. H. Sherwood

Sherwood Music School

At Chautauqua, N. Y.
July 6th to August 16th
PRIVATE PIANO LESSONS AND
INTERPRETATION CLASSES

FINE ARTS BUILDING, CHICAGO
Faculty of Eminent Instructors All Branches Taught
SUMMER TERM BEGINS JUNE 22nd
Special opportunities for Vocal Teachers
For information address LENA G. HUMPHREY, Mgr.

VIRGIL

SCHOOL
19 West 16th Street, New York
MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, Director.

Special Summer Course
For Teachers and Others
JUNE 24 to JULY 24, 1908
SEND FOR SPECIAL CATALOGUE

WILLIAH B. PONTIUS, Director Department of Music CHARLES M. HOLT, Director Department of Oratory and Dramatic Ar

Minneapolis School of Music, Oratory
and Dramatic Art MIN^£5?L,S

TWENTY-FOURTH YEAR

COMBS
Broad St. Conservatory of Music
GILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director
1329-31 S. Broad Street
Philadelphia
PRIVATE and CLASS IKSTRCCTIOK In nil branchea,from fonn-

A large number of the
leading
teachers
and
schools of this country
continue their work durthe summer. Especially is this the
where the location is in a climate
suitable for work during the warmer
months. A great' many move their
school to some seaside or mountain re¬
sort, so that ambitious teachers and
students can obtain recreation and edu¬
cational advantages at the same time.
The success of a large number of
such ventures in the past has been
through advertising in the columns of
this paper. We make special rates for
such business, and a well-worded, at¬
tractive advertisement inserted in the
May, June, and even the July, issues is
sure to bring good returns.
Advertise
Your Sum¬
mer School.

WEIGESTER^?
SUMMER SCHOOL
of VOCAL MUSIC
For Singers, Teachers
and Students

24 Progressive
Studies for
the Organ,

by Geo. E. Whiting,
will be continued on
special offer one month
longer, after which the
work will positively be withdrawn, as
it is very nearly ready. Every organist,
teacher and student of the prgan should
possess a copy of, this work, which is
the best of its kind ever1 offered. In
these studies will be found the crystal¬
lization of Mr. Whiting’s many years
of practical experience as 4 teacher and
player.
The special introductory price during
the current month will be 30c., post¬
paid, if cash accompanies the order.
Keyser’s
Studies for
the Violin, Op.
20, Book 1.

This volume is
now ready and the
special offer is hereby withdrawn. Our
new edition of this
standard work is excellent in every re¬
spect. The editing has been of the
most painstaking character, and the
plates have been prepared with great
care. Although the work is no longer
on special offer, we shall be pleased to
send it for examination to all who may
be interested. .

EXPLANATORY NOTES ON OUR
MUSIC PAGES.
circular and information, addres
ROOT. G. WEIGESTER
807*808 Carnegie Hall
NEW YORK, N.Y.

Important among the several valu¬
able novelties to be found in the music
pages of this issue are two numbers,
“In Church” and “Discontent,” from
Carl Reinecke’s new “Juvenile Album,”
extended mention of which will be
found in another department. These
are teaching pieces of the highest
worth.
SchulhofFs arrangement of
Mozart’s celebrated “Minuet” (in E
flat) should prove very useful as printed
in this issue, with specific directions
for its performance as a “Children’s
Symphony.” This is a standard teach¬
ing piece. Another excellent teaching
piece, of advanced intermediate grade,
is Carl Bohm’s “Valse Noble.” This
is a waltz in rapid time, somewhat in
the manner of Chopin’s celebrated
Minute Waltz.” It will amply repay
careful study. Another waltz move¬
ment, a novelty of widely different
character is AletteEs “La Belle.” This
is a graceful and elegant drawing room
piece, not difficult to play, but showy
and very melodious. It should prove
popular. Another novelty is C. W
Kern’s “Fanfare Militaire.” This may
also be classed as a drawing-room
piece.
It must be played with real
military precision, briskly, with crisp
tone, sharp accentuation. It is one of
this popular composer’s best efforts
Sanford’s “Barn Dance” is a lively
characteristic piece, suggesting rustic
revelry with the peripatetic fiddler

THE
tuning up and rattling off a jolly “reel”
in which all participate.
Sgambatfs
“Vecchio Menuetto” (Minuet in the old
style) is a splendid concert or recital
piece by the famous modern Italian
composer and pianist. It is being used
in public with much frequency at the
present time.
Horvath’s “Jolly Miller’s Boy” is a
characteristic teaching piece by a popu¬
lar modern writer.
Paul Wach’s “Negro Melody” is a
lively four-hand number.
Although
this is an original piano duet its com¬
pass is such as to render it available
for use on the cabinet organ. It is
highly characteristic, with a touch of
humor, and must be played with spirit
Zimmerman’s “On Guard March,” a
useful teaching piece for violin (lying
in the first position), may also be played
as a four-hand piece by following the
instructions' given at the foot of the
music page.
Organists will be pleased with E.
W. Read’s new work, “Postlude in E
Flat.” It is a melodious and effective
number for the opening of service.
Singers are particularly favored this
month as there are four vocal numbers.
Agnes Clune Quinlan’s “Two Irish
Songs” may be used separately as en¬
core. numbers or they may be used in
a group of recital songs. Both are
taking and very clever.
J. Lewis
Browne’s “Elaine” is a very artistic
song by a composer who has had many
successes. This is one of his best.
Church singers will be pleased with
Cora S. Briggs’ duet, “The Shadows of
the Evening Hours.” It is a most use¬
ful and effective vesper number for alto
and baritone.

ETU DE

UlTnllSW ?e-to.c°psraUhlate you upon your last
Etude. I read it nearly all through as soon
ISfeltreaCs The Hh iWha! finished reading it
iii? ,i*.s Clough I could cross mountains of
times'thd shall.read lt carefully many
times, and thus receive inspiration for davs
to come. The article on “Some of the World's
Greatest Women Pianists” was very interf^-ng *?. me- , 1 have often wondered why
tue vompn “°‘a ”!Sie K0“'i, musicians among
’1
this aJtlcle answers all my
inquiries. I have made a review of some
of the old Etudes and selected all valuable
notes on teaching, writing them down in a
little note book I call my “Manual Book."—
Iiowena Cromer.

-1

Professional Want Notices are inserted at a
cost of five cents per word, cash with order.
Business Notices, ten cents per word, cash
with order. Do not have replies directed to
this office.__
THE WEIGESTER SUMMER SCHOOL OF
VOCAL MUSIC offers a delightful Outing to
singers and students. For circular, address,

1
__ __
, — teacher. Modern
methods and technique.
References ex¬
changed. Address, Box -615, Lebanon, Ten“RIPPLES OF THE RHINE,” waltz;
“Castle Echoes,” waltz; “The Fiddler and
the Cuckoo,” Sehottische: "Wagogo,” Inter¬
mezzo, two-step. All grade 3. 20c each.
A. S. Hood, Manchester, N. H.
and Newark, N. J. Normal students (teach¬
ers or others) contemplating a summer course
of study are requested to correspond with
the Normal Institute, M. S. of M. A., with ref¬
erence to the Rnsseli methods of music study.
They reach through a deep subject; a thor¬
ough course of study, eliminating the unneces¬
sary, leading the student to a mental grar—"
the
me art; practically, theoretically
tueoreticany and
auu aas 10
its spirit. The Summer Normal, 5 weeks,
daily session, from July 6th. Entries at any
time. Send for Information Alex. Williamson,
Registrar, Carnegie Hall, New York.
THE EARNEST STUDENT will be inter¬
ested in the “Tausig,” Hand Expander and
Finger Board for Shaping and Enlarging the
Span of Piano-playing Hands. Price, *1.00
by mail, with instructions. Address Essex
Publishing Co., 853 Carnegie Hall, New York.
REFINED LADY desires position as pianist
or accompanist. Best references. Address,
N. V., care of The Etude.

TEACHERS PLANNING SUMMER PIANO
Study can begin now—at home—without
—-“a expense, through our Preparatory Mail

MUSIC TEACHERS send for free copy of
a pretty reverie for teaching. W. F. Strong,
Dixon, Illinois._

HAPPY OLD AGE
Most Likely to Follow Proper Eating.
As old age advances, we require less
food to replace waste, and food that
will not overtax the digestive organs,
while supplying true nourishmeilt.
Such an ideal food is found in GrapeNuts, made of whole wheat and barley
by long baking and action of diastase
in the barley which changes the starch
into sugar.
The phosphates also, placed up under
the bran-coat of the wheat, are included
in Grape-Nuts, but left out of white
flour. They are necessary to the build¬
ing of brair. and nerve cells.
“I have used Grape-Nuts,” writes an
Iowa man, “for 8 years and feel as
good and am stronger than I was ten
years ago. I am over 74 years old and
attend to my business every day.
“Among my customers I meet a man
every day who is 92 years old and at¬
tributes his good health to the use of
Grape-Nuts and Postum which he has
used for the last 5 years. He mixes
Grape-Nuts with Postum and says they
go fine together.
“For many years before I began to
eat Grape-Nuts, I could not say that
I enioyed life or knew what it was to
be able to say ‘I am well.’ I suffered
greatly with constipation, now my hab¬
its are as regular as ever in my life.
“Whenever I make extra effort I de¬
pend on Grape-Nuts food and it just
fills the bill. I can think and write a
,
great deal easier.”
“There’s a Reason.” Name given by
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich. Reaii^
“The Road to Wellville,” in pkgs.
- ifo

testimonials!
I have received the work “Chopin Album”
and must sav am very much pleased with it.
An excellent collection and splendid in style
and technic.—Lydia C. Mays.
I hare received the work “Chopin Album”
and I am delighted with it. I feel you have
made me a Christmas present and I feel most
grateful to you.—II. it. lielton.
I have received the work “Chopin Album,”
it is the best collection for the money ever
seen.—A. A. Brown.
I have received two of the works ordered
in advance at special price. “Schumann’s
Album for the Young, Op. 68,” and the
"Chopin Album.” I find them all that could
he desired.—Mrs. C. M. Younglove.
I have received the work “Op. 68 and Op.
15 Schumann.” It is an excellent edition.—
A. H. Oberg.
I am much pleased with “First Steps,” by
Presser.—Mrs. Olive N. Berry.
1 have received the work "Youthful Diver¬
sions,” and consider it the most welcome ad¬
dition my studio has had for some time.
This, with “Tunes and Rhymes” by the same
author, is Indispensable to any progressive
teacher.—Nan Bowron.
As a “feast of good things” the December
Etude certainly wins the palm to date.—Mrs.
M. J. Emerson.
Regarding the “Mathews’ Course,” I am
using it and find it most satisfactory.—Mrs.
J. B. Norton.
Your house is certainly a most delightful
one to deal with, and I hear its praises sung
by all of your patrons.—Mattie Kirkpatrick.
I have also found you fair and prompt in
my dealings with you, and if I need these
studies at any time I shall remember thc
Presser edition.—A Hie Etheridge.
I appreciate very much your prompt after
tlon to orders and courteous treatment in -1
dealings.—Gcrtrv.de Landtn.
I have received “Crolsez Melodic Studies"
and am much pleased. They will be very
useful as they are studies in rhythm and
pnrasing that will please the pupils who are
hard to interest.—Ida M. Boeder.
> Ejwe received “Youthful Diversions” by
spauiding. and am delighted with it. I pre“
a° enormous sale for this work as each
Page breathes the spirit of childhood in such
,a ,,”w of melody and rhythm that even an
Jniiifferent little student would be interested
m spite °f himself. It is excellent also from
^technical standpoint.—Louise Smith Ghan>v

** Elves me great pleasure to congratulate
you on the last issue of The Etude. While
a>ways a most creditable magazine,
are times it seems when it excels it8e,f—Mrs. W. J. McClure.

p ,. —t\TT
uiuuu pieaseu
h It. It is complete in every particular.—
C. E. Cochrane, Jr.
I wish to explain „) you my gratitude
for and appreciation of the satisfactory_
ner
in which all
L«,v been filled ever
"" *"
*” orders “--i
since I have dealt with your house. * „«vw
not a single complaint to offer. Shall be
glad to continue ^giving you my patronage.—
J. Calvin Bolger.

V. r.orhrnnr -If

havernev»- f*?"SIenCe “ teaching *muste I
suits
both __
teacher _and pupils. I have loaned
mine every
month_
.. jry month
to several of my advanced
pupils and
id given them good teaching pieces
from several numbers and in this way in¬
fluenced them to subscribe for The Etude.—
Sr. M. Clare.
The “Chopin Album” is very much prized.
It certainly far exceeds my expectations and
contains nearly all of my Chopin favoritesIt is a very choice volume, and clearly
worth more than double the Special price.—
Miss Anna a. Hall.
have already ordered nine extra copies
of six
1r'-iavo Church music recently
--- This new method of sending
ont Octavo music for examination is an excel¬
lent one and I assure you I appreciate it—
Elizabeth A.sBentley.
I appreciate greatly your interesting and
most excellent paper The Etude. My copies
are always on the table in my studio -• that
all my pupils can read and lea. < 01 the
good work done in America for the progress
of music.—Alberto Randcgger member of the
Examining Board of The Royal Academy of
Music and the Royal College of Music of
London.
I take pleasure in acknowledging your
prompt and carefnl filling of orders no matter
how small, and I consider it a great advan¬
tage for teachers to have such a reliable house
to draw upon for material and informa¬
tion.—Mrs. A. M. Flanagan.
I have received “Youthful Diversions" and
if my young pupils enjoy it as much as my
three grand-children do they will pass many
happy moments singing and playing the tune¬
ful .melodies.—Jfrs. A. Deeming.
I have received the first volume of “Laus
Organi" and am delighted with it. Please
o volumes.—Miss B. M.
send me the other t-’—
a delighted with the Improvement in
:w’s Graded Studies No. 1.”—Galena Y.
“Mathew’s
I am in receipt of “Easy Classics,” • by
Landon, and am highly pleased with It. I am
sure I shall have use for numerous copies
later.—Mrs. Alfred Todd.
I am always so pleased with what I re¬
ceive from your house and the promptness
with which the order is executed, I feel im¬
pelled to tell you of my appreciation of your
efforts. The Etude is an inspiration that
would not let me be lazy or get in a rut
if I wanted to do so.—Miss Katharine R. Lee.
I enjov The Etude very much and would
not be without it for twice the amount—
Mrs. B. M. Caldwell.
I have received the work “Tones and
Rhymes." and it is perfect of its kind. It
has drawn out some feeling of tune and
rhythm in a very smart child of eight years
who seemed devoid of musical feeling. I have
been teaching her for a year, and have tried
various plans to create, if that vere possible,
a love for music itself.—11. > - Bardin.
I have received the work “The Young Duet
Players.” and am flu-ling it very satisfactory.
My pupils enjoy its use for sight reading and
I am especially pleased with the fact that
the two parts are so nearly equal in diffi¬
culty.—Edith IF. Page.
I have received the Mendelssohn’s Kinderstucke. It is an excellent work to use in
getting young pupils acquainted with good
wholesome music. The hook is well edited
and should find a ready acceptance by those
who desire their pupils to have wholesome
food.—Will A. Harding.
J think the first book of Mathews is verymuch improved since it was revised. I eninv teacl'W from it much more. It Is simnllf*d ius- _• the places needed.—E. A. Miller.
am very much pleased with the prompt-

,

siaer one of the finest books to start be¬
ginners. It has every rule and is as simple
as can be, with a guide to each grade, what
and how to teach and studies and pieces
to be given in that grade. I value it very
highly and endorse it for all teachers to
use.--Margaret Brown.
I really enjoy sending to your house tor
music as vou are always so prompt and exact
in filling the orders and I have never found
the slightest mistake.— Miss Mabel Fulton.
“Tunes and Hymns for the Playroom”
should be used by every music teacher m
our public schools. It is certainly the very
1_A --Uuu+I«n
littlo
fnr little neoDle
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The Brookfield Summer School of Music
s and growth of this school is the strongest argu-

The 1908 Session will open Wednesday, July 1st, and close Tuesday,
Aug. 25th. The closing concert occurring Monday Eve., Aug. 24th.
The daily Class Instruction is divided between Theory, Choral Instruction,
Normal Sessions, Recitals, Musicals, Lectures and Concerts. Room and Board
for the 8 weeks are furnished at the School.
Private lessons, optional as to frequency, can be had in all departments.
Dr. George Coleman Gow will head the department of Theory and Musical
History, Mr. Herbert Wilber Greene the department of Voice, Mr. J. Adam Hugo
the department of Piano, Mr. Cecil Wright the department of Organ. There will
be many department assistants. Lecturers, and Artists, combining to make a
teaching force of exceptional strength and efficiency.
For Prospectus, address

H. W. GREENE
864 Carnegie Hall

-

SHEPARD
Summer Normal Coarse

A ROYAL ROAD

HARMONY BY MAIL

-

NEW YORK CITY

PIANO SYSTEM

Also by Correspondence
Its principles have been repeatedly mastered in two «veeks’
daily lessons, when haste was imperative
Graduates so consider it, finding it not only remarkably
direct and artistic, but also a means of developing person¬
ality. Send for booklet
Preparatory instruction by mail, combined with summer
course of personal lessons. Why net begin study now, at
Made really simple and practical. Free specimen lesson.
'‘Harmony Simplified," 12th edition, sent on approval.
Circulars.

SHEPARD SCHOOLS OF MUSIC, XfgSWfiti?-1'-

BROWN’S
BRONCHIAL
TROCHES
Give immediate relief in cases of Hoarse¬
ness, Coughs, Sore Throa t. Bronchitis and
Asthma. Fifty years reputation as an
article of superior merit, free from any¬
thing harmful.
Sold everywhere or sent postpaid on receipt of
price—25c, 60c, and $1.00 per box.
JOHN I. BROWN & SON,
BOSTON,
MASS.

MUSIC FOR
ONE, TWO AND THREE

PIANOS
One Piano, Eight Hands
LAVIGNAC Galop Marche..$1.5<
Pete des Vendanges...
Gavotte Puccinella....
MatinSe de Printemps..

Two Pianos, Six Hands
RUMMEL

Op 66, Rondeau en
forme de Yalae.$1.65

Three Pianos, Twelve Hands
ADAM
COLDS. COUGHS, BRONCHIAL TROUBLE
u Relieves Ah^Paasafe*.^producing Perfect Voire
I so erntu
T. METCALF CW„ Boston,
DROFYAH’S NEW SACRED SNOO

RAVINA
ROSSINI
WAGNER
WEBER

* Si J’6tais Koi Overture
Micheuz .$3.00
Op. 69 bis. Tyrolienne. 2.50
La Gazxa Ladra Over¬
ture Decourcelle.... 4.00
Meistersinger Vorspiei
Livoniua . 3.00
Oberon Overture
Mereux . 3.00

HEAVENS STARRY TORCHES
Try Drofyah’s latest

s. Ideal Easter Mus

dainty;TWILIGHT f)EWS

easy ,a refrsun that haunts -

Six Hands, Two Pianos, Four Hands,
Eight Hands, Pipe Organ

Either
it rf price, 25C.
BRIGHT-HAYFORB CO,

Our usual Liberal Sheet
Music Discount Allowed

THE®. PP.ESSER,
1712 CHESTNUT STREET,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our adve- ti
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WALKING FOR MUSIC
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Learn Piano Tuning
““
'
‘The “
Parlor
I
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GOOD GARDEN OFFERS
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AND EXHIBITION
^MUSIC=

,D OF MUSIC.
THE WORLD
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it has become in the least difficult to

IMfou Can Hear. You^Can Learn to Tune.
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MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
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Bill
„ “OotterdXmmkedng” and “Das Rheingold"

every day. On Sunday it was their
custom to spend at least eight hours in
the open. Rain rarely interfered with
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of the country. Any of our works sent

THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa.
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ETUDE
RECITAL PROGRAMS.

THE MUSIC TEACHERS OF THE SOUTHWEST
THE LANDON CONSERVATORY SUMMER SCHOOL
OF METHODS will be held in ARDMORE,
OKLAHOMA, beginning Jane 16th
Courses in Mason’s Touch and Technic,
Musical Psychology and Pedagogy, Harmony.
Round Table Discussions on how to overcome the difficulties that
perplex the music teacher, and private lessons on the piano in interpre¬
tation and the application of artist touches for producing the effects heard
_____ ,__he Educational Works published by
Church & Co.)
Address for prices and particulars,

Theodore Presset

LANDON CONSERVATORY, Ardmore, Oklahoma
SUMMER

STUDY

IN

THE RUSSELL

METHODS

Arrange bow for the Normal Course—5 weeks from July 6tTu ^Preparatory Classes open now. Correspondence Course-

The Russell Methods .I THEY REACH from the
11

a FEW DAYS*

SERIOUS am* 1

T H E N 0 RH A L JHjTITU
NORMAL TRAINING FOR TEACHERS, SUPERVISORS AND PROFESSIONAL STUDENTS.
Send tot literature, records of results, etc., ew. Address the Secret,ry, Carnegie Hall, N,Y„0r Music Hall, Newark, N,J.

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
ENDOWED a
Frank Damrosch, Director
incorporated
Catalogue on request
Address, SECRETAR V,sj Fifth

AN ADVANCED
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
With prescribed courses assuring a
Thorough Musical Education

THE NORTHWESTERN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, ART AND EXPRESSION

Organised 1885. Hundreds of graduates occupying good positions. Instructors edu¬
cated under Godowsky, Leschetizky, Jedliczka, Bisphatn and other noted masters
Extended Courses in Voice, Piano, Violin, Composition, Harmony,
and all departments of Dramatic, Art, with special attention given to training of the speaking voice.
OLIVE A. EVERS. President.

Studio, Arcade Bldg.. 804 NicoD

eapolis. Mini

PRESERVE YOUR COPIES
OF THE ETUDE

YOUR MUSIC IS TORN!!!

The Etude Binder

MULTUM-IN-PARVO BINDING TAPE

% solid wooden back, which al¬
ways keeps it in shape, and it does not
mntilate the contents.
The copies are instantly bnt securely
bound by the thin slats which run the
length of the periodical, and yet can be
removed at pleasure.
Each Binder holds twelve copies, or a
e Etude.
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It will take one minute to repair it by using

beer; Banz-des-Vaches, Baff; The Loreley,
Liszt; To the Evening Star, Wagner-Liszt;
Polonaise in E Flat Minor, Chopin; Over¬
ture, Midsummer Night’s Dream (8 hds.),
Mendelssohn; Itondo Brillant, Op. 62, Weber;
Hark, Hark! the Lark, Schuhert-Liszt; The
Trout. Schubert-Heller; Andante from 5th
Symphony (8 hds.), Beethoven; Andante
Finale from “Lucia di Lammermoor’’ (for
“William 1

Dunning System

Melodious Anthems oi Moderate Length and
Difficulty at the Smallest Price Possible

Music Study for Beginners

-

Pupils of B. C. Zook.
March from Tannhauser (4 hds.), BeyerWagner; Gavotte Facile, Meyer; In the
Twilight Waltz, Zook; Clover Blossoms,
Rathbun; Chit Chat Polka, Wolf; Sweet¬
hearts (Reveries), Lindsay; March, Op. 18.1
(6 hds), Streabbog; Lie Carillon Polka,
Kinguet; Spanish Dance (4 hds ), Seeboeck ;
Merry Peal (Mazurka), Wolf; The Graces
(4 hds.), Wachs; Farewell, Read; Merry Pupils of F. A. Franklin.
Mountaineers, C. De Janon;
Woodland
Far from Home. Behr; Swing Song
Echoes, Wyman; Arrival of Spring (6 hds.), (Violin), Franklin ; Valse in E Flat, Durand ;
Herbert-Osten ; Rosy Fingers, Wachs ; Robins’ At Close of Dav, Franklin ; Whither? KoelReturn, Fisher; The Storm, Weber; Electric ling; The Dying Poet, Gottschnlk ; Tripping
Flush Galop (4 hds.), Goerdeler.
Measures (Violin), ETanklin ; Mazurka, MeyerHelmund ; Valse a la Tyrol, Raff; GondolIied (Violin), David; La Scintallata, Gottschalk ; Cascade du Chaudron, Bendel.
Browning; Listening to the Band, Engelmann; Autumn Leaves, Zimmerman, Vals- Pupils of F. II. Morton.
ette, Nurnberg; To the Dance, Zimmerman;
Allegro from Sixth Sonata, Mozart; Hunts¬
Sunset Nocturne, Bead; To the Dinner, men’s Chorus (4 hds), Weber; March of the
Engelmann; Cukoo Calls, Sclimoll; The Gladiators, Bonheur;
Moonlight on the
”- Hour, Parlow; The Bear, Wandelt; Lake, Smallwood ; Staccato Study, Loeschorn ;
Bird’s Lullaby, Bead; The Young Marshall, Grillen, Schumann ; The Song of the Anvil
Benard; The Village Inn, Eggeling; Bells (4 hds.), Zitterbart; Eventide Beverle, Am¬
of Twilight, Schumann ; La Gazelle, Wollen- brose ; Serenade, Gounod; Chimes on High,
haupt; After Sunset, Schnecker; Butter¬ Goerdeler; Gavotte, Moore; An Old Love
flies, Lege ; Air de Ballet, Chaminade ; Brown Story, MacDowell; Merry Christmas, Francis
Eyes, Seeboeck; Nocturne, Davis; Song at H. Morton.
Evening, Lange.
Pupils of J. A. Hugo and H. IF Greene.
Pupils of Miss M. R. Linneman.
Concerto, In D Major (Last Movement),
Steeple Chase, Op. 357 (8 hds.), Fink; Mazart; - Song from "Carmen,” Bizet; Con¬
Friends Again, Op. 20, Voight; In the certo, in D Minor (First Movement), Men¬
Arena Op. 20 (8 hds.), Engelmann; Poka, delssohn ; “Love’s Salutation (Song), Elgar ;
Bathbun ; Chapel In the Forest, Holt; Dance Concerto, in D Minor (Last Movement), Men¬
Nopolitaine (12 hds.), Streabbog; Minister delssohn; Questions (Song), Squires; Pop¬
Bells, Spaulding; The Haymaker (4 hds.), pies (Song), Cox; Concerto, in C Minor
Zimmerman; Spring, Marks; Bace Course, (First Movement with Cadenza by Liszt),
Blake; Trot du Cavalier (12 hds.), Spindler; Beethoven; Trio, Break, Break, Break, AnderBeverle at Eventide, Martin; Polonaise. ton; Concerto, in A Minor. (First Movement),
Behr; Titania, Wely, *, After
‘"
the
”
a|
Charge
Sji. ooo (o iius.i, Engelmann; Serenade, Hummel.
arks;
Processional March (8 hds.), Pupils of Mrs. R. W. Bullock.
Binguet.
Woodland Whispers, Braungardt; In the
Ganschals ; Gaiety Polka (4 hds.), WolPupils of Septimus E. Barbour and Mary Mill,
fahrt; Menuet from “Don Juan” (4 hds.),
Francis Welch.
Mozart; Sing a Song of Sixpence, Spaulding;
Overture, “Magic Flute” (6 hds.), Mozart; Bobin’s Lullaby, Krogmann; An Evening
En Boute Etude, Godard; Two Larks, Prayer, Sing, Bobin Sing, Spaulding; A Forest
Leschetlzky; Gondolierl, Nevin; La Petite Brook, Ganschals; Attack of the Uhlans
Etude, Streabbog; Spring Song, Emil Lieb- (4 hds.), Bohm; Con Amore, Beaumont;
ling; Etude (6 hds.), Behr; Lolita Sou¬ Etude, Op. 45, No. 9, Heller; Flower Song,
venir, Emil Liebllng ; Turkish March, Liszt; Lange ; Impromptu. Op. 90, No. 4, Schubert;
Scherzo, Wolf; March Militaire (4 hds.), “Der Freischutz” (4 hds.), Weber.
Vannah ; Chanson Joyense, Bavina; Bomance,
Aletter ; Crescendo, Per Lasson; Petite Pupils of Miss Laura Washington Gold.
Valse, Wolf; Moon Moths (1 —-*
Fantaisie in Dm, Mozart; Last Hope,
Kussner;
The Fountain, Bohm
Gottschalk;
Serenade (song), Schub—-•
’
Streabbog:
"
Minuet, Beaumont;
, "- ’--„ . —.-1,
Sonate Pathetique, Beethoven; Senta’s
Etude Artistique, Godard; Petite Valse lad,
from “Flying Dutchman,” Wagner-Li. . ,
(4 hds.), Gieble; Valser Gentile (6 hds.), Polonaise
Militaire, Chopin; Poupee ValBenard; Petite Carnival (4 hds.), Streabbog; sante, Poldini;
Delibes-Joseffy;
Humoresque. Dvorak; Allegro Classique, Caprice Espagnol, Pizzicati,
Moszkowski; When Love-^
Bavina, Aschenbrodel, Bendel.
is Kind (song). Old Melody; Siegmund’sM^S;
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of Improved

Pupils of Henry Weston Smith.
The Harebell, Smallwood; Dancing Waves
(4 hds.), Biedermann; Under the Bose Arbor,
Dutton; Mazurka, Eogers ; Humming Bird,
Schiller; Prelude (left hand alone), Scriabinc ; Impromptu, Bohm ; Watchman’s Song,
Grieg; Valse, Bogers: Prelude, Chopin;
Spring’s Witchery, Smith; Pitter Patter,
Dutton ; Mazurka, Moszkowski; Valse Ca¬
price, Hoffman; Voices of Spring, Sinding;
Birdling, Grieg; Valsette, Borowskl; Ber¬
ceuse (Jocelyn), Godard; Prelude, Bachmaninoff; Moonlight Sonata (1st Movement),
Beethoven ; Cabaletta, Lack; To a Wild
Bose, MacDowell; Valse Etude, Liebllng;
Polonaise Chopin; Air De Ballet, Moszkow-

The Anthem Repertoire
A collection of bright and singable an¬
thems for quartette or chorus, suitable for
all occasions.
The work contains 64 pages of anthems
by well-known modern composers. All
monized and not at all difficult.
This volume may be regarded as a con¬
tinuation of the successful collection,
“Model Anthems,” which is the cheapest
and most popular collection of generally
useful anthems which has ever been pub¬
lished and at the same price.

25c Bffiis:

51.80 srien.

Itlooal at the dozen price;

Greeting to Sister Teachers To those
'-vho have recently completed the course
of the Dunning
System it__,; been
„ a revelation
"■
! “
of clever and beautiful ideas pi
most logical and psychological
ing out the most advanced ideas of instruction.
That this System has no peer is evidenced by
the fact tlrat none of the other systems in exist¬
ence have been able thus far to obtain such
marvelous results. The teachers in this class,
having studied with noted teachers, both in
this country and in Europe, most heartily
recommend the Dunning System to our sisters
in this important educational department. It
is unique in many points—one especially, it is
as unlike any other System or plan of teaching
as It is possible and teach the same subject.
Join us without fail and help us to create a
better and higher standard of music teaching
in America.
(Signed)
Teachers of the Denver Class.
The only system endorsed bv the world-re¬
nowned musicians such as Leschetizky, Scharwenka, Carreno, de Paehman and many others.
Booklets with letters from these representative
musical educators sent upon application.

THEO. PRESSER
1712 Chestnut Street.

-
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Addre.. MRS. CARRIE L. DUNNING
225 Highland Avo.
!
BUFFALO, N. Y.

>n THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

THE
Pendleton; Ballad of the South, Pendleton;
Sunflower Dance, McClymont; Summer Holi¬
day Gavotte, Spring Evening Romance, Adam
Geibel; Besolution, Lichner; Silver Stars,
Hohm; In Sylvan Glade, Peterson; Consola¬
tion and Spring Song, Mendelssohn; Constant
Devotion, Adam Gelbel; Sunrise Mazurka,
Pattison; Scarf Dance, Chaminade; Bustle
of Spring, Binding; I'endre Aveu, Schutt;
Andante from Symphony Pathetique, Tschaikowsky; Polka de Concert, Bartlett.

-- r-,
--ning Song, Kohler,
Dau
™0l;Khtf’ Alio ways; Postillion D’Amour
(4 hds.), Behr; Autumn Twilight, Holt:
Fantasie De Concert, Op. 23. Holt; Caprice
Brillante, Hause : Silver Spring, Op. 6, Mason ;
Salut a Pesth, Kowalski; Emperor’s March
(4 hds.). Von Blom; Up in a Swing. Montaine; By the Lake, Kern ; Dawn, Kussner;
Song of the Swallow, Op. 270, Bohm;
Vesuvius, “Polka Brillante,” Wilson; Nocturne, Op. 37, No. 2, Chopin: Invitation a
T* VaI®e.- 9p?eber: Song of the Spinning Wheel. Wachs; Memories. Kussner;
Marche Militaire, Op. 51, (4 hds.), Schubert
Pupils of H. Glen Henderson.
Grand Festival March (8 hds), Engelmann;
La Zingara, Bohm: Bells at Sunset, Backstro; Little Fairy March. Streabbog; ThrowIng Snowballs Fearis; Charge of the Uhlans
(4 hds.). Bohm; Forget Me Nots, Engel¬
mann : Heather Bose, Lange: The Bobin’s
Greeting Fearis; A Little Flower, Voss;
ynlse (E flat). Durand: Parade Review
18 hds.). Engelmann; Minuet nl ’Antico,
No. 3. Seeboeck: Valse Arabesque. Lack;
Old Black Joe, Rathbun; Last Hope, Gott¬
schalk; Valse Styrienne, Op. 27, Wollenhaupt; Good Night, Nevin; Second Mazurka,
Godard; Concertotflck, Op. 92. Schumann.

fly), Grieg; Etude, Op.
Baphsodie Ilongroise, No. o, i.isz.i; lyy me
Beautiful Blue Danube (chorus), StraussSpicker.
GROWING STRONGER
Apparently, with Advancing Age.
“In 1896 at the age of 50 years, I
collapsed from excessive coffee drink¬
ing,” writes a man in Mo. “For four
years I shambled about with the aid pf
crutches or cane, most of the time un¬
able to dress myself without help.
“My feet were greatly swollen, my
right arm was shrunken and twisted
inward, the- fingers of my right hand
were clenched and could not be ex¬
tended except with great effort and
pain. Nothing seemed to give me more
than temporary relief.
“Now, during all this time and for
about 30 years previously, I drank daily
an average of 6 cups of strong coffee—■
rarely missing a meal.
“My wife at last took my case into
her own hands and bought some Postum. She made it according to direc¬
tions and I liked it fully as well as the
best high grade coffee.
“Improvement set in at once. In
about 6 months I began to work a lit¬
tle, and in less than a year I was very
much better, improving rapidly from
day to day. I am now in far better
health than most men of my age and
apparently growing stronger with ad¬
vancing age.
“I am busy every day at some kind
of work and am able to keep up with
the procession without a cane. The
arm and hand that were once almost
useless, now’ keep far ahead in rapidity
of movement and beauty of penman¬
ship.”
“There’s a Reason.” Name given by w
Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich. Read
“The Road to Wellville,” in pkgs.
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The Etude cannot attempt to give metro- study harmony, books on form, obtain primers

support the writer’s theory. In the
third chapter the writer attempts to
show how rythm is the true foundation of musical conception. She states;
“If the present obstructions in the path
?f music were removed slowly, but
inevitably, the rythmic consciousness
would assert itself and lead a way to
fresh woods and pastures new.” The
remaining chapters show a keen appre¬
ciation of the psychological and phllosophical aspects of the question. The
writer’s erudition cannot be questioned.
a"d the lo^ical and sane Presentation
^er hypothesis is so convincing that

general interest.

as theSlS.

‘3

Metronomic markings are

your perception in every direction connected
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will be a fourth'volume~ln im

_
^ the^ series
of “Standard Plano Compositions,”
R. Mathews
S. B.
Mathews.

ins “to the
1.—The sign “da capo" means
head." Therefore, If you find a -piece of
music marked “da capo,” you _
o—the be¬
It
turn to the head of the piece—the
ginning. This includes
the introduction.
1
*the
[ the composer had intended to 1

De]fbesB'is^'^TmB»pl’?l,nsMProi“^a<v?tion ot,
SVaWhX^ 'saying* 48S*
^Me0,|fb,(r.on^1her0^fr)d s^flab^0^

St? emplojf^d the ‘slgn^’SaV^egna”
“dafsesmo” SsymboSl, 'whfch^resendil™ a°capital “S,“ and commencing at that place play
to the sign “fine.” It Is not unlikely that in
some cases you will find the terms “dal
segno" and “da capo” carelessly used. If
you will remember that the word capo means
cantoiru^decanitoliom cRnitni^'
Wfrnm
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distinguishing the terras. “Segno"_
sign and is always derived from the same
root from which we derive the English word

a
R-—ls, apparently no especial
efoth‘ on
head of a prominent concern tells me that
they buy glue by the barrel, mix it with

The book, while in a sense
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be read with interest by_
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good collateral general education, and
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TO PIANO TEACHERS
WE ARE REPRINTING THE
ORIGINAL EDITION OF

The Very First
Lessons at the Piano
By Mrs. CROSBY ADAMS
The new edition, revised and enlarged, has
won for itself a large following. Many approve
of the added and changed features contained
in the revised edition, while a large number
prefer the presentation contained in the origi¬
nal, and as there is a strong demand from vari¬
ous sources for the original edition, we have
decided to accede to it. The great success of
the book easily warrants our publishing both
editions. They will be designated as follows:

The Very First Lessons at the Piano

Original edition, net.$0.75

The Very First Lessons at the Piano
Leaves from the Journals of Sir
George Smart, by H. Bertram Cox and
C- L- E. Cox. with portrait and fac. ..
’ , .. t 1 , '
; U1IU
simi^e canon (Published by Longmans,
Green & Company),
To have known Haydn personally
and to have been on terms of intimacy
with Weber, Beethoven and MendelsS°hn’ even visiting ‘hei^ » their own
homes, is an experience granted to but
few or npr|nn? tn nnnD

M. E. A.—The only possible distinction
„ w
sucA ~
»re good foHune of tha!
ls that afforded by the staccato mark. PTwo coluimnsf* aboat’ k ndly write ag!un
these noteworthy specimen of the “fine old
legato, when* stactcadtoarmarksbareIaaboven°or
j s s_Richar(j Rtranss has nnhll bed English gentleman” and sterling musibelow the notes, otherwise they are tied.
more ?han lOO s^ngs, of wWch sfx are with F,an’1S,r George Sm .rt, who was born
M. H. A—Carl Bohm the prolific comnoser orchestra. Their character varies extraor- in the year of the Declaration of
fi WA^^nJ^P^ence. and lived, to
medium difficulty,"'whUe some'are extremely the ripe old age of ninety-one, passing
Elcssmann and Geyer.
iryiug uom ror singer ana accompanist, awav
iisuu 01
f. ‘ - 1 in 1867. During
7 the7 greater
0- part
1—e that are characteristic
of me
the meaium
medium away
C E. S.—When the definite article “the”
b of difficulty
“Serenade,” Op. 17, of a busy and eventful life he kept a
^occurs before a word commencing with a
1 the TorlHffh+7* On a:_
J *l• _ 1?
,
/
^giwel the “e” is sounded long as the “e" in
the word “he.” “The” coming before a word
If
you
wish
"a
more
complete
Bst^of
published
under
editorship
of
Mr.
and
commencing with a consonant, however, is
customarily pronounced “thuh” except in for0thel'sangerr*wr?teCaSnletoathesenccdmnnsf ,MisS Cu°x‘ , 14
historical and
cases where it ls necessary to emphasize the
biographical matter of real value, toarticle for the purpose of gaining additional
E.
F.
B.—I
regret
that
I
am
not
acquainted
o-ether
with
keen
and
intellicroni
distinction or emphasis. Illustrations :
with the edition of Mendelssohn’s “Songs b
wun Keen an(1 intelligent com“The arm of the artist Is carefully trained’ Without Words” you mention, but I should nient upon men and things, particularly
(lo^“e
music and musicians. There are many
^lawyer was right,” (“uh” or obscure
indicate the termination of a long phrase, or quaint and entertaining anecdotes.
‘He is the man of all men,” (long ‘
else some section of the composition, while
n_• .
,
.., .
emphasis).
one line may indicate the first , half of the
Organists will note with interest that
phrase or section. I should suppose that Sir George presided at the organ at the
“Etude” ls pro- method was adopted In order to give r,; t.-■
,,
,
»—j hint to the pupil of the form of the funeral of King George IV, at the
w v r. nw.
„
„
piece. It Is always advisable to help the coronation of Kinsr William IV and
r j!'3 £-, The composer of Carmen was pupil to understand the construction of the o
r
.
*;
Georges Bizet (1838-1875). The story of pieces he plavs, as he will he the better Uueen Adelaide, at the confirmation of
IshiJ?-n»v il„S?s follows
follows: Carmen, the Span- equipped for ' the proper presentation of the Princess, later Queen Victoria
»rtwByR?y’.,flckle. ^nd wayward, yet endowed their sentiment and emotion.
•
^
with'Tirthe
the funeral of King William IV, at the
JY'th
all the ”wild
wild graces of her nation, is
betrothed to Don
"
Betrothed
Jos,'-, a brigadier of the
_
coronation and at the marriage of
Spanish army,
Queen Victoria, and at many other im¬
by Micaela, to wnom ne
his affections, who seeks to regal his c
portant and historic services.
Jtfocy by bringing a portrait of
and her blessing on their union,
union. In the
.
, „ . .
Possibly, the most important and inmeantime Carmen has quarreled with
Conception of Music, by
(anion, and is to be taken to prison, but ,, The
" Rythmic
f ”,
« teresting
icresung pages
pages of
oi the
tne volume
volume are
are taken
tal
Oon Josfi intervenes and gets her off, making Margaret Glynn (Longmans, Green & Up with those “journals” relating
dannceP?^nt^nq‘li(,iflaa’ Ta"Spanish danceK Co . Publishers). Price, $l.?o net
three European trips undertaken by
In the second act Don Jose and Carmen
-It seems somewhat astonishing that Smart in the years 1802, 1825 and 1845
Jos! hlready
I°ine^
band, and Don such
a work
as “The
“The Rythmic ConceP^
Jol!
haTeven01
tokena sypsy
parf ln^some^smu°g“
S.Uch 3
W°rk. 35
During each of these journeyings much
hing o]
operations. Carmen now begins to look ti°n °f Music” should have come to us music was heard and many musicians
down;,n?pot“
i
b*m-. n°w that
has sacrifled from the pen of a woman. Not that were visited, our diarist invariably
--—jf£rs her affections 't^Escainillo,1’a 'bull* the writing of a work of this kind is making the most of his opportunities
Elcamiiiny^ire* .the,rlv«Is fight and when “unfeminate,” but we are not yet ac- and recording his impressions with a
?eSlfa^^etukn^® bandkDon™ to^nTc the customed to women who are engaged sure hand, a calmly judicial mind. Of
me™!1" dnJS6-. m?d
sees that he is Car- ;n scientific or philosophical pursuits, especial interest are his meetings with
lonely mother ™dCaaedvlsesmhlmStoh]S Carmen With the recent proud achievement of Beethoven and his visit to the Mentelis*'hime tws S?1 Ilsten to her until she Mme. Curie in the field of chemistry delssohn family.
calling incestontiy forIhim.erinSthdyiaft act we may expect almost anything. “The
One of Sir George’s best anecdotes
to amh,!n !-!aL 'ovited the whole company Rythmic Conception of Music” is a lit- relates to King William IV. At a
to regain <famen“s 'Vntorest, Dbut "she says tie work of 191 pages, which delves grand performance of Handel’s “Israel
htowAif JgS4 sbe 'oves Escamillo. Beside into one of the main mysteries of musi- in Egypt,” in 1834, in Westminster
the hearLthj^atSea°°tiieJotrumpbts Announce cal art and reveals much that is help- Abbey, his majesty dozed off during
Escamillo victor in the bull-flght.
ful and instructive to the advanced one of the numbers. While the famous
H. L.—(l). The Authentic Modes were student. In the first chapter the writer duet for bass voices was being sung,
St Amna,es or. scries of tones adopted by states: “It,is the object of the present the Queen suddenly aroused her royal
the end of Sthe "fourth'century A."?)"’ for"the volume to indicate the broad lines of consort with the remark, “What a fine
Dorta!i nl?R*c- There were four in'number, a new theory of music based upon the duet—‘The Lord is a man of war.’”
jjVom theseFmodes Stf G?ego?ydatMthe'b*gto- principle of rythmic unity, to be fol- The sailor King, -jot yet thoroughly
fouf of tbe seventh century A. D., derived lowed by an educational text-book, awake, responded promptly, “How
-s?d in" too Roman” Cathoifc Chureh containing a complete analysis of many guns does she carry?”
«re e
panlment ”GKegorian- Sep “Gregorian nccom- rythmical form which will weld all the
A copious index, evidently prepared
Panin
“v Wallace Goodrich Nfl'd w™ Gray ‘co'^New various parts of musical education into with much care, adds greatly to the
(2\ Wl
...
-.
a jjarmonious whole.” In the second value of this volume as a book of
8l‘Y of expression '^here^s °fo,“ d^to bfan chapter historical evidence is given to reference.

t0
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New edition, revised and enlarged, net, $1.00

EASTER SONGS
Awake, Thou That Sleepest (new)
For Sop. or MezS Sopf^’3’' *°-60
Christ the Lord Is Risen
A. M. Foerster. .60
Published in two keys
The Birth and the Resurrection
Jessie L. Gayiior. .SO
Published in two keys
Life Again To-Day.. IV. II. Neidlinger. .50
Published in two keys
Easter Song.Paul Rougnon. .35
Published in three keys •
Send for our list of EASTER SONGS,
ANTHEMS and CAROLS

CLAYTON F. SUMY CO.
PUBLISHERS

220 Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

The School of Music-Education
SUMMER SCHOOL
NORMAL COURSES
for Pianoforte, Vocal, Kindergarten and Public
School Music Teachers and Students, conducted
by Calvin Brainerd Cady,
PORTLAND, OREGON,

June 22—July 31.

SPECIAL NOTICE -Requestsfora Normal at
Chicago. 111., and Palo Alto or Berkeley, Califor¬
nia. The Normal will be given at one of the
above places. Aug. 4—Sept. s, if a sufficient
number of applications are received by May 15.
BOSTON SUMMER COURSES. Given by
Linda Ekman, Helen Howard Whiting
June 1—July 31.
Subjects: Music Education of the Child, Piano(EspeciaUy
For announcements of Normal Courses and
particulars of Boston Summer Courses, address
SCHOOL OF MUSIC-EDUCATION

A MUSIC SCHOOL
DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE
Warren, Ohio.

FREDERICK MAXSON

ORGANIST FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Walnut, Philadelphia, Pa.

Teacher of Organ, Pianc & Harmony

One Hundred Organ pnpila have obtained church positions.
Four pupils have auccea»ful!y passed the examina¬
tion of the American Gatld of Organists

The Sternberg School of Mnsic
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STACCATO AND LEGATO.
Humor, Wit and Anecdote.

Cantatas
and Plays
A Day in Flowerdom
An Operetta for the Youngr Folk
Libretto and Lyrics by Jessica Moore
Music by Geo. L. Spaulding
Price. 50 cents
This little work is intended to furnish
entertainment for both young and old.
its production will be a source of pleas¬
ure to the youthful participants and
their friends, and it will prove of equal
interest to the grown-ups.
it is in two scenes, consisting of ten
musical numbers, all bright,
and full of go. The short bil s of diaare clever and amusing.
Springtime
A Song Cycle for Children’s Voices
Words and Music by
MRS. E. L. ASHFORD
Price, $1.00
This cycle consists of five very pretty
and well contrasted songs, intended to be
-~ig by children’s voices in unison. As
» songs are connected by interludes, the
rk may be used complete, or anv of the
lgs may be used separately. Should it
deemed advisable to produce the cycle
costume and with action, complete
u.a-ections are given for this purpose.
Both words and music are such as will
prove appealing and interesting to chil¬
dren, besides being of genuine artistic

THE WORLD

RENOWNED

SOHMER

leal public onjaccount of !u

THE SOHMER-CECILIAN INSIDE PLAYER
SURPASSES ALL OTHERS ^
SOHMER
COMPANY
Warerooms, Cor. 5th Ave. 22d St., New York

FRANK J. BENEDICT

The Moon Queen
By GARDNER and GOTTSCHALK
Price, 50 cents
A children’s cantata to be sung in
unison. Text fright and amusing and
music essy and very melodious. Twelve
musical numbers interspersed with short
hits of dialogue. Contains all the ele¬
ments of popularity. May be given with
or without costume and scenery. Its use
will entail little effort or expense.
Time of duration: about 35 minutes.

The Singing Leaves
By GRACE MAYHEW
The Words by James Russell Lowell
Price, 60 cents
A short, bright, and easy cantata for
baritone, tenor, and soprano solos and
mixed choruses, with piano accompani¬
ment and violin obligato. This work ie
especially suitable for small societii
...Y-n™n effective
offecl.ive number
nr
hew has the gift of gra
spiration, and handles a chorus to good
advantage. The solo wo
throughout.

The Coming of Ruth
A Dramatic Cantata of Moderate
Difficulty
By WM. T. NOSS
Price, $1.00 each
$9.00 per dozen
A work suitable for choral conv,,..
tions, singing societies and church choirs,
containing solos for sopranos, alto, ten
baritone and bass, together with a mi
chorus, and in six scenes.
This cantata is founded on the first
chapter of the Book of Euth, being
work of exceptional merit, a fascinatnm
and instructive presentation and protraynl
of Biblical story, dramatic incident and
human sympathy, conveying much th-’
could not be expressed in words
The solos and chorus are all of moder¬
ate difficulty, melodious throughout
pressive and inspiring. The choruse
well-msde and effective.

Send ioc for booklet
“How beautiful Sing¬
ing Voices Are Made”
_ Plain answers to typi¬
cal questions about Voice Culture
and the Art of Singing.
“Musical Possibilities of the Aver¬
age Voice”...20c

0 fi R SixWeeks'’Course
V 0 3 for Teachers
Private Lessons in

PIANO, VOICE OR VIOLIN
Including Room and Board.
Teachers Educated in Europe.
Leschetizky Technic for Piano.
Italian and German Methods for Voice.
Belgian (Ysaye) School for Violin.

Marks’ Conservatory of Music
2 West 121st Street, New York.

GEORGE DUDLEY MARTIN
Harmony ar.d Practical
Composition Taught by Mail

CLASS PINS
Special designs for musical dubs and classes
Write for illustrations to the manufacturers

A Royal Joke.
The story is told of a royal joke
addressed to the celebrated composer
Fux, the author of the famous “Gradus
ad Parnassum,” who held the post of
kapellmeister at Vienna under three
emperors—Leopold, Joseph I, and
Charles VI—all three excellent musicians.
The last-named did not scorn to
sometimes take a place in the orchestra, or to accompany on the piano
such-and-such a singer at a court
concert.
He had commanded Fux
to prepare music for an opera entitled “Eliza,” intended for performance
on the birthday anniversary of his
aunt the Archduchess. At the third
performance his fancy led the Emperor to take the place of the kapellmeister and conduct the work. Fux,
seated by his side, turned over the
a s
At a certain moment, when a real
difficulty was threatening, the King
got himself clear so cleverly that,
in spite of the rules of etiquette,

Son—“Pop, what is oblivion?”
Pop (who knows)—“Being married
to a prirna donna.”
_
After |
a short
_ meeting
_ a little sing_
jng was indulged in by some of the
members of a social gathering, and
half way down the program the name
of Miss Augusta Brown figured.
Alas, however, when the time came
for her to appear a messenger arrived
to say that the lady was suffering from
a very bad cold, and therefore the
chairman had to excuse hereto the audience.
“Ladies and gentlemen,” he said, “I
have to announce that Miss Brown
win be unable to sing, as announced,
and therefore Mr. Green will give us
'A Song of Thanksgiving.’ ’’—Pittsburg
Bulletin.
_

Theodore Presser

u
|gdLi-irnriij .
,

A former baritone of the old BosIonian Opera Company is in a Minneapohs jail, accused of forgery. A false
note, apparently.—Tacoma News.
-

c™ld ”ot ^Publisher—“So this composition is
“Bravo!” Then, bending towards h.s absolute, ori inal with
?>.
royal master, he said, Loon my word,
r
«T, ; »
sire, you would make a splendid kapellComposer- It is.
-“Well,
meister.” “Yes,” replied the Emperor,
n,e-,Mh,,iTwnuld
years
years see
I have
smiling, .TI 7eS'
know Tre^
I should;
but I would teresting?
^hatFor
^
d and
j- c£uld
the
tnef as
k 1lieve
ipvp hp
. .
- .
..
just
be Kmfteror.
Emperor.
originator of that tune.”
The Prima Donna’s Age.

Gounod, who, as many Americans
know, had a keen sense of fun, was
once overwhelmed by the enthusiasm
Df a young music-mad English girl
who had been presented to him.
a,
“Oh, I am lost for words to expresjjSJR^
my admiration for the great composer
Qf ‘Faust,’ ” she said. “Inspired musicjanj genius, mighty master, what shall
j can you?”
Gounod interrupted her by patting
her gently on the head.
“Throw your arms round my neck,”
he gayly advised, “-and call me your
little rabbit.”— Youth’s Companion.
_
.
Tom (at the musicale)—“Don t you
think Miss Screecher sings with considerable feeling?”
Jack—“Not so I can notice it. If she
had any feeling for the rest of us she
wouldn’t sing at all.”—Chicago Daily
News.
«j suppose to educate your daughter
{n music costs a great deal of money?”
“Yes, but she’s brought it all back
for me »
“Indeed!”
“Yes; I’d been trying to buy out my
Mr. Stoplate—“That song always
next neighbor at half price for years,
moves me.”
and
could never bring him to terms
Miss Tersleep—“If I’d known that,
I’d have sung it an hour ago.”— until she came home.”—The Sacred
Heart Review.
Cleveland Leader,

“Speaking of birthdays,” said Mario
Ancona, reflectively, the other day, “I
made my London debut fifteen years
ago in a Covent Garden presentation
whereof the prima donna was a charming artiste some years older than I.
“Last season I celebrated my fortysecond birthday, and the very next day
the same prima donna completed her
thirty-seventh year.”
Many funny requests come to Sousa,
the March King, but he has received
nothing more remarkable than some
of the requests for encores.
For example, Mr. Sousa delights to
tell of the society woman who asked
for the “Tannhauser Overture.” Another requested the opera “Martha,” by
Sullivan; but the climax came in New
England last spring, when, in a small
town wh.ere he was to play in the
evening, Sousa was handed a card on
which “Music Lover” asked in the following polite words: “May I ask you,
please, to play as an encore some time
during the evening the ‘Ninth Symphony?’ ”

. _ .
.
Flower Ballads
A Pans paper says:
It is now a
15 School SL,
Boston, Mass.
Children
scientifically proven fact that music exKindt
ercises a great influence on the growth
By CARO SENOUR
of the hair. It is with good reason
Price, 50 cents
that great musicians, such as Paganini,
ARE YOU A PROGRESSIVE TEACHER?
A collection of twelve flower _ songs.
Liszt and Paderewski, are represented
If (*o, fiend for our FREE booklet and circulars
upon modern Idcrm pertnHilnor to ofU>luk"/T^ncl!with a growth of hair which Absalom
might have envied.
eacher of children should own a copv of
“Science has proven that stringed inhis interesting and valuable work. Each
long is named from some familiar flower,
struments have a favorable influence on
ind conveying the idea of children and
the growth of the hair, while brass in¬
lowers holding conversations togethe
struments are in the opposite direction.
Every one has probably observed that
CORRECTION OF MUSICAL M.S.S. a bald violinist is as rare as a bald
A SPECIALTY
horn player is common. Wood instruA. W. BORST. 1505 Arch St.. Philadelphia. Pa. ments, such as the flute, seem to have
1712 Chestnut St, PHILADELPHIA
ComposerofCantatas: John Gilpin,
no pronounced influence either way.”
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our adve

BENT & BUSH

"The shirs in the following passage are troubling
me. Theory books say that when a slur la placed
orer two notes on different degrees of the staff, the
first note Is accented and the second is to be taken
off lightly. But here F, a quarter note, goes to
a half note, and again to B flat, a dotted half tied
to a half. How is such a passage to be played?
“In the second example there is a slur joining two
notes on the same degree of the staff, which would
be a tie were it not for the accent strokes in A
and the staccato dots in B. Would it be treated

“REMODELING THE OLD TEACHER’S
WORK; HOW GREAT TACT SHOULD
BE USED IN MAKING CHANGES.”
BY JO. SHIPLEY WATSON.
Giving lessons is like walking a tight wire, so
constant is the care required. There must be a nice
adjustment, calmness, poise and assurance. Like
athletes, we must keep in condition, for a lesson is
full of surprises and alongside of our knowledge of
music it is necessary to have a store of general
information that can be seized upon and used at the
instant. A pupil seldom forgets a point that has
been illustrated with a bit of history, a -story or a
quotation, and the skill and certainty with which we
make the application is as essential as the physical
and thinking parts of key .hitting and note reading.
It is as necessary to know people as it is to know
notes, there is as much expertness required in deal¬
ing with them as we use in a glissando. The fact
is, every teacher has to acquire his experience in his
own way.
When we go away to study we are shown how
to take chords, do octaves and runs and a great deal
for which we paid six dollars per thirty minutes is
absolutely useless to us when we return. We can¬
not copy our teacher’s pose nor his prices and the
fascination of imitating him leads us into all sorts
of temptation. We must not laugh sarcastically at
a blundering pupil, we cannot look nonchalantly
out of the window when Helen’s mother pays her
hdl, nor is it advisable to hit the piano a vigorous
thump and shout; even the chords, octaves and
ghssandi have to be made over into plain every¬
day material before we can use them. The young
teacher takes his most valuable and unforgetable
lessons at home m his own studio. If you have
ideass express
c
them, do not waver. Do something.
The great test of what a man can do must be what
a man does.” A lesson is the summing up of a
countless number of things many of which we have
to learn by ourselves. We do not have to seek our
adventures, they come to us.
cr rf-ki'1 Was sixteen- pretty and petulant, with in¬
edible notions and amazing theories; she was
ever and musical with an aversion to memorizing

Hogan—“Have ye hear-rd me daughter Mona s5ng lately?»
Dugan—“Both lately an’ earlier, bedad! ,Tis th> fine insthrumintal music
sjle
ma^e»
Hogan-“Ye ignoramus. Shure, sing;n> a5n.t insthrumental music!”
Dugan — “Begorry,
thin,
Keegan
towld me ’it wuz insthrumental in
causjn> him t’ move two blocks away
fr0m yer house!”
She (at the musicale)—“Miss Schreecher sings with wonderful realism,
don’t you think so?”
He—“Yes; you can almost see
crack in her voice.”

Your theory books should also tell you that when
the slur joins a shorter note to a succeeding longer
one, on different degrees of the staff, that only that
part of the rule which pertains to the accenting of
the first note holds good. The second note is only
shortened sufficiently to separate it from the next.
The two-note phrases should thus be so played as to
seem like clearly separated words of two syllables.
In your second example neither case is.a legato
slur. The first measure is an example of marcato
touch, and in most cases should be played with
the down arm touch. The second measure is the
non-!egato touch, and the notes should be played
with the hand touch. Observe that if a tone of
longer value were desired in either case a tie would
not be written. A tie should be used only when
impossible to represent the time value desired in
any other way. In the first case a half note would
have been written. A tie is not used on two notes
of equal value unless the measure bar comes between
the two, or one or both of them are members of
groups of notes. In the second measure of your
example a quarter note would have been written,
not two-eighths tied for that amount of time value.

r
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that kept us constantly at odds. “I just can’t
memorize that old thing,” said Sarah, and she threw
her music roll into the chair with energy enough
°jbreak the. s,raP- “Ethel can't memorize either,
and her teacher said it’s because all her talent goes
oc.lty'
She looked at me inquiringly and
added with conviction, “I play faster than Ethel."
t>arah and Ethel were chums, but their teachers
were so unchummy that they dodged round corners
to escape each other. Sarah’s teacher had a mind
on hre for new things, Ethel’s teacher had ideas
t iat centered round a method long since defunct.
Nevertheless, Sarah’s teacher feared that method,
j P°ssessed qualities that were very convincing to
doubtful Sarahs; besides, the teacher of it had that
pronounced social gift of knowing intimately every
mother, child and baby in the village, of calling
frequently and of introducing method, talent and
little fingers into every-day conversation.
When
Sarah quoted her on memorizing, her teacher
choked down three spluttering words, “Nonsense,
sheer nonsense! “Well, that’s what Ethel said, any¬
way, and Sarah undid her music roll and bent back
Schumann’s “Fantasiestucke” with a twist that
settled the matter.
Introducing New Ideas.
The lesson was unusually silent. “Warum” was
played with eyes riveted upon the page, and the
artful Sarah seemed to glory in her inability to take
them off. At the end she called it “a crazy piece,”
and to her teacher it was one broad smudge of ugli¬
ness. “It is different,.I’ll admit. Schumann had a
different way of saying things and ‘Warum’ is such
a characteristic bit of Schumann country suppose
we get behind the printed symbols and re-discover
it for ourselves. When our grandfathers came out
into the West they didn’t fly into it on a homeseekers’ excursion with a return ticket if they didn't
like it. They came in an ox team and blazed their
own trails. They came, too, with the purpose of stay¬
ing and making of it the most glorious place on
earth. We have gone too far to turn back; let us do
some pioneering in ‘Warum’ and make it the best
thing we have ever done.” And Sarah, with a re¬
signed air of being bored, readjusted her side combs
and lifted up her eyes to a picture of “Prayers in
the Bach Family.”
“Pioneers mark the water-course and follow
them,” I continued. “Let us mark the melody course
in ‘Warum’ and follow it. Here in the first four
measures we find it in the form of a question, em¬
bedded in a half-lit background, not a bold question
that shouts for joy but a wistful one that pleads.
It forces us to put our ear down close and listen.
The answer, indefinite and vague (measures'five, six
and seven), scarcely pierces the obscuring gloom,
like the sun shining through the pale caressing light
of morning.” The piano stool wiggled. I glanced
up to see Sarah looking gravely at her music.
“You can’t see the whole of it at first, it is only by
listening very deep that you get into the picture at
all, for it is the very essence of a question, so subtle,
so fine, yet so simple and tender that we are at a
loss to know just what it means. We ask it when
shadows tremble on the grass, when reflections
glimmer on smooth ponds, when clouds turn gold
at sunset.” “Is this it?” Sarah asked, playing the
first four measures, wholly forgetful of the notes,
“Yes, that is the first melody course and at measure
five we dip down into the second.
“The pioneer is a close observer,” I went on.
“His perceptions are singularly acute, he is arrested
by the least disturbance. In measure seven another
path crosses our trail.” “Oh,” said Sarah, playing
the next six measures, “it’s this jumbled-up part.”
“Not jumbled exactly. These short waving melodies
represent a changing mood, as though a light breeze
stirred the mazes of foliage. There is an indescrib¬
able pathos about these six measures, a repression of
feeling that gradually subsides into the impalpable
question ending with measure sixteen.” We were
now at measure seventeen-. I was aware that Sarah
had been playing the different phrases without her
notes. I did not remind her; had I done so there
would have been rebellion" at once.
“These
‘Fantasiestucke,’ Sarah, are real love letters in music
written for Anna Robina Laidlow. whose friendship
Schumann enjoyed in Leipzig. They describe the
whole romantic history of their beautiful walks
through the Rosenthal outside the town.” And it
was this bit of romance that finally won the sus¬
ceptible Sarah and turned her into a willing party
“a trois” with Robert Schumann and Anna Laidlow.
We talked and played on to the end. The lesson
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University Professional School, for the com¬
prehensive study of practical and theoretical
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TRAINING OF BOYS’ VOICES
Special course of instruction for professional teachers
and choirmasters. The field is enlarging and the supply of
trained choirmasters and vocal teachers too small for the demand.
Send for booklet and list of —f ‘ '
”
DR. G. EDWARD STUBBS. 121W 91st SL, New York City

HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.
LESSONS BY MAIL
In Harmony, Counterpoint and Composition

The Sherwood,

- Philadelphia, Pa.

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing
was a success, and the secret of it had been that we
had both “let go;” there was naturalness and earn¬
estness in all that we had done, an obliteration of
self and an entire absence of pedantic routine. In his
anxiety to make things go a teacher will often over¬
do it, and in driving in a point he not infrequently
drives out a pupil.
We cannot approach a difficult pupil, who has
previously studied with another teacher, with too
much garrulity. The great object of ^he lesson is
to do something for Art. Come out strong at the
lessons, they are the focal points. If we cannot make
them brilliant and memorable we can at. least try
to make them interesting. A dull lesson is a sure
sign that we are running to seed. Take away the
props, dig out the dry rot and prune liberally. It
it only by exercise and use that we can keep our
ideas from turning drab.
“Acts may be forgiven; not even God can forgive
a hanger-oack.”
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